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Dedication

A handbook such as this, developed out of the

experience and the record of thousands of Brothers, and
devoted to inculcating a sense of mutuality and oneness

with that tradition, inspires a dual dedication.

This Pledge Manual is, therefore, appropriately
dedicated to those "pledges" of old, of yesterday and

yesteryear, who have made possible � have in large
measure created� the heritage which you shall share

with them in this great Fraternity of unselfish fellowship.

This Pledge Manual is dedicated also in the trust

that your actions and your attitudes will justify the con

fidence and faith expressed by these men of Alpha Sigma
Phi through this invitation to membership; that you will,
through your developing interest in and devotion to the

Fraternity, demonstrate that they have not judged amiss

in believing you worthy and in inviting you to become one

of them in this Brotherhood which they so highly cherish.
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Foreword
Joining a prominent and highly respected Fraternity is rather like

coming into an inheritance. Without your expending very much in time,
money, or effort, you are now invited to share our heritage. And a con

siderable heritage it is. A great company of men, living and dead, have
labored through more than a hundred years to create its treasures. They
have given unselfishly of their money, their time, and their love in build

ing Alpha Sigma Phi.

They have done this so that you, and others chosen as you have been

chosen, might share the warm friendships which they found through
Alpha Sigma Phi. They have wanted you to gain confidence and inspir
ation from the Ideals of our Founders and to enjoy the songs and ex

citements, the colorful traditions and the enthusiasms that go with
I Fraternity life. They have created a good reputation and maintained

high standards of conduct so that you might be proud to call yourself
an Alpha Sig. They have indeed built a great Fraternity in both spiritual

' arid material resources, the privileges and benefits of which you are now

invited to share.

It is appropriate to note that unselfishness, in rare and unique de

gree, has undergirded the building of this heritage. It has been a labor

of love. And the reward has been in that satisfaction which comes from

serving an institution which outlasts self, is dedicated to high ideals, and
which has an opportunity each year to be of brotherly service and in

spiration to a new group of college men.
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As a pledge and brother to be, you will be expected to add to

our great heritage, as well as benefitting from it. Heed the counsel of
those who say that their lives have been greatly enriched through Alpha
Sigma Phi. They say that the secret is that: The more you give of

yourself to your Fraternity, the more you get out of it.

You should enjoy fully the facilities of your Chapter, but with a

sense of your obligation to leave them better than you found them. Your

participation in Fraternity-wide activities is expected. A part of your
enjoyment of them should be in working with others to make them
ever better, ever finer.

As we welcome you to share in the heritage of Alpha Sigma Phi, we
do so with the confidence that you will add, of your resources and abil

ities, to her abundance, that you will join in the spirit of unselfishness
and be concerned for the happiness and well-being of next year's pledge,
and for those who wear our symbol ten years from now, and twenty,
and even in our Third Century!

We greet you eagerly and sincerely knowing Alpha Sigma Phi has
the ability to bind men in a firm union of common motives, and with

confidence that you will grasp the significance of this invisible tie, and
that the idealism of Alpha Sigma Phi will keep you faithful to the trust,
to the satisfaction of yourself, the honor of your Alma Mater, and the

glory and progress of Alpha Sigma Phi.
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7he Pledfe Cfee4
Acknowledging my obligation to this Fraternity which has

conferred the honor and privilege of pledgeship upon me, I

pledge myself to those gentlemanly standards of life and conduct
consistent with the Ideals and Purposes of Alpha Sigma Phi, so

that my actions shall reflect always with credit upon this Frater

nity, my Alma Mater, and myself:

�^ I solemnly promise to support this Brotherhood, striving
ever to promote the unity of spirit and purpose which pre
vails in Alpha Sigma Phi;

y^ I shall maintain the highest standards of scholasdc purpose
and performance;

"K" I shall develop a deep love for and loyalty to my Alma

Mater;

"W I shall faithfully observe the ethical code of Alpha Sigma
Phi;

"K" I shall govern my every action by a high sense of honor;

"W I shall adhere to and respect the constitutional authority
within the Chapter and the Fraternity;
"A' I shall devote myself to the principles of Charity and
Patriotism both within the Fraternity and without;

"W I shall accept my responsibility to assist and encourage my
prospective Brothers;

"W I shall maintain secrecy regarding the private business
of this Fraternity;
W I shall impress upon my heart and mind that initiation
into Alpha Sigma Phi shall bind me to her as a Brother all

through life.
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yiC Alpha Sigma Phi Fraternity was founded upon the Christian Principles

which include the Second Law, the Law of Brotherly Love.

TPT Membership in Alpha Sigma Phi Fraternity is a privilege granted on

invitation by the unanimous and secret ballot of the members of a chapter to

a man who they believe is intellectually, morally, and socially a valuable

acquisition to the Fraternity.

W Membership in Alpha Sigma Phi Fraternity is by virtue of membership
in the chapter which makes the selection. A Brother in the Fraternity enjoys
the friendship and hospitality of all chapters and alumni groups and is united

in brotherly love in the family-like relationship which exists among the mem

bers of Alpha Sigma Phi and is assured of the spontaneous welcome.

hospitality, and friendship of each member's family circle.

"wT The responsibility for selection of new members into the Mystic Circle of

Alpha Sigma Phi is a first and a continuing responsibility of each member

as we learn truth, increase in wisdom, and exemplify in the Mystic Circle

the true spirit of brotherly love.
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cur

The purposes for which this

association is formed are:

O foster education, to maintain

charity, to promote patriotism.

O encourage culture, to encourage

high scholarship.

O assist in the building of character,
to promote college loyalties,

O perpetuate friendships to cement

social ties within its membership.

ijgPl^ nd to foster the maintenance of

college homes by chapters
for their undergraduate members.



Yale College as il looked in the middle o( the nineteenth century, about the time Alpha
Sigma Phi Fraternity was founded. �*

Introduction to Pledgeship
Among the vast numbers of men who have attended schools of higher

learning there have been certain ones who have wanted an additional and
richer experience during their college days.

These men have found the satisfaction they seek in fraternity membership.
You have been chosen by a group of these men to enter into this cherished

experience with a Fraternity which has had over a century of progress, a

wealth of rich heritage and tradition, and a name highly honored in fraternity
circles�Alpha Sigma Phi. Alpha Sigma Phi stands for purposes which are be

yond reproach among men, it has enthusiastically promoted these purposes in

its Chapters, and to you is now given the responsibility to perpetuate these

same ideals among future generations of college students.

There is in every living and expanding institution a danger that its

original ideals, purposes, and objects will be lost from view and forgotten.
As a Pledge, you must ever keep in mind the Ideals, Purposes, and Objects

of Alpha Sigma Phi�you must take to heart and translate into action the

teachings and principles of Alpha Sigma Phi so that they may be ever in

fluential in your own life and in the lives of those you touch.
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Our heritage is sound and the vision of its greatness and its vigor can be

realized if we shape our future out of the qualities and characteristics of

our past.

The tenets of the Fraternity are set forth in the first and, appropriately
the shortest Title of the Constitution�seven simple lines:

The Purposes of Alpha Sigma Phi are to foster education,
to maintain charity, and to promote patriotism. The Objects of
the Fraternity incidental to these purposes are to encourage cul
ture and high scholarship, to assist in the building of character,
to promote college loyalities, to perpetuate friendships, to cement

social ties within the Fraternity membership, and to foster the
maintenance of college homes by chapters for their under

graduate members.

To Foster Education

To encourage culture and high scholarship�to assist in the

building of character.

Alpha Sigma Phi is a Brotherhood of both culture and character. Culture
most certainly includes intellectual development of a high order. Character
involves being faithful to a trust. A fraternity man demonstrates genuine
character by making the maximum use of the opportunities which his college,
his parents, and others have entrusted to him.

The By-Laws require that a pledge be of fair scholarship and good in

tellect; upon the Fraternity falls the burden of shaping this workable raw

material, of encouraging culture and high scholarship. The rushing committee
that beamingly presents the brawny athlete with a sub-standard I.Q. has missed
the point. No fraternity can maintain a good reputation either with its rushees
or with other fraternities when it pledges students with poor high school records.

The Chapter will always be sympathetic toward students who suffer aca

demic reverses because of illness, financial difficulties, or other unavoidable

handicaps, but they hardly can be expected to be tolerant of those students who

flagrantly avoid their scholastic responsibilities.

Perhaps the most fundamental and productive thing a Chapter can do
for the promotion of better academic work is to cultivate within the Chapter
a general enthusiasm and respect for scholastic endeavor. In emphasizing the

importance of scholastic success, the Fraternity is doing more than directing the
attention of tlie Brothers and pledges to the supreme purpose of college life; it
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is also helping to show the off-campus public that fraternities are seriously
aware of their educational privileges and responsibilities.

In the final analysis, however, learning is a task which only an individual
can perform. A Chapter can provide the members and pledges only with the
best inducements and circumstances for effective studying. It remains for you,
as an individual, to set your sights squarely on your collegiate and academic

objective and to place all of the emphasis that is due it upon your scholastic

program.

Attacks on fraternities usually open along the salient that they harm the
intellectual life of the college�they can help it! The fraternity group is a tool
�it all depends on the use to which it is put.

The patterns of behavior and action which a man develops in the form
ative college years remain with him long after he has left the campus. The

vigor and thoroughness with which you discharge responsibility; the enthusiasm
with which you greet every task, menial or deeply significant; the loyalty with
which you rally to the support of those institutions which have shaped your
life; the devotion to noble principles which guide your life and thought; the
refinement of mind and heart� these are qualities that no college degree alone
can confer nor any adversity take away. The development of these patterns of

thinking and of action is the essence of the mysterious process by which boys
enter college and men graduate. Your pledge training and your entire frater

nity experience shall be dedicated to this end.

To Maintain Charity
To assist in the building of character�to perpetuate friend

ships�to cement social ties within its membership�to promote
college loyalties and to foster the maintenance of college homes

by chapters for their undergraduate members.

The word "Charity" is used in the sense of "Brotherly Love," the love that

Jesus declared constituted the second greatest law.

Your own character will be enriched as you are privileged to extend a

helping hand to others as you journey through life. Charity toward our fellows,
and especially for their weaknesses and natural imperfections, is worthy of our
best emulation and is the mark of a refined man. Have the fortitude not to be

kept from helping a brother by a feeling of embarrassment; let yourself go
when something gives you a push in the right direction of fraternal action.

History has shown that as long as men have been brought together to live,
eat, work, and act as one body, there have been times of discord. A fraternity
becomes a brotherhood when it can solve its problems with good democratic
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chapter government, fixed parliamentary procedure, and constant allegiance to

the virtues of a Brotherhood of gentlemen. The ability to live and work with

others, to evaluate their ideas, to understand their difficulties and problems, is
one of the greatest benefits you may obtain from the Fraternity. No achievement
in college will bring greater satisfaction and reward to you in your later life.

We must do our best to make our Chapters' campus houses real homes for
the members. The "house" should be a place of cooperative living�of com

paratively nonchalant freedom, where the ideas of others are respected and the

rough edges rubbed off. A home is something more than a physical structure
and it must mean sacrifice�the give and take of daily relationships� if it is to

prosper.

A properly organized Chapter, with undergraduates and alumni fulfilling
the Purposes of the Fraternity, will go on as a living group even though adverse
local conditions require the closing, for a while, of the Chapter's campus home

doors. Alpha Sigma Phi has no defunct Chapters, though it has several

Chapters whose campus houses are not now open. Each of these Chapters still
exists for it has its alumni members.

A Chapter consists of all the members ever initiated through it. It is

wrong for the undergraduates to describe themselves as "the Chapter." The
alumni members are just as integral a part of the Chapter as the under

graduate members, and if this can be kept in mind then you will have a proper
perspective of your relationship to your Fraternity throughout life.

Friendship can be perpetuated through Chapter newsletters. Your Chap
ter newsletter need only go out to all your alumni members once a year, but
do not forget them and they will not forget you. Through the mimeographed
or printed word you take the alumni to each other and you take the Chapter
to them all.

In an age when autocracy in the totalitarian state challenges the demo

cratic form of government and puts at nought the value of the individual, the
fraternity maintaining charity�the principle of "Brotherly Love"�is one of
the firm pillars of our national society. Charity in its sweep takes in the ability
to live in harmony with those of different opinions, exercising the right to

differ by means short of force. The government of the Fraternity is based upon
the principle of majority rule throughout. As you see your cherished motion
fail of a second, as you see your seconded motion rudely defeated, you learn to

live by parliamentary procedure with its basic theory of good sportsmanship
and under the spirit of democratic action and procedure.
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To Promote Patriotism

Patriotism is a devotion to ideals and institutions: A warmth within�a

fire without; it is a devotion to those principles which have made our Frater

nity and this Nation, based on Christian precepts and ideals, great.

Patriotism is the fire that warms the blood when the hearthstone is in

danger; the social force that preserves for posterity the glories of the past and
the privileges of the present. We must develop a sense of loyalty and allegience
both within our Fraternity and without, a loyalty that shall stand us in good
stead and shall rally our support to our Fraternity, our Alma Mater, our

Nation, when they are in need.

The Ideals of Alpha Sigma Phi are those of America. Cutting across

political lines, with thousands of well educated, cultured members, with active

groups throughout the land and an efficient central headquarters, is any group
better able to serve the Nation?

As Americans we are appreciative of a life shot through with individual

initiative; accustomed to enjoy the reciprocal advantages of our fraternal

friendships�giving as we receive; not looking to some political state to guaran
tee our future in exchange for our souls; prepared through experience to ad
vance a cause that is worth striving for. From the pledge training, through the

chapter work involving sacrifices of time and money for the good of a re

spected group, to those bright occasions when Sig has been able to help a

Brother in adversity, the spirit of Brotherly Love is strengthened and directed
to practical work-a-day channels and the individual made a valuable unit in

the society of the United States of America.

In our concern with the admittedly important details of fraternity ad
ministration let us not forget that it is not enough merely to exist and expand
physically; we must vigorously teach, preach, and practice the Ideals of Alpha
Sigma Phi.

These are the ambitions and the expectations which the Fraternity holds
for you as you enter upon pledgeship. To accept membership in Alpha Sigma
Phi is to assume grave responsibilities as well as privileges. You must feel that

you have traits of character, superior elements of personality, strength of man

hood, the conduct of a gentleman, and the ability to translate the high Ideals
of Alpha Sigma Phi into your own life, if you desire to wear our Badge. The
decision is yours; regardless of the reason that motivated you in your choice of

fraternity, you must appreciate and realize that Alpha Sigma Phi expects more

of you than the world expects of other men.
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Pledge Obligations
The privileges and benefits of membership in Alpha Sigma Phi are ac

companied by obligations and responsibilities. As a pledge to this Fraternity
you have subscribed to the Standards of the Pledge Creed. Essential to the

faithful fulfillment of that Creed are the following expectations which your

Fraternity shall have of you:

Wear your Pledge Pin at all times, with pride and respect and with a

sense of your obligation.
Attend to your pledge duties when they are assigned, contributing always

your share of time and effort to the success of every Fraternity endeavor.

V , Discard high school habits�be a college man in every respect. Observe the
r\ conventions of dress, grooming, speech and behavior that are associated with
/ college men and are expected under the gentlemanly standards of the Fraternity.

Fulfill your Fraternity financial obligations promptly and fully.

Respect the property of others, including that of your prospective Brothers
and of the Fraternity. Keep your room in order and give proper care to your
own property.

V / Observe study hours and do not cut classes. In meeting the exacting
7\ standards of collegiate work, regular class attendance is highly important and
/ adherence to a definite study schedule invaluable.

Participate in student self-government and some worthy extra-curricular

activities, within physical and academic limitations.

Become well acquainted with your fellow pledges and your future Brothers,
being ever mindful of the dignity of the bond which unites you.

Write to your parents regularly. Permit no influence in college to alter

your affection for family and friends.

Be willing at all times to receive suggestions and criticisms for your own
benefit.
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THE COLLEGE FRATERNITY SECRETARIES ASSOCIATION

Code OJ Responsitilfties
for Every College Fraternity Member
Joining a fraternity gives the new member certain desirable privileges. Among these
are the backing of his Brothers in all his college activities, and the creation of a bond
of fellowship with each man who wears the same badge� from whatever chapter he may
come, whereever he may be met.

At the same time, undergraduate membership involves definite obligations, for a full
four years, or until a degree is received. These should be made clear in advance, so that

they will be unhesitatingly fulfilled by the individual throughout his academic career.

For this purpose, the College Fraternity Secretaries Association has prepared and

approved the following Code of Responsibilities:

* Scholastic Ri;sponsibility. The well-being of the

Chapter, the Fraternity, and the entire College Fraternity
System depends upon achieving and maintaining a high
degree of scholarship. It is the duty of every member to

give his best efforts to his studies, to enhance the academic
record of his Chapter.

* Character Responsibility. To the college adminis
tration and the public, the moral conduct and personal
behavior of each member affects the total Chapter image.
This makes it imperative for the individual to act at all
times according to the highest standards of integrity,
propriety and good taste.

* Leadership RESPONsiBiLiry. Since the continued ex

istence of the Chapter requires a regular succession of
leaders, it is the obligation of every member to prepare
for positions of service and authority�not seeking any

office but being ready to accept when needed, and to

serve to the best of his ability at all times.

+ Obedience Responsibility. Policies and regulations
are established by the College and the Fraternity for the

good ofall. It is incumbent upon every member to comply
with all such rules and practices� including those relating
to hazing, drinking and social affairs. Every member
shall attend all Chapter meetings and official functions
unless excused from doing so, because of circumstances

beyond his control.

;+: Financial Responsibility. Each member shall

promptly meet all bills presented to him for Fraternity
expenses in conformity with Chapter requirements; he
shall avoid incurring debts with other members or with
local merchants which cannot be, or are not, paid when
due. Members shall reside in and eat all meals at the

Chapter house when such facilities are available.

The Association has provided each member fraternily of ihe National

Inlerfralernily Conference with this Code of Responsibilities, and has re

solved that each Fraternity, either through its official magazine columns or

by bulletins from its Central Office, urge its chapters and local Interfraternity
Councils to impress continuously upon their members�and especially upon
all rushees� the importance offulfilling these responsibilities.
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Privileges and Responsibilities
Alpha Sigma Phi is a democratic social organization, and as such, does

not infringe upon the rights and freedoms of men who are citizens of a free

country. In voluntarily affiliating yourself with the Fraternity, however, you
assume the responsibility of supporting its activities and living up to the

standards which constitute the philosophy and policy of the Fraternity. It is

assumed that the ways and the standards of Alpha Sigma Phi were an essential

part of your reason for pledging, and that you seek to learn and to respect the

things which make our Fraternity outstanding.
The purposes of Alpha Sigma Phi may be summarized in one phrase�To

Better the Man. Everything that you do as a pledge should be a step in this
direction. It is an aim which seeks to develop in you the refinement and culture
which you as a college graduate will be expected to have. Since you will claim
the additional distinction of fraternity membership, it will be required of you to

do honor to your Alma Mater, to your Fraternity, and to yourself.
The chapter of Alpha Sigma Phi with which you are now affiliated offers

you innumerable opportunities to serve and to Better Yourself by developing
within you the spirit of fellowship with others, the desire to attain high scholas
tic standing, the qualities of leadership and the ability to meet people with a

poise that comes from practice and a familiarity with "social graces," all of
which should give you an appreciation of your fraternity experience both as an

undergraduate and as a graduate. These attainments will be of value to you if

you recognize their importance in the development of true and effective man

hood.
This Pledge Manual will help you to understand the fraternity system; it

will instruct you in the history, organization, and government of Alpha Sigma
Phi and of your own Chapter; and it will offer you guidance in matters of

scholarship, extra-curricular activities, and social etiquette.
The surest way to develop a feeling for your Fraternity is by identifying

yourself with it. You feel a part of an organization only if you have contributed
to it physically and spiritually�then the relationship becomes reciprocal; by
giving, you receive; by becoming part of an organization which has recorded
more than a century of progress and service, your relationship permits you to

receive�and inwardly experience�the benefits which it has to bestow upon
you and your college generation.

You develop a loyalty for and have a sense of belonging to an organization
only if you are acquainted with its background and its purpose. The historical
section of this Pledge Manual merits and deserves your especial attention. It is

rewarding and stimulating to recapture the spirit which gave Alpha Sigma Phi
its birth. It is inspiring to read such testimony of faith and confidence and to
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appreciate the intense sincerity and ardent aspiration of our Founders.
The intimate and personal details of our Founding reinforce our sense of

unity with those who sang the old songs, wore the same Badge, and extended
the same Grip�all unchanged through generations of practice.

A study of our History and our Purposes is commended to your faithful

performance so that you may have a broader understanding of those things
which have made Alpha Sigma Phi great.

Pledgeship is a probadonary period for both the pledge and the Fraternity.
You will want to know the other members better, to decide whether they are

the men you want for your fraternity brothers, whether you feel "at home"

among them, and whether they are sincere in carrying out the purposes of
the Fraternity. The Fraternity wants to know you better, to decide whether or
not they want you as a Fraternity brother, and to be certain that you are sincere
in wanting to be one of them in this Brotherhood. They want you to be

completely familiar with the fraternity system and to have a chance to adapt
yourself to the procedures and purposes of Alpha Sigma Phi.

For these reasons a pledge class has been organized. In this class you will

get to know the other pledges better and you will be given explanations of the

fraternity system and of the national and local organization of Alpha Sigma
Phi. You will have the opportunity to discuss freely the aims and practices of

your Fraternity. Business-like procedure and observance of parliamentary prac
tice will be evident at all times. The pledge class meeting is an important train
ing ground for entrance into the Chapter.

Your pledge class will be under the constant supervision and rule of the

Chapter, and the pledge master will represent the Chapter at all pledge meet

ings. He will supervise the pledge training, present all material from the

Chapter, and counsel the pledges when problems arise. He will also present to
the Chapter the proceedings of the pledge meetings and the individual pledge
records. To further assist you during your pledgeship, a "Big Brother" will be

appointed to help you with your studies, fraternity problems, or personal pro
blems. Your relationship with him should be everything that the term "Big
Brother" implies.

The members are the governing body of the Fraternity and consequently
there is little opportunity for you, as a pledge to have any influence in chapter
organization. However, if you have any suggestions, talk them over with your

pledge brothers, and, if they agree with you, present them in the form of
a resolution in a pledge meeting. If the resolution is adopted, it may be present
ed to the Chapter by the pledge master. You may also talk to your "Big Bro
ther" about your ideas and he will present them for consideration by the
Brothers.

You will be expected to complete certain pledge tasks which will be as

signed to you. It is often difficult for a pledge to see the value or purpose of
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requiring him to perform manual labor as a part of his pledge training. The
character and honor of a pledge are often best displayed, however, in the way
he does his pledge tasks. If he loafs on the job while letting his pledge brother

do most of the work, or if he shirks his assignment altogether, he gives all of the
men an opportunity to know him as he really is. Pledge tasks are beneficial
in teaching pledges to work together and in developing pride in keeping the

house neat and clean and in good condition. Such responsibilities also impress
upon the minds of the pledges that they have obligated themselves to serve the

Fraternity and to promote the purposes for which it stands. Every member has

an obligation to his Fraternity. Those who, through lack of experience and

familiarity, are not ready to assume administrative positions of leadership and

responsibility must serve in some other capacity. The dignity of this obligation
is less in the job than in the spirit in which it is undertaken and accomplished.

Fraternity meetings, entertainment, and chapter projects are the Frater

nity in action, and you will be expected to give these precedence over other

social engagements.
As part of your training and responsibility, you are expected to pay your

Chapter obligations promptly. Successful management requires sound financial

practices. The fraternity man and the Chapter acquire stature as they develop
business experience and a realistic perception of correct business methods.

As the insignia of your pledgeship, the Pledge Pin is to be worn at all

times on the coat, sweater, or shirt, until you are initiated or released from your

obligation, at which time it is to be returned to the H.S.P. of the Chapter. As
a pledge you are not permitted to wear jewelry with the Fraternity insignia on

it, or clothing or other items which may carry the coat of arms of the Fraternity
other than the Pledge Pin. You may not use the decal of the Greek letters or

the coat of arms on your automobile or in any other manner.
The symbolism of the seven points and crossed swords of the Pledge Pin

has been explained to you in formal ceremony. These principles are worthy
of your sincere consideration. Learn the Pledge Creed�not in terms of words
to be repeated but in terms of ideas to be implanted in your heart that they
may long there remain.

The Ritual of Alpha Sigma Phi is only open to men as they progress
through the various stages leading to initiation and life-long membership. The
ideals, teachings, and traditions of our Ritual command a spirit of sincerity
and respect, and your serious regard for the same will largely determine your

preparation for initiation.
As you enter now into pledgeship, endeavor to promote the Purposes of

the Fraternity in your daily life and conduct; utilize fully the facilities and

opportunities� the privileges�which Alpha Sigma Phi offers, but with a con

stant awareness of your corresponding responsibility and obligations. Seek the

good you can receive from the Fraternity�and the good you can do for it.
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As a Society limiting its membership to college men. Alpha Sigma Phi is

necessarily concerned with scholarship�the primary purposes of every college
and every student To Foster Education, To Encourage Culture, To Encour

age High Scholarship, are counted among our most fundamental purposes and

objectives. They are so declared at the very beginning of the Fraternity's Con
stitution.

Alpha Sigma Phi wants each of its members to enjoy a happy and satisfy
ing life. It wants each of its pledges to qualify for initiation, to be able to

remain in college for the entire course, to be eligible to hold Chapter offices
and to participate in extra-curricular activities, and, if he is so minded, to be
admitted to the professiona] or graduate school of his choice. Success in these

things is good "insurance" for a successful life, which will reflect credit to the

Fraternity, enhance its reputation and bring pride to the hearts of all those
associated with it.

As a pledge you have promised to maintain the highest standards of

scholastic purpose and performance.
Learning can be an exciting adventure. Few satisfactions match that of

mastering new information or skills, or being able to solve problems that baffle
others. These things contribute to self-confidence and personal happiness. It is

naive, however, to expect that every college course will be of unusual and

absorbing interest. But interests are aroused or developed through experience.
You should be aware of the positive relationship between superior grades

and success in extra-curricular activities, and that success in college, as mea

sured by grades, does produce better earnings in business and industry.
Learning is a task which only an individual can perform. Therefore, in

view of the highly individualistic nature of the learning process, let us now con

sider a number of suggestions which are designed to aid you in improving your

study habits and in making a better adjustment to your new environment. Read
them carefully and apply those which fit your own needs.

Scholarship
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Hints on How To Study
You are now in business for yourself�the important business of getting

a college education. You are "on your own" perhaps for the first time.
Whether you emerge from this new enterprise with scholastic honor or in
mental bankruptcy will depend upon you alone, in the last analysis. But
because the business of securing a college education does demand some adjust
ments and new habits, there are several hints that may be helpful in making
college life happier and more profitable for you. This article contains a number
of such suggestions, designed to aid you in improving your study habits and
in making a better adjustment in your new environment. Read them carefully
and apply those that fit your own needs.

Get Started Right
Learning requires effort. Get started right, and keep going. Do your work

on time. Attend class regularly, in spirit as well as in body.
Don't drift. Analyze your work from week to week, and discover the

methods of study which are best for you.
Have a goal. Plan courses to fit your abilities and your objectives.
Getting an education is your main objective now.

Plan Your Work
In college you will need to budget your time more carefully than you

have ever done before.
To gain balance among the daily activities you must know that, basically,

there are several activities for which you must allow time.
1. You must sleep (One needs 7 to 8 hours of uninterrupted sleep to enable

him to carry on the other 16-17 hours of awake or active time.)
2. You must eat. (Three squares a day, eaten leisurely.)
3. You must allow time for personal grooming.
4. You must attend classes.

5. You must study.
Make a reasonable schedule and stick to it.
Your schedule should provide for about two hours of preparation outside

of class for every hour spent in the classroom for your academic courses. But

flexibility is important�your schedule should suit your needs. When circum
stances prevent your keeping to your schedule (and this does happen in col

lege!), make sure you devote the amount of time you need for each subject
by trading your study times rather than stealing from it.

Study periods should be about 50 minutes long for maximum effective
ness. If you need to study longer, "take a break" after about 50 minutes, then
resume study.
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Use the between-class hours for study. Most students are more efficient
in the morning and afternoon hours than in the after-dinner hours. During
the freshman year extracurricular activities should be kept to a minimum.

See how you make out in your studies before you expand or add to your ac

tivities. If you must earn money, schedule your courses accordingly � college
is a full time job when a student takes 15 to 17 credit hours, so you should

not try to carry a full load of outside work. Your record in college is a public
record which will be on file for the rest of your life. Make it a good record.

Health
Good health, both physical and mental, is necessary if you are to get the

most out of your college work.
Be regular in your eating, sleeping, exercising and other personal habits.

Attend to all illnesses immediately, even minor ones.

Mental health is an important factor in successful living, both in college
and out. Learn to meet your problems calmly and squarely. Face reality with
courage; don't dodge the facts. "Act your age." Do rather than dream about

doing. Wishing will not make it so!

If you want a well-rounded personality, you must grow up physically,
mentally and emotionally.

Worry is one of the chief causes of inefficient study. If you have wor

ries, talk them over with somebody worthy of your confidence. Thorough dis

cussion of your worries with an impartial person will usually remove most of

their "nuisance value."

Study Environment
Have a definite place for study. If you can arrange to use it as a place

for study only, it will soon come to mean study. It should be a spot where

you can be relatively free from interruptions.
Keep your study room well ventilated and not too warm. Be comforta

ble � but avoid being too comfortable. Adjust your light so that it will not

shine directly in your eyes. Do not work in a glaring light or in a shadow.

Keep your desk cleared for action. Have all work material at hand before
you start work. Have a good dictionary within easy reach.

Get the type of notebooks, paper and other equipment best adapted to

your courses. Own � don't borrow � your textbooks and other study equip
ment.

Concentrating
Start studying as soon as you sit down at your desk.

Avoid daydreaming. Work intensely while you work. Keep this one job

clearly before you. Forget everything else.

Interest is the greatest aid to concentration. Find relations between new
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materials and old interests. Read widely about the subjects you are taking.
The more you know about anything, the more interesting it becomes.

Reading Skills
Some college students do not read well because they have never learned

how. It is possible for any normal adult to read 1,000 words a minute (and
more!), with training. Yet most college students read around 300 words per
minute. There are three principles that can be applied any time you read
non-textbook level materials: (1) Always read faster than is comfortable �

don't lag along. The faster your normal rate becomes the better your under

standing will be. (2) Do not regress � keep reading ahead in eveiy sentence

even when you come across a new word. If some word, term, or phrase has
clouded your understanding, reread only after you have read the entire para
graph through once. (3) Read selectively! As you read, make a conscious ef
fort to screen the nouns, pronouns and verbs from the other words. These
words give meaning to what you read. In effect, you should really read the

nouns, pronouns and verbs, but merely see the rest of the words in a sentence.

Textbook reading requires a different approach from general reading.
Four steps will help you get the most out of the time you spend in textbook

study: (1) Skim. Use table of contents, paragraph headings, illustrations, and
summary in order to get a good overview. (2) Underscore. Prepare to un

derscore the meaning of what you will read by turning the chapter heading
into a question. Write your question down, it will be the nucleus of some cue

notes you should take down after reading the chapter. (3) Read. Try to an

swer your questions (or the author's questions) as you read. Read purpose

fully! (4) Emphasize. Once you have located main ideas, write short cue

notes under the question for later use. Review your notes five to ten minutes

the same day you write them. And review them every week for about an hour.

Remembering
A study assignment is never mastered without a great deal of remember

ing. Remembering should be based on understanding. Make sure that your
impression of the material to be memorized is definite and clean-cut. There

is no possibiity of recalling material which has not been registered clearly.
Form a variety of associations among the points you wish to remember. The

richer the associations, the better the memory.
The mere reading of words will not help you to remember. Think about

what you are trying to learn. Find an interest in the material if you wish

to memorize it with ease.

In learning a foreign language, train your ear by speaking aloud the

sentences you read and write. This aids memory and prevents later self-con

sciousness in class recitation. Always consider the sentence as the language
unit. Read each sentence aloud, repeat it �� then try to repeat it from mem-
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ory. SEE, HEAR, TALK, THINK and ACT the new language.
Review the material you want to remember. And then review it again!

Repetition strengthens associations. The stronger the associations among your
ideas, the better your memory will be.

Allow an interval between learning periods. "Spaced practice" is an ef
fective aid to memory.

Forgetting often results from being nervous or "fussed." Have confidence
in your ability to remember.

Build A Powerful Vocabulary
You vocabulary should be extensive enough to enable you to read and

write well. A good vocabulary is a powerful weapon in school � and through
out your lifetime. Your vocabulary can be built up systemadcally by devoting
a little time and effort to enlarge it. Here is how it's done: Get yourself
some blank 3x5 cards. Set aside a portion of your notebook for vocabulary.
Each time you encounter a word unfamiliar to you, write it down in your
notebook. When you have listed 10 words or so, write each word on a sep
arate 3x5 card. On the reverse side write the meaning of the word (use a

dictionary if you need to) ; and write the word in a sentence. Make it a con

stant companion! Once a week review each card until you have memorized
the meaning of a word. This system has the advantage of (1) assisdng you to

identify words you actually need to learn, and (2) allows you to enlarge your
vocabulary in a convenient yet purposeful manner.

Theme Writing
Effective expression, both oral and written, is an important asset in any

occupation. Take pride in your theme writing; it is an exceedingly valuable

part of your preparadon for after-college life. Some of the following sugges
tions may be helpful in making your theme writing more enjoyable.

If you are given the opportunity to select your own subject for a theme,
select one which is :

(1) of interest to you;
(2) specific enough to be covered adequately in the time and space allotted;
(3) broad enough to give you something worth writing about;
(4) important enough to you to be worth the time you spend on it.

Never start writing without an outline or plan of what you are going
to write. It is much easier to alter an outline or plan than it is to change
a theme after it is written.

Use cards or slips of paper for notes from different sources. Arrange
your cards according to your outline. Find the central thought in each group
and then expand the idea with examples, comparisons, contrasts, and analo

gies. Arrange the ideas in logical sequence. If possible, place the most strik

ing paragraphs at the beginning and end. Select words which are best suited
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to your meaning. Revise for sentence structure and word choice.

Notetaking and Notekeeping
Accurate, legible notes are invaluable aids during college and in most

occupations. Notes should be taken during lectures and during textbook read

ing sessions. The keynote of good notetaking is to listen much and write a

little. Learn to identify main points and ideas and write them out in outline

form. Other pointers are important, too:
( 1 ) Use an 8J/^ x 1 1 notebook preferably. Use dividers to separate the vari

ous subjects. Keep notes on one subject together.
(2) Strive to take good notes the first time. Do not plan to recopy notes �

recopy only when clarity and conciseness demand it.

(3) Doodling is bound to distract your attention � avoid it.

(4) Review your notes for about five minutes the same day you take them,
and at least once a week for about an hour at a planned time.

Examinations
Preparation for examinations should begin early in the course. Start all

study periods with a brief (5-10 minute) review. Refresh your memory of
old material before preparing the new. Set aside half an hour each week for
review of each subject. Review those materials which are still hazy and poor
ly learned. Don't spend your time on the things which you know thoroughly.
Study and review the material in the way in which you will be called upon to

reproduce it during the examination period. Feverish exertions at the end of
the course cannot replace conscientious work throughout the semester, term,
or quarter.

Go to the examination with a clear head and a well-rested body. Give

yourself a fair chance. In an objective examination, try to answer questions
quickly. If any questions puzzle you, skip over them the first time. When you
have answered the questions you can, go back and try the unanswered ones

again. Attempt to answer every question, unless there is a penalty for guess
ing. In an essay examination read all the questions before you start writing.
Jot down ideas as they occur to you. Before answering a question you must

be certain that you have found the definite point of the question. Be sure

you understand what is required, and then plan or outline your answer before

you begin to write. Divide your time so that each question will receive its

proper consideration. Keep active. Don't waste your time in dreaming. Write

legibly. Follow directions. Believe in yourself. Rely upon your own ability and

knowledge.
Examinations are a test of strength and a means of measuring your prog

ress. Life itself is a series of examinations.

Prepare yourself NOW!

(Reprinted by permission of Phi Eta Sigma, national freshman honor society.)
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Extra-Curricular Activities
The first consideration for every college man should be his education. This

does not mean that studies will, or should, be his only interest. All of one's

college education does not come from the classroom. The Fraternity itself is a

real and practical school of social living. It teaches leadership and understand

ing and equips a man for living after his graduation. His personality develops
so that he will have a better chance to prove the worth of what he has learned

in class. It is, in short, the greatest influence on character that a man will have

in college.

Alpha Sigma Phi should always be your first extra-curricular interest. The

number of other activities which you "go out for" should be determined by
several factors: The amount of time left over from academic pursuits; your

physical and nervous condition; and the benefits that are likely to be gained
from such activities.

The one rule that covers most questions in college is the rule of diminish

ing thoroughness. It is almost an axiom that the more things a student tries to

do, the less thorough he is with any of them. The best method of knowing just
how much you can handle is to try just one activity�the one that most appeals
to you. Give whole-hearted participation to this one activity and do a good job.
If you find that there is still time for things other than studies, try one more

activity. Do it slowly! Undertake activities cautiously and be a credit to your
self and to your Fraternity.

Every man, within the limitations of his health and scholarship, should

endeavor to participate in at least one extra-curricular activity. Such partici
pation may be encouraged on two bases: service to the Fraternity and service

to oneself. The Fraternity can gain a prominent campus position through
participation and leadership in those activities which augment the classroom

program.

Furthermore, pardcipation in extra-curricular activities broadens the field

of experience not only of the participant but also of other members who begin
to share the interest and experience of the one taking part. Consequently, a

Chapter's extra-curricular program will enlarge the background of the entire

membership.
Your extra-curricular contacts will give you an opportunity for the devel

opment of your leadership qualities. Leadership in your Fraternity and on the

campus will develop a self-confidence which will prove invaluable to the full

development of your personality and in terms of the opportunides that will

come to you later in the business world.
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General Courtesies
Courtesy is an act of "politeness combined with kindness" which conveys

a sense of respect for those of our association. Everyone who deals with other

people, in any degree, must be able to work harmoniously with these people. In
our relationship with others, a sense of courtesy, of respect and thoughtfulness,
is essential in cementing those associations and in establishing a bond of mutual

regard.
The essence of this relationship holds doubly true in a fraternity house

where different types of men from distinctly varied homes live together in a

daily environment of extremely personal association.
An unfavorable opinion by outsiders is often formed as a result of thought

less action both inside and outside the Chapter house. Actually, our relation
ships with each other will in large measure spontaneously direct our conduct
with those outside our circle. And if we are to impress the true fraternal ideal

upon the minds of those who observe us, we must first take stock of ourselves.

Proper conduct and firm discipline are an important part of the founda
tion of all success in fraternity and chapter organization. Without them, every
activity becomes demoralized and the benefits of the Fraternity are imperfectly
realized. Harmony is lost and factional divisions become harmful to the Chap
ter. As fraternity men, we all appreciate the high ideals of our Fraternity;
therefore, it is for us, as a Chapter and as individual college men, to care for
our reputation. This can best be done by a proper awareness of our individual

relationships with each other.
The "House Rules" are the "ground rules" of our fraternal association;

they have been adopted to insure a mutual respect and consideration. They are

the standards, established by mutual consent, which set forth the code that
shall direct our relationships with each other while permitting the maximum
of personal freedom.

The fraternity house is not only a building that houses students; it is a

home for those living in it. Occasionally members of a given Chapter are care

less about disrupting the orderliness of the Chapter house and its atmosphere as

a center of gentlemanly behavior. All of the members, not only those residing
in the House, are responsible financially and physically for the care and main
tenance of the House. Destructive and ill-considered acts can hardly impress
visitors and outsiders, but more especially they demonstrate a thorough lack
of consideration for the other men sharing the House.

Also easily forgotten is the fact that the fraternity house is a study hall for
students. Interruptions in studying can often mean the difference between pas
sing or flunking. A certain amount of quiet must, therefore, be preserved^
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especially during study hours, if the Chapter is to provide the atmosphere and
facilities for effective studying. Study hours must be considered almost a ritual,
and any violation of them a sacrilege.

This consideration for others, for that is what it all amounts to, is neces

sary in other daily habits also. Be considerate of another member's possessions.
Never borrow his property without first asking him, and then be certain to re

turn the borrowed item promptly and in good condition.

Another healthy habit which you should acquire as an undergraduate has
to do with tidiness and the orderly care of your possessions. Learn to "pick up
after yourself;" hang clothing in the closet; don't leave your notebook and
texts lying around the Chapter House to create a disorderly impression�they
belong on your desk; there is usually a waste paper basket handily located��

learn to use it, not an ash tray, for cigarette and candy wrappers; wherever

you find a soft drink dispenser, there's invariably a rack of empty bottles�

use it. These are merely a few of the daily practical examples of consideration
for the orderliness of the Chapter House and for the comfort and wishes of

your prospective Brothers and fellow pledges.

Another important rule in general courtesy has to do with language. Aside
from the negative effect which obscenity has on any visitor who overhears
such talk, it casts an unpleasant aura over the entire House. Obscenity has no

place as a means of expression among a Brotherhood of Gentlemen and its use

merely indicates a lack of refinement and consciousness of those standards
which are the mark of an educated man. It is grossly inconsiderate for any
member or pledge to place the entire chapter in a position of embarrassment
as a result of indiscreet language or to break down the standards and high
moral tone which are at the heart of the fraternity ideal

Throughout all of this discussion runs a single theme�a consideration for

those who live with you and who are sharing your fraternity experience. Your
Chapter is a laboratory in human relationships. The art of getting along suc

cessfully with others will largely determine the ultimate success of the indivi
dual in his business or professional life. The "give and take" of our daily con

tacts with each other, the constant awareness of a consideration for others�

these are attributes of success in the delicately balanced art of human relations.
The ability to view our own actions in relation to something, or some group,

greater and outside ourselves, is essential to the highest order of citizenship and

to a sense of responsibility to others.

Your membership in Alpha Sigma Phi can be helpful in this respect only
if your actions and your relationship with others of the Chapter are directed in
such a way as to demonstrate the epitome of fraternal regard and consideration.
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Social Graces
As a social fraternity, Alpha Sigma Phi is interested in giving each of its

members training in matters of good taste which will enable him to feel at ease
in every social situation in which he may be placed. The Fraternity offers each

member, through his Chapter experience, the opportunity to acquire the dig
nity of social confidence. The man who is poised, courteous, well-mannered,
who possesses the command of effective speech, is a man who exemplifies the

standards of the Fraternity.

No matter how well a college man may have been trained at home,
when he leaves home restraints for the first time for the relative freedom of the

college dormitory or fraternity house his tendency is to "let go" and take the
easier course of gradually increasing carelessness about manners and good taste.

Although there will be many persons interested in observing your man

ners, there will be few to take particular concern about drilling you in their per
formance. Into this "training vacuum" the Fraternity must enter with a deter
mination to perpetuate and improve the good habits which a man brings with
him to college. For this reason, your manner and conduct within Chapter
House walls are as much a part of your training and development as is your
conduct with those less familiar to you. Your Chapter House is the proving
ground where your abilities are tested and improved.

Good taste is the mark of gentility and of quality and character; and good
manners are a sign of good taste. Alpha Sigma Phi may justly expect, as a

Society which stands for culture and well-rounded manhood, that its members
learn to adapt themselves as well as possible to any given situation.

To too many people etiquette consists merely of a set of arbitrary rules
which must be religiously followed. This conception of good taste is in

adequate; common sense should be the guiding principle in determining good
taste or good form, based on naturalness and a consideration for others. It
should be understood that good manners, whether applied to conduct in the

dining room, in dating, or with our guests, always stem from a courteous con

sideration of others. You will at no time wish to attract unfavorable attention
to yourself or to those in your company. Therefore, whenever, you are not sure

of the proper "rule," remember that the right thing to do is that which is truly
considerate of the other person� in a natural and inconspicuous way.
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Hospitality

Hospitality is a sure sign of good breeding and, if sincere and genuine,
may be regarded as the mark of true fraternal feeling in its broadest sense.

Each pledge should feel that it is his duty to contribute toward the Chapter's
reputation for honest hospitality.

Perhaps the most fundamental thing about "successful" hospitality is its
naturalness and voluntary character. When a guest arrives at the House, he
should be met promptly at the door. A guest, be he a parent, an alumnus, a

friend, or even a salesman, will often judge the entire Chapter by the reception
he is given in his initial contact with the Chapter.

The member or pledge meeting a guest at the door should introduce him

self, obtain and remember the guest's name and determine the purpose or

business of the visit. Demonstrate a sincere interest in finding the person on

whom the visitor is calling, and if he is not at home, report to the caller and in

quire if someone else may be of assistance.

If a guest is just visiting, however, he should be made to feel welcome
and introduced to the other members present. Remember, however, that the
visitor is not "on exhibit" and he should not be led around the room like a

"prize animal." Gradually introduce him to small groups so that some conver

sation is possible along with the introduction, that names may be remembered,
and that the whole procedure is one of grace and ease. It is most impolite to

bolt from the room whenever a guest appears, leaving only one or two persons
to entertain him, or for a group to file out immediately after an introduction.

Introductions usually should be formal and follow a few simple rules:
When introducing men and women, the proper order is to present the gentle
man to the lady�as, "Mrs. Jones, may I present (or introduce) Mr. Smith";
when introducing two ladies, give preference to married women or to the older
of two married ladies; when introducing men, the following is sufficient: "Mr.

Guest, Mr. Member." In all cases it is helpful if the introducing party gives
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some hint that will lead into further conversation, such as reference to home

towns or to some other matter of common interest associated with the guest.

Just as the simplest and most direct introduction is best, so also is the

response. The correct reply to any introduction is either "How do you do' or

the repeating of the person's name. Men when introduced usually greet each
other with a handshake; do so with a friendly and firm handclasp. However,
if the guest is a woman, do not offer to shake her hand unless she first extends
hers. It is a woman's privilege to do as she pleases concerning handshaking.

Do your best to learn to give and receive introductions with ease, for your
first impression, whether good or bad, is often made through an introduction.

One should never interrupt a conversation to introduce himself; however,
if any man has been missed in the introduction "circuit," he should approach
the guest and, when there is a break in the conversation, extend his hand and

say, "I don't believe I've met you; I'm Bob Green."

Never remain seated when a guest, male or female, enters a room for the

first time of that particular visit. If the visitor is a woman, be sure that she

is seated before you sit down again, being certain that, if at all possible, you
have been introduced to her. Whereas this must be particularly observed with

respect to women guests, it should equally hold true for any visitor.

Entertaining a guest is a demanding and exacting duty, but it is not with
out accompanying rewards. It requires tact and discretion and sincere interest,
but provides unmatched opportunity to become acquainted with the most

fascinating and interesting people and opens new avenues of experience and

thought. As has been previously stated, the fundamental ingredient of success
ful hospitality is naturalness. Young men are frequently inclined to overcome

awkwardness by excess�turning the radio too loud, telling too many jokes,
laughing too heartily. Care must especially be taken to avoid any semblance of

artificiality, but make it a point to be genuinely friendly with every guest. In
this lies the spirit of hospitable attitude; and this attitude aids not only in

cultivating an attractive and agreeable personality, but also in leaving a

pleasant impression with every guest.

There will be many occasions when the Chapter will entertain not a

single guest but many, and in a variety of social situations. Chapter social
functions are of a varied nature, from intimate informal smokers to formal
dances. The Chapter's guests at group functions deserve the same conscientious
and courteous treatment as that afforded the individual visitor.

Remember that every guest, every visitor in your Chapter House, leaves to

spread some conclusion regarding the Chapter's hospitality and courtesy. All
members and pledges share equally in the Chapter's responsibility to receive
and entertain guests graciously and with sincere friendliness.
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Table Manners
Good table manners are the mark of a gentleman.
Correct table manners are so simple, and yet so important, that everyone

owes it to himself and to his eating companions to acquire them. It is im

portant to know correct table etiquette and to use it everyday so that on

important occasions, such as your first dinner with her parents or luncheon to

talk over a possible job, you will not be embarrassed or uncomfortable worrying
about committing a social faux pas.

The primary rule, of course, is naturalness. Learn table manners so well
that they become automatic. When the proper habits are once required they
assert themselves on every occasion, permitting the individual to eat correctly
without effort. Without having to worry about his manners, he can enjoy the

meal's conversation or entertainment at his leisure.

One should enter the dining room quietly and leisurely and remain

standing at his place until the conclusion of the premeal-singing or Grace and

until all ladies have been seated and the head of the table starts to sit down.

It is proper for the man on the woman's left to seat her. If you are responsible
for the seating of more than one lady�or if you are dining with your date and
her mother�always assist the elder first.

Your napkin (the one on your left) is for one purpose only: to assist in

making your meal more pleasant by catching an accidental bit of food dropped
from your fork and for wiping your lips. It should be unfolded, until there is

but one fold remaining, and placed on your lap ; it is never proper to tuck it in

your belt or coat. Leave the napkin on your lap until you have finished the

complete meal, then place it to the left of your plate�loosely, not neatly folded
in its original shape or crumpled in a disorderly mass.

The general rule states that food is passed from the head of the table to

the left; however, common sense will determine the most graceful and easiest

way. There may be occasions when you are acting in the role of waiter. If such
is the case, remember to serve from the left side and to remove dishes from the

right.
After the food has been served to everyone, the problem which presents

itself is that of proper selection and handling of silverware. In choosing utensils

the general rule of beginning at the outside and working towards the center

should normally hold true.

The cocktail spoon or fork, if such is to be used, is usually placed on the

plate holding the appetizer glass or cup and should, after use, be replaced on

the small plate.
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The knife is used only to cut food and to butter bread if no butter knife is

provided. Only one or two pieces of meat should be cut at one time, no more

than will be eaten in one or two bites. When you are not using your knife for

cutting, it should be placed across the upper edge of the dinner plate with the

cutting edge facing the center of the plate.
The butter knife, if provided, should be placed on the upper right side or

across the back of the butter plate, blade towards the center of the plate. Butter
at one time only as much bread or roll as is to be eaten in one bite.

All food on the dinner plate should be eaten with a fork, never with knife

or spoon. Potatoes and vegetables should be buttered with a fork, not a knife.

The fork may also be used instead of a knife to cut soft food and in place of a

salad fork when the latter is not provided.
However, if a salad fork is provided, always use it�not the dinner fork�

for the salad. The salad fork should be placed on the upper right side or

across the back of the salad plate and never on the dinner plate.
The spoon should never be left in the coffee cup, ice tea glass, soup bowl,

or dessert sherbet glass. Always place this utensil, when not in actual use, on

the side of the saucer or plate on which the cup, bowl, or glass is served.

The few things that cannot be managed with a fork or spoon may be

eaten with the fingers. These include radishes, olives, celery, pickles, potato
chips, small sandwiches, bread, rolls, and, in some places, fried chicken.

When you have finished eating, the knife and fork should be placed side

by side with the handles on the right edge of the plate and the ends toward the

middle of the plate. This signifies to the head of the table that you have

finished.

Do not leave the table until everyone has finished. Try to regulate your

eating so that you will finish at the same time as your companions. When the

meal is finished, do not light a cigarette until everyone near you has finished.

Smoke may be offensive to your neighbor while he is eating.
Take your time while eating. Remember that dinners are supposed to be

social affairs. You are expected to contribute your share of the entertainment
and enjoyment of the meal. If you do not feel like talking, you can be a good
listener and ask intelligent and pertinent questions. Do not shout to the other
end of the table or attempt to impress or communicate with everyone in the

dining room. Be ready to laugh with the other fellow, but not boisterously.
The idea of "good table manners" is not to impose restrictions or rules and

regulations that make eating rigidly formal and stilted. Their observance will

merely add to the enjoyment and sociability of the meal and make it a pleasant
social experience. Most of the suggestions contained here specifically, and
which are conveyed by a broad understanding of a philosophy of good man-
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ners, are things that all of us do in our own homes. And now away from home,
you should not permit yourself to lapse into less careful habits. Your college and

fraternity experience should give you an even greater confidence and ability
in conduct which is socially acceptable and pleasant.

A mastering of these simple practices will often save you unnecessary em

barrassment and will indicate to your associates and companions a sufficient

respect and consideration so that you abide by generally accepted niceties when
in their company.

Dress and Appearance
The formality of dress that was associated with colleges years ago is not

now present on most of our campuses. Nevertheless, the fraternity man should

keep a watchful eye on his appearance and today's informality should not be

the excuse for abandoning the rules of neatness; comfort need not be the

suggestions of sloppy dress and unkempt appearance.
Because a fraternity is so often judged by the appearance of its members,

it is well for every member and pledge to be conscious of proper dress for

classroom, dates and formal occasions.

The first secret of good dress is restraint in the selection of cut, color and

pattern. Avoid extreme styles and be in tune with the sartorial pattern of your

eampus. Notice what others are wearing and then select your wardrobe

accordingly. If you are in doubt, check one of the many men's style publi
cations, but do not go overboard. Learn to buy carefully, within your budget,
those items appropriate to the most occasions.

The second secret of good dress, regardless of the individual wardrobe

range, is proper care of one's clothing. Proper cleaning, pressing and brushing
will increase the "longevity" of your clothing and will also make even an old
or worn suit presentable. Proper attention should also be given to your shoes�

they should always be shined.

Clothing, however, can only make part of a man. All the proper clothing
in the world will not cover personal uncleanliness or slovenliness. Be careful of

your personal hygiene: dirty teeth or finger nails, an unshaven face, unkempt
hair and general slouchiness are inexcusable on the part of college and fra

ternity men.
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Relations

In the United States today only one boy in four gets to go to college
and only one-fourth of these men are selected for fraternity membership.
This means that the man who is offered a pledge pin is placed on a pedestal�
the one man in sixteen to achieve that position and to have that opportunity!

As a member of this select group, your very move for good or bad will be

noted, and usually magnified, by all who know you and by many others who

don't. You, as pledge and later as a member, are the interpreter of fraternities
to the non-fraternity people. Your actions will strongly influence their impres
sion and their opinion of Alpha Sigma Phi and of the fraternity system.

For the most part, fraternity chapters have maintained high moral

standards and sincere integrity. However, we have not always kept "our best

foot forward" and careless and unfriendly elements have seized upon those

isolated incidents which fail to portray the true facts of our purposes and

program.

People are prone to generalize. Glaring headlines across the land resulting
from one act of indiscretion by one fraternity man brings condemnation to the

whole fraternity system. Essential, therefore, to a strengthening of fraternity
public relations is a constant application of the concept that every member of

every chapter of every fraternity has a responsibility to every other member of

every other chapter of every other fraternity.
The Pledge Pin, and later the Badge, by which you are identified with

Alpha Sigma Phi shall receive no greater respect from those outside the Frater

nity than the measure of honor it receives from you. The idea of "fraternity"
will command no higher esteem than the degree of justice you do that ideal.

Our concern here is in indicating some of the personal contacts of daily
living which serve as the interpreters of our Fraternity and to suggest your
cautious consideration of all of your acts in terms of their effect upon people
less familiar with, or less sympathetic to, the fraternity system.
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Media for Making Fraternity Friends

Three principal ways of influencing the impressions and thinking of other

people need to be considered: personal contact�the "face-to-face" relation

ship; the written or printed word�correspondence, publicity, printed brochures
and the like; and the telephone. It cannot be emphasized too strongly that a

thirty second contact by any one of the.se means is sufficient to create an

impression, for good or bad, which will last a lifetime.

Relationships by personal contact bring up many questions which need to

be faced by the Chapter wanting to improve its public standing. Several

aspects of this medium of public relationships will be discussed below, but the
range of this medium can be suggested by such considerations as the following:
Are visitors greeted cordially at the door? Are members neat in personal
appearance? Is the House always in order for the unexpected visitor? Certainly
as a pledge your opportunity to influence these matters will have varying
weight, but Alpha Sigma Phi expects that you will direct your own actions

carefully where you may personally encounter the situations mentioned above,
or those of similar nature.

Many friends are made or lost by the handling of telephone calls. Answer

ing the phone is a duty frequently assigned to a pledge whose handling of the
call often reflects a lack of appreciation of this critical public relations medium.
The caller deserves the utmost in courtesy and will understandably resent and
be offended by flippancy and discourteous treatment. Equally bad is the prac
tice of failing to deliver a promised message to some member absent at the time.
The telephone can be a friend or foe, as you make it!

The Various "Publics"

These may be identified as members and fellow pledges, alumni, parents,
chapter neighbors, college personnel and chapters of sororities and other fra

ternities on the campus. Admittedly, many of the facets of the relationship with

these "publics" are matters of Chapter program, perhaps largely dictated by
the campus situation and tradition, and for which you presently have little

responsibility. These activities would include the Alumni Newsletter, Home

coming and the Sig Bust, Mothers' and Dads' Clubs, teas and open houses,
faculty socials and exchanges with sororities and other fraternities.

Let us give consideration to these several "publics" in terms of our per
sonal and individual relationship to them, however.

Every person with whom we are, or become associated, merits our fullest

consideration and courtesy, consistent with the gentlemanly standards and the

tradition of Alpha Sigma Phi, and every visitor in the Chapter House deserves
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the warm and spontaneous hospitality which is the mark of a thoughtful host.
You, as pledge, are one of the '"hosts" in your Chapter; visitors should receive

treatment that is as thoughtful and considerate as you would extend in your
own home.

From your personal viewpoint, be mindful of your obligation to your

parents. A letter is always welcome; they are eager to learn of your college and

fraternity experiences.
With a sense of personal responsibility, you can do much to be certain

that the Chapter's rooms are always in presentable and comfortable condition.
The physical facilities of the Chapter, and especially the treatment which those
facilities receive from its members, will impress the visitor favorably or unfavor

ably.
People who live near the Chapter House may be friends or foes, which

ever the Chapter�and you�want them to be. A proper respect for their

property and their comfort as well as for their opinion of you and your Frater

nity, should guide your relationships with them.

Certainly the members of the college staff deserve the full support of the

Fraternity, and of its individual members, in every move looking to the streng
thening of the school and the extension of its prestige.

Since every fraternity has a stake in the reputation of every other fra

ternity, it follows that interfraternity cooperation on any one campus is most

desirable. We must pool the best thinking and the best action of our collective

membership to the realization of a stronger respect for the fraternity system and
an accompanying position of leadership and prestige in campus affairs.

Publicity

Publicity should never be undertaken apart from a concern for the Chap
ter's total public relations program. Publicity almost always is an ex post facto
affair. The nature of the deed will determine the nature of the publicity which
follows. Good deeds and constructive activities seldom bring unfavorable news

reports.
Publicity is merely a specialized technique for reporting to the public

those things which our Fraternity does and stands for. Remember, most un
favorable chapter publicity comes only because someone failed to recognize
his responsibility to conduct himself properly.

Every chapter and every person identified with the fraternity system
should give deep and serious thought to this matter of fraternity public rela
tions�that each one of us has an obligation to convey to the non-fraternity
public a better understanding and a deeper appreciation of the contribution
which the fraternity system has made to undergraduate life and training and

development for over one hundred years.
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THE COLLEGE FRATERNITY SECRETARIES ASSOCIATION

Statement ofTosition
on Hazing and Pre-InitiationActivities
The College Fraternity Secretaries Association has stated its position, periodically, in
support of constructive educational and inspirational programs and has asserted un

equivocally its opposition to hazing and pre-initiation activities which do not con
tribute to the positive development and welfare of pledges and members.

Because hazing and other pseudo-initiation practices have not been rejected and
eradicated completely in undergraduate activities and therefore remain a menace to
the well-being of the College Fraternity System, the College Fraternity Secretaries
Association reaffirms and reasserts its position on this question.

>+: The Association believes that true fraternalisni is
nurtured in an atmosphere of social and moral re

sponsibility, respect for duly constituted authority, and
loyalty to the principles of higher education.

>f: The Association further believes that while social
behavior cannot be legislated, a fraternity without mor
ally sound precepts and practices is not a constructive
influence upon college men.

^ The Association further believes that a fraternity
has a solemn obligation in the development of its

pledges and members and that this responsibility ex

tends alike to the institutions where it is represented;
to parents and others who make possible the education
of pledges and members; to the communities where

chapters are accountable for good citizenship; and to

the college fraternity system of which it is a part.

^ The Association further believes, despite the fact
that much progress has been made, that one of the
most damaging instruments to the fraternity system is

the employment of a program of education, which in
cludes hazing, and that this unproductive, ridiculous
and hazardous custom has no rightful place in the
fraternity system.

'^ The Association defines hazing as any action taken
or situation created, intentionally, whether on or off
fraternity premises, to produce mental or physical dis
comfort, embarrassment, harassment or ridicule. Such
activities and situations include paddling in any form;
creation of excessive fatigue; physical and psycholog
ical shocks; quests, treasure hunts, scavenger hunts,
road trips or any other such activities carried on out
side the confines of the house; wearing, publicly, ap
parel which is conspicuous and not normally in good
taste; engaging in public stunts and buffoonery; mor
ally degrading or humiliating games and activities; late
work sessions which interfere with scholastic activities;
and any other activities which arc not consistent with
fraternal law, ritual or policy or the regulations and
policies of the educational institution.

The Association urgently recommends to its members and their frater
nities: that they continue to approach their undergraduate members with
the assumption that they are mature, intelligent and self-governing men

and that they alone can eradicate /taring in alt its variedforms; that they
appeal to their alumni to bury andforget injurious hazing traditions; that
they work together with college administrators to rid the campuses of
any lingering evidences of hazing and other injurious practices; that they
endeavor to broaden and strengthen their programs for the development
in members of leadership responsibility, and the appreciation of moral,
spiritual and intellectual values consistent with their ideals and teachings.
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Fraternity Government
The Founders wrote a constitution-ritual which provided for the govern

ment of the Fraternity by the parent-chapter system which gave Alpha Chapter
the authority to issue charters to other groups. The charters specified that:

"Said Chapter shall be duly handed down by you and your successors to such

good and trusty men as you may hereafter select, from each succeeding Class.

And it shall be your duty from time to time to consult with and advise us of

your welfare." The Parent Chapter also supplied a copy of the Constitution
and By Laws, containing the Ritual, for the governing of the Chapter.

This parent type government was typical to all of the older fraternities in

their earlier days. Alpha Chapter was the Parent Chapter until 1875 when
Delta took over the role. However with the reactivation of Alpha in 1907, it
was decided that a centralized form of government was desirable, and at the

Fraternity Convention in the same year, the necessary legislation was passed.

The National Convention

The National Convention, which convenes every two years, is the supreme
legislative body of Alpha Sigma Phi and is composed of the following voting
members: delegates from each active undergraduate chapter, delegates from
each chartered alumni council, the current members of the Grand Council,
and Past Grand Senior Presidents.

The National Convention has the power to effect its own organization, to
elect its officers, to adopt and enforce rules for its government, to amend the
Constitution and By-Laws, and to adopt legislation to promote the general
welfare of the Fraternity. The National Convention elects the members of the
Grand Council.

The Grand Council

The Grand Council is composed of six regularly elected alumni who are

selected from all over the nation, and the Immediate Past Grand Senior

President, all of whom serve without remuneration. All Councilors are elected
for four years, so staggered that the terms of office of three Councilors expire
at each Convention.

The Grand Council is the governing body of the Fraternity between
National Conventions, and has the authority to issue and withdraw charters,
to make policies for the benefit of the chapters and their undergraduate
members, as well as to set policy for the general welfare of the Fraternity.
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The Grand Council employs the staff of the Fraternity Office and directs
the policies and activities necessary to the operation of the Office.

The Grand Officers of the Fraternity are elected from among the Grand
Councilors and these include ; Grand Senior President, Grand Junior President,
Grand Secretary, Grand Treasurer and Grand Marshall.

The Fraternity Office
Located in Delaware, Ohio, the Fraternity Office is the headquarters for

all the business of the Fraternity. Under the direction of Executive Secretary
Ralph F. Bums, a full-time staff carries out the programs of the Fraternity.

The Staff visits the undergraduate Chapters during the academic year
in order to supervise their activities and programs and to make specific
recommendations for the improvement and strengthening of all phases of

chapter operation. During visits to each campus, contacts are made with in
dividual alumni of the chapter, with the Grand Chapter Advisor, and with
the institution's administrative officials. Each chapter of the Fraternity is
visited at least once each academic year by a Staff member.

Visits are also made to Alumni Councils in order to keep the graduate
Brothers adequately informed as to the general welfare of Alpha Sigma Phi
and to indicate the areas in which they can be of assistance.

An Educational Conference is held on the year between Conventions to

assist the officers of the Chapters to become more effective leaders in their

respective chapters. The Staff takes care of the mechanics of this school and
assists in obtaining the personnel participating in the program.

The Staff makes personal visits to colleges and universities where Alpha
Sigma Phi has inactive chapters or where there may be opportunities to

develop new chapters. Approximately 100 such campuses are visited each year
and information obtained is evaluated to determine which situations will result
in the best possible future chapters.

The Staff writes, revises and edits all publications of the Fraternity in-

including the Tomahawk, the Pledge Manual, Chapter Officers' Manuals,
and the Rush Book.

The regular correspondence of the Fraternity Office is voluminous. More
than 25,000 letters are received each year. About 40,000 first class letters are

sent out during a like period, and approximately 127,000 copies of the Toma

hawk are mailed to undergraduate and graduate Brothers annually.
The Fraternity Office serves as a repository for historical documents and

memorabilia, membership records, chapter reports, financial records, and all
other documents and records pertaining to Alpha Sigma Phi. Thus the Office

serves as an information center for members, and secretarial assistants are

employed to do the typing and to maintain the necessary records.
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Province Chiefs
The United States is divided, geographically by the Fraternity, into

eighteen Provinces, each Province supervised by a Province Chief elected by
the Grand Council for a term running concurrently with the term of the
Grand Senior President.

The Province Chiefs visit and inspect each chapter in their Province at

least once each year and are responsible for holding a Province Conclave at

least once between each National Convention. Each chapter is required to

provide the Province Chief with all reports supplied to the National Office.

PROVINCE I

Oregon State College
University of Washington
PROVINCE II

University of California
University of California at Los

Angeles
Sacramento State College
Stanford University
PROVINCE III
Missouri Valley College
PROVINCE IV
Coe College
Iowa State University
PROVINCE V

University of Illinois
Illinois Institute of Technology
Milton College
Purdue University
PROVINCE VI

University of Michigan
Michigan State University
University of Toledo
Tri-State College
Wayne State University
PROVINCE VII
Baldwin Wallace College
Westminster College
PROVINCE VIII

University of Cincinnati
Bowling Green State University
Findlay College
Ohio Northern University
Ohio State University
Ohio Wesleyan University

PROVINCE IX

University of Alabama
Tulane University
PROVINCE X

Bethany College
Davis & Elkins College
PROVINCE XI
Atlantic Christian College
Presbyterian College
Wake Forest College
PROVINCE XII
American University
Lehigh University
University of Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Military College
Penn State University
PROVINCE XIII
Rutgers University
Stevens Institute of Technology
Wagner College
PROVINCE XIV
University of Connecticut
University of Massachusetts
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute
Tufts University
PROVINCE XV
University of Buffalo
Cornell University
Hartwick College
PROVINCE XVI

University of Oklahoma
PROVINCE XVII
Marietta College
Marshall University
Morris-Harvey College
PROVINCE XVIII
University of Arizona
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Grand Chapter Advisors

A Grand Chapter Advisor is appointed to supervise and advise each
Chapter of Alpha Sigma Phi, and it is his duty to act as liason between the
Chapter Province Chiefs and the national officers. He receives copies of all
correspondence between the Fraternity Office and the Chapter. The Chapter
officers counsel with him periodically and keep him fully informed as to the
activities, plans, and programs of the Chapter.

National Committees
To assist in the effective fulfillment of the various programs of the Frater

nity, the Grand Council has formed several committees and appointed Brothers
with experience in the various fields to advise the Fraternity on matters of their
committee responsibilities. These committees are:

ALUMNI AFFAIRS COMMITTEE: It is the aim and purpose of die
committee to strengthen existing alumni councils, to reactivate any of the chart
ered councils which are inactive, and to aid in estabhshing new councils.

AWARDS COMMITTEE: The committee reviews the various Frater

nity programs on an undergraduate and alumni level to determine where re

cognition for achievement is merited.

CHAPTER PROGRESS COMMITTEE: It is die duty of this com

mittee to keep itself informed of the progress of every Chapter, in all areas of
its programs and activities, and to make any necessary recommendations to

the Grand Council.

EXTENSION COMMITTEE: The committee members, located geo
graphically in the nation, survey the campuses where there are possibilities for
the reactivation of chapters or the possibilities of new chapters, and make
the necessary recommendations to the Grand Council.

FINANCE COMMITTEE: Composed of members of the Grand Council,
this committee draws up the budget for the operation of the Fraternity Office
for adoption by the Grand Council. In addition this committee is responsible
for all other financial matters referred to it by the Grand Council.

HOUSING COMMITTEE: The committee advises and assists chapters
in making and executing plans for financing and building chapter houses,
as well as for furnishings, equipment and the replacement of such.

INSTRUCTION COMMITTEE: The committee will assist in the de

velopment of a pledge training program, along with proper examinations for
both pre- and post-initiates.
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LAW COMMITTEE: The committee will make a continuous study of
the Constitution and By-Laws and make recommendations to the Grand
Council or National Convention concerning changes, amendments and re

vision. The committee will also make recommendations concerning changes
in Legislative Acts of the Convention.

MAGAZINE COMMITTEE: The committee will advise the editor of
the Tomahawk on content, format and distribution of the Tomahawk.

PUBLIC RELATIONS COMMITTEE: The committee sthnulates the

public relations programs of the Fraternity on national and local levels, seeking
true public relations and favorable publicity for the Fraternity and its Chapters
through every available medium.

PURPOSES AND OBJECTS COMMITTEE: The duty of this com

mittee is to advise and counsel the Grand Council and develop a program
giving emphasis to the basic purposes and objectives of the Fraternity, such
as maintain charity, promote patriotism, encourage culture, promote college
loyalties, perpetuate friendship, and cement social ties and true brotherhood.

SCHOLARSHIP COMMITTEE: The committee reviews chapter scho

larship reports, compiles statistics on scholarship standings, and advises the
Grand Council in regard to policies for educational and scholarship achieve
ment within the Fraternity and its indivdual Chapters.

Grand Senior Presidents

Alfred Dewey Follett, Delta, 1872 1907 - 1909
Albert Blakeslee White, Delta 1874 1909 - 1912
Homer Baxter Sprague, Alpha, 1849 1912 - 1913
Andrew Dickson White, Alpha 1850 1913 - 1915

Cyrus Northup, Alpha, 1854 1915 - 1919
Simeon Eben Baldwin, Alpha, 1858 1919 - 1921
John Harold Snodgrass, Delta, 1886 1921 - 1925
Charles Burke Elliott, Delta, 1904 1925 - 1929
John Henry Roemer, Delta, 1883 1929 - 1932
William John Cooper, Nu, 1913 1932 - 1935
Wilbur Haverfield Cramblet, Alpha, 1912 1936 - 1948
Lloyd See Cochran, Omicron, 1920 1948 - 1952
Hugh McCullough Hart, Alpha Nu, 1926 1952 - 1954
Emmet Bunsen Hayes, Tau, 1931 1954 . 1956
Charles Thomas Akre, Alpha Beta, 1928 1956 - 1960
Donald Jay Hornberger, Epsilon, 1925 1960 - 1962
Dallas Leo Donnan, Eta, 1921 1962 -
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Funds of the Fraternity
General Fund

The General Fund is used for the general programs of the Fraternity. This
fund provides for the operation of the Fraternity Office and the maintenance
of a staff to handle the numerous affairs of the Fraternity, keep the necessary
records, edit the various publications, and carry out the chapter and alumni
visitation programs. Income for the fund is derived from undergraduate iniUa-
tion fees and annual dues, and from annual alumni contributions.

Reserve Fund
This fund, established in 1940, provides loans to assist chapters in emer

gency situations. The loans are made for short periods of time and such loans,
when repaid, are returned to the fund.

Tomahawk Fund
The income from this permanent trust fund is used exclusively for the

purpose of printing the Tomahawk. Since its inception in 1923 this fund has
been increased by Life Subscriptions to a present balance of approximately
$200,000.00.

Alpha Sigma Phi Memorial Fund
On December 6, 1945, the Centennial date of the Founding of the Fra

ternity, the Alpha Sigma Phi Memorial Fund was established as an instrument
for the encouragement of high scholarship and for providing aid to students

needing financial assistance in order to continue their educational programs.
Contributions to the Memorial Fund are tax deductible, as the Fund is
established as a tax exempt, non-profit educational and charitable corporation.
The Fund is being administered by three Trustees, all members of Alpha
Sigma Phi Fraternity.

Alpha Sigma Phi Scholar of the Year
The "Alpha Sigma Phi Scholar of the Year" is awarded on a competitive

basis to an undergraduate member of Alpha Sigma Phi who has completed
six full semesters, or the equivalent, to recognize high scholarship of an in

dividual Brother.

The Trustees have adopted the following procedure for consideration
of future candidates for the "Alpha Sigma Phi Scholar of the Year" :

Nominations for this Scholarship must be submitted by the Chapter
H.S.P. and should be sent to the Fraternity Office prior to July 1 of each
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year. Each nomination should be accompanied by an official transcript from
each institution of higher learning attended and two letters of recommenda
tion.

Friends of Alpha Gamma Chapter
This scholarship is awarded to a member of the Fraternity who is in

attendance at Carnegie Institute of Technology and has a record of superior
academic achievement. Alumni Members of the Alpha Sigma Phi Chapter
of Carnegie Institute of Technology have provided this scholarship through
the Memorial Fund.

Application for this scholarship must be submitted by the applicant.
accompanied by an official transcript from each institution of higher learning
attended along with two letters of recommendation, by July 1 of each year.

Grants-in-Aid
Grants-in-aid are made on the basis of need and academic record

to members or pledges of the Fraternity, of undergraduate or graduate
school status. Applicants for grants-in-aid are required to file the official appli
cation form which includes a statement of financial need and an estimated

budget of income and expense.
The amount and number of such grants will be dependent upon the

amount of money available for such purposes, the number of applications,
and the degree of financial need of the applicants.

The Trustees have adopted the following program for future consideration
of grant-in-aid recipients:

On April 1 the Trustees will announce, through the Chapters, that

they are receiving applications for grants-in-aid. Applications must be re

ceived in the Fraternity Office not later than June 1, and announcement of

the grants awarded will be made on August 1.

Grand Council Scholarship Award
This award, consisting of a small library of outstanding books, is pre

sented to a chapter with a continuing record of high academic achievement

at the National Convention of the Fraternity.

A'S'P Corporation
Incorporated under the laws of the State of Delaware and directed by

seven alumni trustees, the A-S-P Corporation was formed for the purposes of

aiding and assisting the chapters of the Fraternity in providing housing and

housing facilities for the chapters. This aid can and may be financial in
character.

The Fraternity owns the voting stock in the A-S-P Corporation. The

annual stockholder's meeting is held on the first Tuesday of May.
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Chapter
Government

The undergraduate Chapter is the very heart of the fraternity experience,
for from it will come your intimate relationship with Alpha Sigma Phi. Per

haps the greatest good which the Fraternity has to offer is the opportunity for
young men to learn to live together under principles of democracy and self-
government.

Each Chapter has been granted a Charter to act for the Fraternity on its

campus, and its officers are charged with responsibility to perpetuate the

legacy which former college generations have fostered, striving ever to make
the Chapter's position more enviable and its future more secure.

The government of the Fraternity and of its Chapters adheres faithfully
to the spirit of representative and democratic procedures. Chapter officers are

elected by their Brothers and equals, men who are at the same time their most
ardent supporters and best critics.

The Chapter Officers
The President (H.S.P.) is the executive officer of the Chapter. His duty is

to coordinate the activities of the Chapter and maintain harmony among its
members. He is responsible to the Fraternity and to his college for the conduct
and activities of the Chapter and must carefully guard its reputation. He must

also direct its affairs as efficiently as possible for he has an obligation to the
entire alumni body and to future Chapter generations. The President deserves
the faithful support of every member, for without unanimous assistance his
task is made more difficult and the Chapter's effectiveness diminished.

The Vice-President (H.J.P.) assists the President in all of his duties and

responsibilities and takes complete charge of the Chapter during the absence of
the President. The Vice-President is also the chairman of the Prudential
Committee.

The Treasurer (H.E.) is the financial manager of the Chapter, handling
all details under the supervision of the Prudential Committee.

Tlie Secretary (H.S.) is responsible for the accurate recording of minutes
of all meetings and for maintaining them m the Chapter's record of proceedings.
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The Corresponding Secretary (H.C.S.) handles all official correspondence
of the Chapter.

The Sergeant-at-Arms (H.C.) maintains order and is responsible for the
smooth functioning of meetings and other ceremonies.

The Scholarship Chairman (H.S.C.) promotes scholarship within the

chapter, keeps accurate and complete academic records of all undergraduate
Brothers and pledges, and submits reports to the National Scholarship Chair

man as requested.
The Marshal (H.M.) is in charge of the most beautiful and important

ceremony of the Fraternity� the Initiation.
The Tomahawk Associate Editor (H.A.E.) is responsible for reporting

activities of his Chapter to the Editor of the Tomahawk for use in the Frater

nity Magazine.

The Chapter Committees
The Prudential Committee is the Executive Committee of the Chapter,

authorized to formulate Chapter policy on financial matters and other aspects
of the Chapter's program. It is composed of the Vice-President, two members
elected by the Chapter, and the President and Treasurer as ex-officio, but
voting, members.

The Scholarship Committee is responsible for maintaining records of the
scholastic standing of each member and pledge, giving assistance to those mem

bers encountering scholastic difficulty, and generally endeavoring to cultivate
within the Chapter a deep appreciation of intellectual values. The significance
and range of this committee's activity and responsibility is effectively outlined
in the manual. The Scholarship Committee.

The Rushing Committee organizes and presents to the Chapter a compre
hensive program for rushing and pledging throughout the school year and

during summer recess; and with the consent, advice, and especially the assist
ance of the Chapter, carries that program into effect.

The Public Relations Committee is charged with the responsibility of

carefully guarding the Chapter's reputation and of guiding its activities and

policies in accordance with sound public relations standards. This Committee
also has jurisdiction over the activities of the Chapter's Publicity Chairman.
An outline of this phase of Chapter operation is excellently presented in the

manuals, Public Relations for the Fraternity and Publicity for the Fraternity.
The Alumni Relations Committee must maintain a close and working

relationship with the alumni corporation. This committee has charge of the

Chapter's Newsletter to its alumni, and is also responsible for planning alumni

functions, such as Homecoming and the Sig Bust.
The Faculty Relations Committee has the duty of broadening the Chap

ter's contacts with the faculty and administration.
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The Intramural Committee directs the Chapter's participation in the
school's intramural program, being responsible for scheduling and other ad
ministrative details as well as for stimulating an enthusiasm for this program.

The Activities Committee must be familiar with the requirements of, and
procedures for participating in, the many extra-curricular activities on the

campus. To this committee falls the responsibility of encouraging participation
and of maintaining the Chapter's position in campus leadership.

The Committee on Service supervises the Chapter's program in charitable
and community projects.

The Social Committee must be ever watchful to maintain the Chapter's
social standing on a high plane. Organization of group singing, parties, ex

changes, dances, and other forms of social recreation are all within the field
of responsibility of this committee in its efforts to provide the Chapter with a

diversity of social experiences and activities.

The Business Side

Essential to the effective and efficient organization and operation of a

Chapter is the realization of the two-fold character of that Chapter: It is first
a Brotherhood of men who have resolved to live on a fraternal plane�but it is

also a business organization. Thousands of dollars are spent annually on

the business functions of maintaining and operating a Chapter. As a conse

quence, a Chapter must exert its efforts toward building a reputation for effi
cient management and sound business procedures and policies, as well as a

name for fellowship and mutual helpfulness.
The business plan of a Chapter's financial operation is organized in such

a way as to divide the expenses equally among all members and pledges. In
this way the financial obligations are distributed in the same manner as are the
numerous privileges and benefits, and to this end each man must assume his

proportionate share.

It is entirely logical, therefore, that if a member or pledge does not meet

his business obligations, he does not have the right to expect any of the

privileges. This may seem, at first hand, to be a negation of the fraternal atti

tude; however, it should be readily recognized that each person who identifies

himself with Alpha Sigma Phi assumes certain fraternal obligations, among
which is the responsibility to support the financial operation of the Chapter.
It is unfair to expect some to shoulder more than their share of the burden,
either in terms of financial responsibility or in terms of physical or administra
tive support of the Chapter's varied activities.

It is reasonable to expect, therefore, that you will accordingly recognize
and promptly fulfill your financial and business obligations, to the Fraternity.
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Alumni Activities
"For although far away, still I am, and ever will be, as long as

the banner of Alpha Sigma Phi continues to wave, one of her

supporting columns and a pillar of this glorious Fraternity."
Louis Manigault in a letter to Horace Spangler Weiser

Thus in a letter from one of the Founders to another is found the spirit
which has kindled the alumni activities of the Fraternity for well over a

century. Membership in Alpha Sigma Phi is not for a few short years while
in college, and does not end when a man graduates from his alma mater; but
it is a life membership which can give not only great satisfaction to the under

graduate, but present opportunities for the alumnus to share in the fellowship,
leadership, service, and brotherhood of the Fraternity.

The Pledge's Part in Chapter Alumni Relations

It is necessary for a chapter to be constantly aware of the various ways in
which a chapter can discharge its responsibility to the alumni of the Fraternity,
and from dme to time a pledge may be requested to assist the chapter in its
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relations with the alumni. The following are some of the ways in which the

chapter may be of service to the alumni:

1. Maintaining an accurate and up to date mailing list for every living
alumnus of the chapter.

2. Publishing a periodic chapter newsletter containing information about the

activities of the chapter, as well as information about the various individual

alumni, their families, their occupations, and their interests.

3. Carrying out interesting programs for homecoming weekends and for other
occasions when alumni gather at the chapter house.

It often becomes the duty of a pledge to aid in the various projects, and
hence it is proper that the pledge understand the reason for the activities.

The first point is self explanatory for only through an accurate and up to

date mailing list can the chapter maintain contact with its alumni and supply
information on the location of its alumni to any member, chapter, or to the

Fraternity Office.

The second point is of utmost importance, for the chapter has an obli

gation to keep its alumni informed as to the success of the chapter in the
various fields of endeavor�scholastic standing, social events, athletic teams,
activities of the members, house improvements, and so forth. The newsletter al

so provides the medium through which the chapter can notify the alumni of

the dates and events planned for homecoming and other occasions of interest.

The chapter tries hard to put on successful homecoming programs, each

year attempting to make the program more successful than the last. The pledge
may play a big role in this program, building signs, floats, and cleaning and

decorating the house. But the responsibility does not end after all is in readiness,
for the pledge has a definite responsibility to meet each alumnus, entertain

him, and generally make him feel at home. The efforts will be justly rewarded

in an ever increasing turnout of alumni each year, and in the formation of

valuable friendships. The pledge will also be setting the pattern for the re

ception he will receive when he returns as an alumnus a few years hence.

Chapter Corporations

As an alumnus of the Fraternity you will be expected to participate in

your chapter's alumni corporation. Your chapter corporation will keep you
informed of the financial status of the chapter by periodic financial reports,
and will further inform you about the activities of the alumni in relationship
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to the chapter through various reports from the officers of the corporation.
The chapter corporation may own the chapter house and be responsible for it,
thus giving you additional responsibility.

A strong chapter alumni corporation can be of great assistance to the

active chapter; those chapters which are strong financially, and scholastically,
usually have interested, active alumni groups behind them.

Find out how your chapter alumni corporation operates, support that

organization, and eventually participate actively in that corporation. A fra

ternity is known, not only by its undergraduate chapters, but also by its alumni,
who, if organized, can be of invaluable support to the individual chapters as

well as to the individual members who actively participate in the alumni

associations.

Alumni Councils

As the members of Alpha Sigma Phi's chapters have spread out over

the nation, they have found members of other chapters living in their

town or city; and they have formed Alumni Councils in over thirty cities from

New York to Honolulu.

Some of these Councils meet regularly and are chartered by the Grand

Council, and these chartered Alumni Councils vote on matters of Fraternity
policy at National Conventions, as do the Chapters.

Up to date information concerning the location, meeting time, and

current officers of the various Councils may be found in the back of the latest

issue of the Tomahawk. Other Councils announce periodic meetings by mail.

While you are an undergraduate, it will be to your advantage to attend

the meeting in or near your home town. When you graduate you will find

many opportunities for good fellowship if there is a Council in the city where

you settle. When you, as an alumnus, move into a town in which there is an

Alumni Council, a note to the Council Secretary will bring you information
about the next meeting.

If, when the time comes, you find that there is not an Alumni Council in

your city, you may form one with the aid of other Brothers in the area.

Names and addresses of alumni in the area may be obtained from several
sources ; chapters in the area, the Fraternity Office, and from individual alumni.

Through the Alumni Council, you will have an opportunity to associate
with Brothers from other chapters, an opportunity to make valuable contacts,
and an opportunity to join in the fine medium of service to alumni and under

graduates which a Council can provide.
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Democracy in Action

The fraternity group is formed by mutual selection,
based on congeniality and common purpose. It is self-

governing, within the few limits imposed by college regulation
or alumni guidance. Here the young member learns, perhaps
for the first time, to submit to the will of the majority and to

shape his own conduct in accordance with the interests and
standards of the group in which he lives. Here in assuming
his allotted share of the work of the group he develops a sense

of responsibility for the well-being of something outside him
self. He is merged with the group ; must work with and for the

group; must fight to emerge as a leader who will direct the

group. He learns the invaluable lesson of subordinating self
and selfish desires for the good of others. He thus learns to

think in terms of those about him; to do for those about him;
to lend his strength to those who have less; to give of his
abundance to those who do not have enough. No public
opinion exercises so deep an influence upon youth as that of

youth itself, neither home or college can affect sweeping
results with so little delay or friction. But perhaps the greatest
strength in the chapter is that it is the one place on the

campus where men have the courage to be their best selves;
where idealism is expected, not scoffed at; where altruism is

the tradition; not the rare practice. In an academic atmos

phere the fraternity group is a realistic struggle to evolve those

principles of community living upon which our form of

government depends. The fraternity chapter is democracy in

action without fear or favor.

Baird's Manual of American College Fraternities
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American Fraternities
The first Greek-letter fraternity. Phi Beta Kappa, was organized at the

College of William and Mary on December 5, in the year of birth of the United

States of America, 1776. Thus the American College Fraternity system was

founded in the atmosphere of democracy and has since fought strongly for
those principles which allow men to select their friends and freely associate to

gether.
Phi Beta Kappa had all the characteristics of the present-day fraternity:

the mystery of secrecy, an elaborate ritual, oaths of loyalty and secrecy, a grip,
a motto, a badge for external display, a background of high idealism, a careful
selection of members, a strong tie of friendship and comradeship, and an urge
for sharing its values through nation-wide expansion.

At first the fraternity met monthly, but then the group began to have meet

ings every week. As the college atmosphere was strict in those days, the time
was spent in reading of essays, orations, and debates on the current issues of
the day. In 1831, Phi Beta Kappa became and has since remained a purely
honorary society with high scholastic attainment in liberal arts as the prerequi
site for membership.

Phi Beta Kappa began colonizing in 1779, and in that year placed chapters
designated by Greek letters at Harvard and Yale; thus establishing the pattern
of the national scope of fraternities.

Kappa Alpha Society, founded at Union College at Schenectady, New

York, on November 25, 1825, is the oldest secret brotherhood of a social nature.
The new society though exceedingly small met with much opposition but was
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secredy popular with the students who paid it the sincere compliment of imita
tion by the foundation in the same college of Sigma Phi on March 4, 1827, and
�f I^?Ita_Phi. on November 18, 1827. These fraternities comprise the Union
Triad and all diree have remained small, none at the present having more than
21 chapters.

These three Eastern societies were therefore the pattern for the American
fraternity system, and imitation of them, or opposition to them, accounts for
the establishing of nearly all of the national social fraternities.

Sigma Phi was the first of the Union Triad to establish a second chapter.
Beta Chapter at Hamilton College in 1831. It was in opposition to this act that
Alpha Delta Phi was founded at Hamilton in 1832.

At Union College, Psi Upsilon was founded in 1833, and Chi Psi made
its appearance in 1841, thus securingJUnion's popular claim to its name as.."tiie.
Mother of Fraternities."

Delta Upsilon was founded in 1834 at Williams College as an organized
protest against secret societies, but since 1881 the fraternity has been merely
non-secret rather than anti-secret.

Alpha Delta Phi placed its second chapter at Miami University in 1833.

Opposition to it led to the formation in 1839 of Beta Theta Pi at the same

university.
In 1836 Alpha Delta Phi established a chapter at Yale College as a strictly

junior class society, and in 1839 Psi Upsilon did likewise. These junior societies
selected their members from among the sophomore class in June of each year.

During the academic year 1843-44, fifteen members of the sophomore
class at Yale became firm friends, and they all expected to become members
of one or the other of the then junior societies. Alpha Delta Phi and Psi

Upsilon. When some of them were not elected, all determined to found a new

society in the junior class which took the name Delta Kappa Epsilon.
It was in this atmosphere of class societies at Yale that Alpha Sigma Phi

was founded on Elecember 6, 1845, as the tenth old^t national social fra

ternity. -�.^

Five additional fraternities were founded before 1850, bringing the total
in the nation to fifteen.

Delta Psi at Columbia College January 17, 1847
Zeta Psi at New York University 1847
Theta Delta Chi at Union College October 31, 1847
Phi Gamma Delta at Jefferson College May 1, 1848
Phi Delta Theta at Miami University December 6, 1848
In the years prior to the end of the Civil War the Fraternity system grew

with eight more organizations added to the ranks :

Phi Kappa Sigma at University of Pennsylvania . . October 19, 1850
Phi Kappa Psi at Jefferson College February 9, 1852
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Chi Phi at Princeton College 1854

Sigma Chi at Miami University June 28, 1855

Sigma Alpha Epsilon at University of Alabama March 9, 1856

Theta Chi at Norwich University April 10, 1856

Delta Tau Delta at Bethany College 1859

Theta Xi at Rensselaer Polytechnic April 29, 1864

Many chapters in the South became inactive during the Civil War and

because of existing feelings Northern organizations were not welcome, and as

a result new organizations were started by the Southerners :

Alpha Tau Omega at Richmond, Virginia . . September 11, 1865

Kappa Alpha Order at Washington and Lee . December 21, 1865

Pi Kappa Alpha at University of Virginia March 1, 1868

Sigma Nu at Virginia Military Institute January 1, 1869

Kappa Sigma at University of Virginia December 10, 1869

In the remaining years of the nineteenth century new societies continued

to appear, and by the turn of the century there were thirty-seven.
Phi Sigma Kappa at Massachusetts State College March 15, 1873
'Phi Kappa at Brown University October 1, 1889

Delta Chi at Cornell University October 13, 1890

Pi Lambda Phi at Yale University March 21, 1895

Alpha Chi Rho at Trinity College June 4, 1895

Sigma Pi at Vincennes University February 26, 1897

Zeta Beta Tau at New York City December 29, 1898

Delta Sigma Phi at College of City of New York December 10, 1899
Tau Kappa Epsilon at Illinois Wesleyan University 1899

Many other fraternities have come into existence since 1900 and are listed
below with their founding dates :

Sigma Phi Epsilon at Richmond College November 1, 1901

Alpha Gamma Rho at Ohio State University 1904
Acacia at University of Michigan May 12, 1904
3Phi Epsilon Pi at College of City of New York . . November 23, 1904
Pi Kappa Phi at College of Charleston December 16, 1904

Kappa Delta Rho at Middlebury College 1905
Farmhouse at University of Missouri April 15, 1905
Phi Kappa Tau at Miami Univeristy March 17, 1906

Triangle at University of Illinois 1907
Lambda Chi Alpha at Boston University November 2, 1909
^Phi Sigma Delta at Columbia University November 10, 1909

Sigma Alpha Mu at College of City of New York November 26, 1909
Tau Delta Phi at College of City of New York June 22, 1910
Tail Epsilon Phi at Columbia University October 19, 1910
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^Kappa Nu at University of Rochester November 12, 1911

Alpha Epsilon Pi at New York University November 13, 1913

Alpha Kappa Lambda at University of California . April 22, 1914

^Phi Alpha at George Washington University October 14, 1914

Alpha Phi Delta at Syracuse University November 5, 1914

Phi Mu Delta at University of Connecticut March 1, 1918

'Theta Kappa Phi at Lehigh University October 1, 1919

Beta Sigma Psi at University of Illinois April 17, 1925

'Consolidated as Phi Kappa Theta 1959
^Consolidated as Phi Sigma Delta 1959
^Consolidated as Phi Epsilon Pi 1961

National Sororities

An equally important part of the American Fraternity system is represent
ed by the women's organizations of the same character and nature. The leading
sororities of the National Panhellenic Council are listed below with their found

ing dates and places:

Alpha Delta Pi at Wesleyan Female College May 15, 1851

Phi Mu at Wesleyan Female College March 4, 1852

Pi Beta Phi at Monmouth College April 28, 1867

Kappa Alpha Theta at DePauw University . January 27, 1870

Kappa Kappa Gamma at Virginia State Normal March, 1870

Alpha Phi at Syracuse University October 10, 1872

Delta Gamma at The Lewis School, Mississippi December, 1873

Gamma Phi Beta at Syracuse University November 11, 1874

Sigma Kappa at Colby College November, 1874

Alpha Chi Omega at DePauw University October 15, 1885

Delta Delta Delta at Boston University November, 1888

Beta Sigma Omicron at University of Missouri December 12, 1888

Alpha Xi Delta at Lombard College April 7, 1893

Chi Omega at University of Arkansas April 5, 1895

Alpha Omicron Pi at Barnard College January 2, 1897

Kappa Delta at Virginia State Normal October 23, 1897

Zeta Tau Alpha at Virginia State Normal October 15, 1898

Delta Zeta at Miami University October 24, 1902

Alpha Gamma Delta at Syracuse University May 30, 1904

Theta Upsilon at University of California 1914
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Heritage of Alpha Sigma Phi
"To think that all of our college labor in the arduous task of

founding a Society has not proved vain, but on the contrary that
Alpha Sigma Phi Fraternity still stands with her glorious and mystical
insignia untarnished. I pray God she may yet survive to transmit to

future generations her renown."
Louis Manigault in a letter to Horace Spangler Weiser, 1st June, 1849

Alpha Sigma Phi Fraternity was founded on December 6, 1845, at Yale
University as a Sophomore Society by three freshmen, Louis Manigault,
Stephen Ormsby Rhea, and Horace Spangler Weiser.

The Class Society System

The collegiate atmosphere at Yale in 1845 was very different from the stu

dent life at a university today. The academic life was strict and lectures of the

professors provided no opportunity for class discussion. The college did not

foster extracurricular activities and there were no intercollegiate athletics or in
tramural sports as there are today. Undergraduate ambitions, therefore, revolv
ed largely around class politics, debating, and literary exercises.

The desire to choose friends of like backgrounds, interests, and ambitions
led the college men of the 1840s to find a way to freely associate with a self
selected group which could promote those friendships and carry on the pro
grams of common interest. Thus the class societies were formed and became
an integral part of collegiate life.

Under the class society system it was possible for a man to belong to four
successive societies, beginning with the freshman organization. A promising
new freshman, enroute for New Haven, did well to reach the campus without
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being seized by scouts of a freshman society and released only by pledging him
self to join the group.

Freshman societies at Yale, AK, KSE, and 2A, were fraternities in every
sense of the word, having a secret ritual, a secret grip, and a rather vigorous
initiation ; and it was here that the opportunity was offered a freshman to make
his name and ability known to his class and to the college.

Toward the end of the freshman year, the sophomore society elections
were announced. The sophomore societies were much more exclusive than the
freshman fraternities as the number of members elected was usually restricted
to twenty or thirty. These elections were usually given to a man as a recogni
tion for his accomplishments in the class below, and the sophomore societies
selected only those men believed most worthy of the honor. Exclusiveness was

further assured by the fact that there were never more than two active sopho
more fraternities, and from 1856 to 1864 Alpha Sigma Phi stood alone in the

sophomore class.
The junior societies, AKE, ^Y, and AA*, were more inclusive than the

sophomore fraternities and hence the competition for men was greater in the

junior class. In order to assure themselves of a sizable group of the highest cali
ber, the junior societies pledged men during the first two years of academic life
and initiated them at the end of the sophomore year.

None of the freshman societies exist as national fraternities today. Alpha
Sigma Phi is the sole survivor of the sophomore fraternities, and the three

junior societies, AKE, -irY, and AA$, survive as national fraternities.

The Founding
Louis Manigault compiled a leather bound volume, written in his own

hand, containing a copy of his history of the founding of Alpha Sigma Phi and

copies of letters between himself, Stephen Ormsby Rhea, Horace Spangler
Weiser, and other members of the Fraternity. This volume is the basis for the

following account.

In 1843 Louis Manigault left his home in Charleston, South Carolina,
and in order to prepare for Yale, entered Saint Paul's College near Flushing,
Long Island, New York. Manigault tells of his meeting with Rhea and their
introduction to secret societies in his manuscript history :

"Reaching Saint Paul's College young Manigault found himself
surrounded by perfect strangers, but it so happened that the very
first night spent there he formed the acquaintance of a fellow student
two years his senior in age and who had been already one year at the
school. This young man took Manigault to his room and from the first

sight evinced for him the deepest interest and most marked affection.
From this moment, Steven Ormsby Rhea, a Founder of Alpha Sigma
Phi, and Louis Manigault became the warmest friends.
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The Manuscript Volume, written by Founder
Louis Manigault contains his personal account
of the Founding of Alpfia Sigma Phi Fraternity
at Yale College in 1845.

"In a few weeks Mani

gault and Rhea became more

firmly linked in the bonds of

friendship as members of the

Phi Theta Kappa Society.
Here, it was, in this secluded

hall, that these two friends

received their initiations in

Society regulations and with

thoughts similarly inclined

their attention was directed to

the study of the true principles
upon which should be based

these honorary associations."

Both Manigault and Rhea

entered Yale College in Sep
tember, 1845. Although neither

joined a freshman society, each
was aware of the class society
system. Of particular note was

the fact that only one society
existed in the sophomore class, the all-powerful Kappa Sigma Theta, of which

Manigault writes in his manuscript:

"During the continuance of freshman year most of Manigault's
thoughts were devoted to college Societies. The Kappa Sigma Theta

Society of the Sophomore Class seemed to command most unbounded

influence and all seemed to shrink from before her. Standing alone in

the Sophomore Class guarded by her Patron Saint Minerva the Kappa
Sigma Theta seemed not only to scorn but behold with contempt all
outside members as hardly worthy of being their classmates.

"These feelings of pride and haughtiness were not unnoticed by
Manigault. Pondering in his mind all things and investigating the

matter as far as his power lay, he fully determined to use every effort

not only to found an Opposition Society in the Sophomore Class at

Yale College but to cause the proud Goddess of Wisdom clad in her

warlike armor to tremble lest she might be forever erased from exist

ence by the birth of a superior rival Sister. Binding his friend Rhea to

the utmost secrecy he unfolded to him his views. At first Rhea thought
the accomplishment of such an undertaking hardly feasible and much

too arduous. By persuasion, however, he finally consented to assist with
his wise judgment and knowledge in parliamentary tactics. From this
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moment Rhea's interest in the Cause was constant, and the utmost

devotion manifested.

"Day by day would these two friends in silence meet, and bend
their lonely course to some distant retreat; in shady woods out-skirting
the town, remote from Mortal gaze where the Deity alone could view
the action of their thoughts. There, they would freely exchange views,
and discuss the long mooted idea of founding a Society in the Sopho
more Class of Yale. Those indeed were happy days.

"Rhea was intimate with a fellow student, Horace Spangler
Weiser of York, Pennsylvania, a Founder of Alpha Sigma Phi. Deem

ing it expediate to strengthen the Cause by the addition of a third class

mate (besides Weiser's inclination being after college to practice the

Law) , the subject was broached to him, and from that moment his
entire confidence and assistance secured."

It is the date of this historic meeting held in Louis Managault's room on

Chapel Street, at which time the three founders agreed on the basic idea of

forming the opposition Society in the Sophomore Class, that is the Founding
date of the Fraternity, namely December 6, 1845. No officers were chosen or

minutes kept, and the existence of the new Society was kept a strict secret for
over six months, thereby giving the other sophomore society, K20, no oppor

tunity to interfere with the venture. It will be noted that Manigault speaks of
the Founding date as the day on which the existence of the new Society was

announced, namely June 24, 1846. In the following paragraphs Manigault
tells of the events between December 6, 1845, and June 24, 1846:

"The various steps needful for the formation of a well-organized
Society, which will not be regarded with ridicule and contempt, in a

college of such magnitude and importance as Yale, would be too

numerous to mention. The task is no easy one. Without faith, bold
ness, firmness, and decision, failure is inevitable. On every side

obstacles arise and countless impediments are cast in the way.

"And yet from an insignificant, but pure and Christian Origin,
did the formidable Rival of Kappa Sigma Theta arise, to transmit to

posterity her hallowed rays of usefulness and light.
"A Hall was shortly engaged; the Society pin and other insignia

approved and adopted, and a new Society known in Yale College as

Alpha Sigma Phi was founded (announced) by the three previously
mentioned members of the Class of 1849, on Wednesday, 24th June,
1846.

"Eighteen members of the Cla.ss of 1849 were in time initiated,
making a total of twenty members (Rhea having left for Louisiana).
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Preface to the Manuscript Volume, written in Manigault's own hand. The Volume contains the
history of the Founding of Alpha Sigma Phi and letters between himself, Stephen Ormsby Rheo,
Horace Spangler Weiser, and other members ot Alpha Sigma Phi and Delta Beta Xi, and it
the most authentic record of the founding of the Fraternity and its early history.
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The new Society was now an established fact and its existence, boldly
proclaimed to the world. The long-cherished desire of founding the

Alpha Sigma Phi Society of Yale College being now accomplished as

if so by Divine Providence."

Thus Louis Manigault, Stephen Ormsby Rhea, and Horace Spangler
Weiser laid the foundations of the Fraternity, and the spirit which gave Alpha
Sigma Phi its birth has marked its achievements ever since. The secrecy which
was so necessary to the formation of the society remains strong in the present
traditions. The plain and beautiful badge designed by Louis Manigault and
worked under his supervision and direction has been worn, with but a slight
modification in size for over a century. The Oak Wreath Seal, originally re

ferred to as the Stamp of the Fraternity, with its oak leaves as emblematic of

longevity, was designed by Manigault and has been used in the publications of
the Fraternity since 1846. The Grip of Alpha Sigma Phi has been passed down
from Brother to Brother, unchanged through the years, even though it has

never been described in writing. The Rituals, written by the Founders, express
a sense of unity and purpose within the Mystic Circle, a unity from Chapter to
Chapter and from Brother to Brother�a unity and purpose which has stood
the test of time.

Early Grovv^th and Development

When the existence of Alpha Sigma Phi was announced to the Yale

campus, the junior fraternities welcomed the new Fraternity as an added link

in the political chain they were forging in the scramble for preference for

college honors and men. But the rival sophomore society was fearful of and

antagonistic to Alpha Sigma Phi, for Kappa Sigma Theta had been the only
sophomore society on the campus since 1838.

Being in control of the sophomore class paper, The Yale Banger, Kappa
Sigma Theta violently attacked the infant Society :

"The Alpha Sigma Phi in the same class, presents strong motives

for the exercise of sympathy and assistance, mournfully saying as they
wear the primer and rod (book and pen) conspicuously on their

bosom, 'Spare us who greatly desire to learn our letters (lessons)."
Yale Banger, November, 1846

It was in answer to these attacks that Alpha Sigma Phi passed a resolution

in its meeting of November 1, 1847, to issue its own paper. The Yale Toma

hawk, the first issue of which appeared in November, 1847.

But in spite of the efforts of the rival society. Alpha Sigma Phi prospered
as indicated in a letter to Louis Manigault from the President of the Society
in 1849:
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"Since the conduct of the Society was transmitted by its founders
to the Class of 1850, its history has been one of uninterrupted pros

perities; and not withstanding the unceasing efforts of our rival to

frown us down we have finally succeeded in gaining a victory over

her from which she can not recover without a desperate struggle.
"In our Class (1851) the Kappa Sigma Theta Society was one far

superior to us in point of numbers, but as far as regards the requisite
qualities for rendering Society intercourse pleasant and social as well
as profitable, we have never felt disposed to yield them the palm.
Relying upon the superiority in numbers and trusting to the pristine
dignity of their Society, they took it for granted that the coming
sophomore class would flock to their standard without the least hesi

tation, and leave Alpha Sigma Phi 'in the lurch.' But while they
slumbered and slept, an enemy bound them hand and foot and much
to the astonishment of the venerable Kappa Sigma Theta the flower

of the Class of 1852 are members of the Alpha Sigma Phi Society.
"To tell the truth. Alpha Sigma Phi has given them one of the

severest chastisements that one college society is capable of inflicting
upon another. The class scholarship and a majority of the mathe
matical and translation prizes were born off by Alpha Sigma Phi
men. The poets, scholars, and the best men of the Class in every
respect all wear the coat of arms of Alpha Sigma Phi."

Henry H. ]es.mp in a letter to Louis Manigault, 1st August, 1849

A report from the Secretary of Alpha Sigma Phi two years later tells of
further successes:

"It was our mutual endeavor to guard well our Society's interest
and add new honors to its name. And this success crowned our efforts,
even beyond our most sanguine hopes.

"Of college honors, I need mention but a single instance of the

many. Of the fifteen prizes in English composition awarded to the
members of the two Sophomore Societies, ours drew twelve. Kappa
Sigma Theta, three.

"In the graduating class of '50 the valedictorian by scholar

ship; the class valedictorian by election; and the three valedictory
orators in the large Societies were all from Alpha Sigma Phi. Thus

again and again fell Kappa Sigma Theta's long cherished hopes,
while Alpha Sigma Phi crowned with the laurels of victory came forth
with cheering hopes for the future.

"The well-known reputation of our Society and the high literary
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inducements it offered rendered an electioneering contest with our

would-be rival more than needless. We had but to select our men,

propose to them an election to membership, and find our propositions
immediately accepted."

Adrain Van Linderen in a letter to Louis Manigault,
1st January, 1851

The competition continued for a few more years until 1856 when Kappa
Sigma Theta disbanded, leaving Alpha Sigma Phi in full sway as the only
Society in the sophomore class.

Although the active members of the Fraternity were all of the sophomore
class, the Society Hall and its meetings were always open to members of Alpha
Sigma Phi who had moved on into the junior and senior classes. These members
were referred to as honorary members and they played an important role in.

Society affairs, taking part in the debates and literary exercises and offtimes

serving as officers of the Society.
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The Charter granted to Delta Chapter at Marietta College on June 30, I860,
by the Parent Chapter, Alpha, at Yale College.

Early Expansion

As the strength of Alpha Sigma Phi increased, it followed the precedent of
other societies and sought to extend its influence and prestige to other colleges.

On June 15, 1850, the Parent Chapter, Alpha at Yale, granted a charter
to Harvard, and in the custom of the earlier societies, called it Beta of Alpha
Sigma Phi. The Harvard Chapter was swept away by a storm of faculty dis

approval of fraternities in the late 1850s. Beta Chapter was revived in 1911 and
was active from that date until 1932 when it was decided that Harvard was not

conducive to good fraternity chapters, and the charter withdrawn.

In 1847 a student from Amherst College was initiated at the Yale Chapter,
and was charged with the responsibility of returning to the Amherst campus to
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form a chapter. Although a few men were initiated, the attempt to place a

chapter at Amherst did not materialize until June 10, 1854, when the Parent

Chapter granted a charter to the Amherst group. This chapter initiated men

from the sophomore and junior classes, and later from the freshman class,
thereby being open to all classes. However, the pressure of the Civil War was
too great for the Amherst Chapter and it was forced to disband and return its
charter to the Alpha Chapter in 1861.

Delta Chapter, chartered at Marietta College as an all-class society on

June 30, 1860, has been in continuous existence since its installation.

On June 6, 1863, the Parent Chapter with the Marietta Chapter's help
chartered the Epsilon Chapter at Ohio Wesleyan University�then known as

Delaware College. Epsilon was founded during the darkest days of the Civil

War, and due to the War placed itself under the supervision of Delta at

Marietta. But Epsilon's ranks were greatly depleted by the War and in 1864
the remaining members consolidated with Sigma Chi at the same institution.

Epsilon was reorganized at Ohio Wesleyan in 1913.

Later Events at Yale

Meanwhile at Yale, the rivalry between the junior societies had grown
more intense, and the competition for men keener. As the only sophomore So

ciety, Alpha Sigma Phi found itself in the middle of an intense rivalry between
the three junior societies.

Where in previous years Psi Upsilon and Delta Kappa Epsilon had each
taken from twelve to fourteen and Alpha Delta Phi from two to four sopho
mores from among the Alpha Sigma Phi men, it was discovered when the
elections were announced in 1864 that Delta Kappa Epsilon had twenty-six
and Psi Upsilon and Alpha Delta Phi had two each. The leaders of the three

junior societies had been members of Alpha Sigma Phi in their sophomore year
and still held their position in the Society as influential honorary members.
Each faction tried to win control of Alpha Sigma Phi, resulting in internal dis
order in the Fraternity.

At the height of the conflict, the faculty stepped in and suppressed Alpha
Sigma Phi and forbade the initiation of its elected members from the freshman
class. A letter to Louis Manigault tells of the facts related above and of the

resulting developments :

"Jealousies springing from the junior society politics also arose

among its (Alpha Sigma Phi's) members. Finally the elections from
the Class of 1867 were given out. The night before their proposed
initiation they were informed by the faculty that anyone of them being
initiated would be expelled from the College, and the Society must be
broken up. This was seemingly done, the Hall was opened, and the
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Society disorganized. Several weeks after the elected men were secretly
initiated and wore their badges concealed.

"The secret members of Alpha Sigma Phi then obtained permis
sion to organize a Society. They simply placed the letters ABH on

the badge where AS* had been and adopted a constitution on the
model of Alpha Sigma Phi. Since then the Society has gone on in

peace and harmony under a new motto of 'Strength, Brotherly Sup
port, and Mutual Kindness,' ever striving to preserve the records and
traditions of Alpha Sigma Phi in its bolder and truer existence, and
hoping its new life will be full as illustrious as it was in its ancient

prime.
"The Society is never spoken of in the presence of or to out

siders, but all within is love and harmony. We possess all the records of

Alpha Sigma Phi excepting one volume that was stolen in the con

fusion. That only contained the records of the Classes of '65 and '66."

Sheldon T. Viele in a letter to Louis Manigault, 2nd June, 1866
Another member of Delta Beta Xi also related information to Louis Mani

gault, and referring to the Society states:

"It is known to all college as old Alpha Sigma Phi. It is the boast
of its members that it is such. Some even wear the former pins, and in

its Hall is inscribed on the one side Delta Beta Xi ; on the other Alpha
Sigma Phi.

"All old members of Alpha Sigma Phi are members of Delta

Beta Xi, and I hope that you will consider yourself as such and feel
the same interest in Beta Xi as in Sigma Phi."

Edward E. Goodrich in a letter to Louis Manigault,
11th August, 1865

So by merely carving three different gold letters on the same badge. Alpha
Sigma Phi continued to prosper at Yale. Although all took the secret obligation
of Alpha Sigma Phi, the Society was known to the outside world as Delta
Beta Xi.

The Hall was the center of all activities, which included the meetings, the
plays and debates, all fostering the good fellowship of the Fraternity. A descrip
tion of the Hall, long since destroyed, was contained in the letters to Manigault;

"Our class ( 1868) has spent $800 in ornamenting and beautifying
the Hall. Every window has been bricked up making all exit of sound

impossible; while plenty of air is secured by a complete system of
ventilators and conductors. The whole ceiling and walls have been

handsomely frescoed. A very fine stage (said to be the best in the

college) has been constructed with all possible conveniences, where
comedies and farces are occasionally enacted. The curtain represents
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A poster of the Delta Beta Xi Society at Yale. The Alpha at the very top is the
designation for the Yale Chapter. The date 1846 is when the existence of the
Society was initially announced to the Yale campus. The letters Alpha Sigma Phi
appear above the Shield, and beneath the shield the letters CLVEN, the initial
letters of the open motto. Causa latet vis est notissima. The date 1864 is when
Alpha Sigma Phi took the name Delta Beta Xi.

a platform looking out into a river and grove, in which there is a

temple; while overhead three cherubs are bringing down from heaven
an Alpha Sigma Phi badge. I trust the meaning is perceptible to you.
(The three founders of Alpha Sigma Phi.) The outer door is of oak,
several inches thick, covered with thick iron plates on the outside,
strongly riveted; this is painted black with the lintel white, and is
s.trongly suggestive of the mystery attending the Society."

Sheldon T. Viele in a letter to Louis Manigault, 2nd June, 1866
Delta Beta Xi flourished at Yale until June 2, 1875, when the faculty
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banned the sophomore societies. Thus Delta Beta Xi, born of necessity
in 1864 to perpetuate Alpha Sigma Phi, died by request of the faculty
in 1875, ending thirty glorious years at Yale.

Delta Chapter Goes to War

The early history of Delta Chapter, chartered at Marietta College on June
30, 1860, cannot be divorced from the Civil War, particularly in view of the

geographical position of Marietta on the border�the Ohio River alone separ
ating the North from the South. Of the nine charter members of Delta, eight
volunteered upon the call for troops.

The first Sigs to give their lives in battle were from this group: William
Beale Whittlesey, who graduated from Marietta in 1861, and George Butler

Turner, who graduated in 1862, each having served as H.S.P. of his Fraternity
in his senior year. Both men served in the 92nd Ohio Volunteer Infantry,
Turner as Adjutant and Whittlesey as a company officer.

Whittlesey participated in the Battle of Chickamauga on September 17 th
and 18th, 1863. In the official report of the battle, he was commended for

bravery in action and was made a captain. Two months later as he was leading
his men up the heights of Missonary Ridge, the commanding officers having
fallen, the color sergeants and guards all shot away. Captain Whittlesey fell
dead. The minie ball which took his life barely missed his Sig Pin which he

always wore conspicuously displayed on his blue army blouse.

After Whittlesey had fallen, and in his last breath had urged his men

to go on. Adjutant Turner assumed command for a brief half hour; and with
drawn sword rallied his men and led them over the crest, when he received
a mortal wound from which he never rallied, giving up his life on December 1,
1863.

Brother Whittlesey bequeathed his sword to his Chapter and a sum of

money. On June 28, 1865, a new hall having been procured for the Society,
Delta Chapter dedicated it as "Whittlesey Hall."

Thus ends the heroic tale of how the first sons of Delta went forth to

war, and gave their lives in the same engagement; and how Delta Chapter
named its hall and became recipient of the swords of Whittlesey and Turner,
who led their troops to the top of Missionary Ridge that fateful day. The
crossed swords upon the Pledge Pin may serve to remind our members of these

gallant Brothers who were the first of many to give their lives in the defense
of their nation.
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It was with a similar announcement that
the Cincinnati Alumni, Chapter, the first
alumni association in Alpha Sigma Phi,
announced Its Sig Bust�held to cele
brate the formation of the Alumni Chap
ter and held jointly with the under
graduates of Delta Chapter of Marietta
College.

Delta Carries the Banner

During all of this time, Delta

Chapter at Marietta continued its

existence, and after 1875, due to the

demise of Delta Beta Xi at Yale, was
the sole active chapter of the Fra

ternity.
Accordingly, Dela received over

tures from other fraternities for

merger or consolidation; and the

overtures were all refused. Aggressive
efforts were made by Beta Theta Pi,
Phi Delta Theta, Delta Tau Delta,
Theta Delta Chi, Sigma Alpha Epsi
lon, and several others.

These overtures were reported
to the Sig alumni in Cincinnati and
those men were kept advised of the

developments and their advice was

sought by the undergraduates. As the
overtures became more numerous

and more aggressive, the Delta alumni became aroused and took definite
action to make certain the undergraduates did not become swayed.

On April 4, 1881, the Delta alumni organized the Cincinnati Alumni

Chapter and notified Delta of their action. In April of 1882, the entire under

graduate chapter from Marietta secured permission from the faculty of the

College to be absent from classes for a week to make the trip by river boat

from Marietta to Cincinnati along the course of the Ohio River. On April
28, 1882, the Delta undergraduates met with the Cincinnati alumni, and

acting as the Parent Chapter, formally constituted and created the Cincin

nati Alumni Chapter and presented the officers of the Alumni Chapter a hand
somely engrossed Charter investing the Alumni Chapter with full power and

authority to maintain, conduct, and perpetuate an alumni organization of

Alpha Sigma Phi.

Reactivation of Alpha Chapter

In correspondence with one of the last members initiated into Delta Beta

Xi, Louis Manigault expressed the hope that Alpha Sigma Phi might again
flourish on the Yale campus. His wish was to come true eight years after his
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death. Just as he had been a freshman at Yale when he originated and effec

tively promoted the idea of founding Alpha Sigma Phi, so it was a freshman at

Yale who originated and effectively promoted the idea of its re-establishment
there some sixty years later.

Edwin Morey Waterbury, a member of the class of 1910 at Yale, who had
come upon historical data regarding the Fraternity in the Yale Library, con
ceived the idea of the revival of the Chapter there. On March 28, 1907, his
idea became a reality, when he, along with four other men, including Wayne
Montgomery Musgrave, was initiated into Alpha Sigma Phi at the Delta Chap
ter. Thus Alpha Chapter was reactivated as an all class society.

Later Growth and Development

In the same year, the government of the Fraternity was changed from the

parent-chapter type, under which the early chapters had been chartered, to the
centralized form with national officers from the different chapters.

The philosophy of growth was to install chapters on certain selected cam

puses, those of old and well established private institutions and those of state
universities. In 1908 chapters were chartered at Ohio State University, the

University of Illinois, and the University of Michigan; and the following year,
at Cornell University and the University of Wisconsin. The comparatively slow
and conservative growth of the Fraternity in the next thirty years was largely
due to a regulation which required the unanimous consent of all the chapters
before a new charter could be issued.

By 1932 thirty-four chapters had been established. In 1939 Alpha Sigma
Phi installed the five remaining chapters of Phi Pi Phi Fraternity which had
been established at Illinois Institute of Technology in 1923, Case Institute of

Technology in 1926, Baldwin Wallace College in 1926, Westminster College in

1927, and Purdue University in 1930.

On September 6, J946, Alpha Sigma Phi and Alpha Kappa Pi, at their
separate conventions, voted to consolidate, bringing the total number of chap
ters to seventy-three. New chapters have been added on campuses where the

atmosphere is conducive to successful fraternity existence, and at this writing
there are a total of eighty-one chapters.

Thus the words written by Louis Manigault to Horace Spangler Weiser
have rung true for five score years and ten: "To think that all our college
labor in the arduous task of founding a Society has not proved vain, but on
the contrary that Alpha Sigma Phi Fraternity still stands with her glorious and

mystical insignia untarnished. I pray God she may yet survive to transmit to
future generations her renown."
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Founders of Alpha Sigma Phi
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This picture of Manigault talcen in 1869 and his
signature appear as the frontispiece of the Man

uscript Volume.

Louis Manigault

Upon the revocation of
the Edict of Nantes in 1685,
Pierre Manigault and his fam

ily left La Rochelle, France,
and together with numerous

other Huguenots were amongst
the early settlers of South Caro
lina. Pierre Manigault was a

hard working, thrifty man

whose activities in the colony
included planting, trading, and
merchandising. From the work
of his long life he amassed a

large fortune and was able to

give the Colony of South Caro-
Una two hundred thousand dol
lars to equip its soldiers during
the Revolutionary War.

One of his several chil
dren was Gabriel, whose

youngest son, Charles married Elizabeth Heyward. Sufficient means was ac

cumulated in the Manigault family to allow the principal members of nearly
every generation to receive a European education. It was during a visit to
France by Charles and Elizabeth Manigault that Louis Manigault was born

November 21, 1828. At two years of age he came to America but in 1835

revisited France and was placed at a private school in Paris. At the expiration
of two years he returned to Carolina and from a primary school was sent to

the best classical school of Charleston where he remained until 1843. In August
of this year he left Charleston for Dr. Muhlenburg's well-known academy,
Saint Paul's College, near Flushing, Long Island, New York. He entered Yale

College in September, 1845.

Manigault left Yale College in August, 1847, and having an invitation to

that effect spent his junior and senior years in prosecuting his studies in Europe,
besides having the immense advantage of traveling far and wide in Italy,
Greece, Egypt, Spain, and other countries. Upon the conclusion of his studies
in Europe, Manigault returned to America and embarked upon a business
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career in Charleston, South Carolina, where he entered the commercial house

of George A. Hopley. He next continued his mercantile career for one year in

the Commercial House in Canton, China, after which he circumnavigated the

globe and returned via the Pacific Ocean and the Isthmus of Panama, having
first spent a year in California, Mexico, and various parts of South America.

For the next ten years or so he was a rice planter on the Savannah River,
near Savannah, Georgia until the outbreak of the War between the States.

During the War, Manigault served as special investigator of military operations
in the field until the surrender of General Johnson in 1865. Having con

tributed two hundred thousand dollars to the Southern cause, and having lost
his large house and buildings when the Union Army burned his plantation, he
re-entered the Commercial House of Mr. Hopley and started to rebuild his
estate. He died at the age of seventy-one in 1899, and is buried in Magnolia
Cemetery in Charleston, South Carolina.

Stephen Ormsby Rhea

Stephen Ormsby Rhea was the younger son of John Rhea, a parish
judge of Louisiana and a man of influence, wealth, and education who exerted
all of his talents in behalf of his state and its people, and who was responsible
for the final action of the United States in 1819 of making the so-called Florida
Parishes of Louisiana a part of this country. John Rhea's estates extended

throughout the East and West Feliciana Parishes of Louisiana about thirty
miles north of Baton Rouge, and included enough land to provide each of his
sons with a plantation when the land was divided at his death. His son,

Stephen Ormsby Rhea, called Ormsby, was born on the plantation in West
Feliciana in 1825 or shortly thereafter. He was educated by private tutors,
until he entered Saint Paul's College, on Long Island, New York in 1842. It
was here that he and Louis Manigault became warm friends and when Mani

gault elected to go to Yale, Rhea soon joined him and became a member of
the same class.

As he was rapidly approaching the age when he would inherit his father's

plantation, Rhea remained at Yale for only six months. He remained in New
Haven and continued his studies under private tutors until September, 1846,
when he returned to his father's estate. It was prior to his leaving New Haven
that he devoted much time to the founding of Alpha Sigma Phi.

When John Rhea died, Ormsby and his next older brother became joint
heirs to his plantations, which were kept in the hands of a guardian until both
became of age. Black Acres was the more valuable of the two plantations, and
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it was provided that if the brothers could not decide which should have Black

Acres, they should draw lots, the winner to pay the loser half the difference in

respective values. As both were yet unmarried, they lived at Black Acres to

gether and cultivated the land of both plantations. Their crops consisted mainly
of cotton. At the time of the War between the States the baled cotton was hid
den in a ravine at the approach of Banks' Army. As his plantation was within
ten miles of Fort Hudson, the baled cotton, his stock, furniture and everything
else of value was stolen, or destroyed.

Ormsby had taken over Black Acres in 1858, following the marriage of his
older brother that year. In 1859 he married Mary Hereford of Baton Rouge,
and a year later their son Frank was born. Mary Rhea died during the War,
and Ormsby lived on the plantation with his son until 1870 when the boy was

sent to a Virginia boarding school. Three years later, in 1873, Stephen Ormsby
Rhea died, and was buried in the family plot at Clinton, Louisiana.

Horace Spangler Weiser

The ancestors of Horace Spangler Weiser, like the Huguenot ancestors of
Louis Manigault, came to America as refugees from political and religious
persecution in Europe. Conrad Weiser arrived in New York from Germany in
1710 and in 1727 moved to Pennsylvania where he built a cabin at Womelsdorf
near the present city of Reading. He was later commissioned a Colonel by
Governor Morris and fought the Indians as a protector of the white settlers

in the locality. He became an official interpreter for Pennsylvania, Maryland,
Virginia, and New York, and his reputation as a white man to be trusted in

dealings with the Indians has been perpetuated in a state shrine in which his

old cabin has been restored as the shelter of many relics of the times.

Horace Spangler Weiser was his great-grandson and was born in 1827 in

York, Pennsylvania. He attended schools in York until he entered Yale College
in 1845, where he remained until 1847 when he was obliged to leave because of

ill health. He returned again with the class of 1850, but again left to recuper
ate and never returned.

For a time after leaving college, he read Law in York but was dissatisfied

with the profession and moved west in 1855. He settled in northern Iowa at

Decorah, opened a land office, and organized the Winnesheik County Bank,
the first institution of its kind in the state. He married Louise Amy of Ohio in

1859. He died of heart trouble in 1875, and was buried in the local cemetery
at Decorah, Iowa.
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Traditions of Alpha Sigma Phi
The oldest and most cherished traditions of the Fraternity are, of course,

explained in the Rituals, and are therefore esoteric and can not be explained
in the Pledge Manual; however, there are numerous customs and practices
which have been developed since the Founding and which have been passed
down from generation to generation within the Chapters. Some of these are

stated below:

The open motto of the Fraternity is Causa Latet Vis Est Notissima�The

Cause is Hidden, the Results are Well Known.

Election to Alpha Sigma Phi Fraternity is by secret unanimous ballot of the

Chapter empowered to initiate the candidate. There are no honorary mem

bers of Alpha Sigma Phi. All members have equal status as Brothers, and there
is no inactive status. It is traditional for an undergraduate Brother transferring
to another campus to become affiliated with the Chapter on his new campus.

The official flower of the Fraternity is the talisman rose.

The Fraternity is referred to affectionately by the Brothers as the Old Gal,
a term so old as to be obscure in its origin.

Most Chapters hold a Sig Bust each spring at which time the alumni re
turn to the Chapter to renew acquaintances and to meet the current under

graduates. The highlight of the reunion is the traditional dinner, or Sig Bust.

On December 6th, or near that date each year, each Alumni Council
holds a Founders Day Banquet to honor the anniversary of the Founding of

Alpha Sigma Phi. Alumni in the Council area, as well as the undergraduates
of nearby Chapters, are invited to partake in the festivities. Where there is no

Alumni Council nearby, the undergarduate Chapter sponsors the Founders Day
Banquet and invites the alumni from the surrounding area.

The week prior to initiation. Pinnacle Week, is the period during which
all the traditions, ideals, and purposes of the Fraternity are re-emphasized
to the initiation candidates. The pledges are expected to have a complete know

ledge of the Fraternity, and are to conduct themselves in accordance with those

teachings.
The Badge of the Fraternity is never jeweled, and all Badges, possessed

by members, are of the same size, thereby expressing the traditional equality of
membership in Alpha Sigma Phi.

The word titles used by the Fraternity for its chapter officers are secret,
however it is proper for a pledge to refer to an officer as H.S.P., H.S., or H.E.
etc. It is, of course, proper to use the regular English titles, president, secretary,
treasurer, etc.
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Most Chapters possess either an original or a replica of the old Badge
of the Fraternity. This large flat Badge is worn by the H.S.P. during his term

of office and is passed on to the succeeding H.S.P.

No Chapter of Alpha Sigma Phi has ever been designated as the Omega
Chapter; for following Biblical usage. Omega signifies "the end." It is proper
to refer to deceased Brothers as having joined the Omega Chapter.

When the old Alpha Chapter went to the freshman dormitory for its new

pledges, the members formed the Black Lantern Procession or Silent Procession.
All Brothers were robed in black, cowled, and marched in single file, approxi
mately ten feet apart, each carrying a black Diogenes lantern with a single
candle. The procession was made in strict silence, no words being spoken. The
new pledges were then placed in the Procession and taken to the Chapter room.
Some Chapters on smaller campuses use this procedure today to bring their
new pledges to the Chapter for Pledging Ceremony. However, the oldest
continuous use of the Black Lantern Procession is by Delta Chapter following
the annual Sig Bust, with the Procession to the Chapter house, led by the
earliest initiate present and followed by all in attendance at the Sig Bust.
As used by Delta Chapter, the Silent Procession is enacted in memory of
Brothers who have passed on to the Omega Chapter, signifying that although
they are no longer physically present, their spirit shall remain forever in the
minds of the Brothers.

The oldest traditional dance used by more than one Chapter is the Black

and White Formal, first held by Nu Chapter. All the decorations are black and

white, all corsages are of white flowers with black ribbon, the ladies wearing
either black or white formals, and the gentlemen wearing tuxedos, or white
dinner jackets, with black tie.

Several chapters use the tradition of having each pledge make a replica
of an Indian tomahawk, which carries the names of his pledge brothers as

well as the insignia of Alpha Sigma Phi. In some chapters the pledge class

makes a larger replica, containing the names of the class, to be used as a per
manent decoration in the chapter house. The idea of adopting this symbol of
the earliest days of the Fraternity was developed by Gamma Theta Chapter.

No member of the Fraternity ever uses the term Frat when referring to

any collegiate Greek letter Society, as it is a term of disrespect.

In correspondence between members of Alpha Sigma Phi the approved
salutation is: "Dear Brother so-and-so." Brother should never be abbreviated
as "Bro." "Fraternally yours" is the most popular form for closing letters,
although "Yours in the Mystic Circle," and "Yours in Alpha Sigma Phi," and
similar expressions are correct. Never use the term "Brother" on an envelope.
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Undergraduate Chapters
Name UNrVERSITY Location Founding

Alpha Yale University New Haven, Conn. 1845

Beta Harvard University Cambridge, Mass 1850

Gamma Amherst College Amherst, Mass. 1854

Delta Marietta College Marietta, Ohio 1860

Epsilon Ohio Wesleyan University Delaware, Ohio 1863

Zeta Ohio State University Columbus, Ohio 1908

Eta University of Illinois Urbana, III. 1908

Theta University of Michigan Ann Arbor, Mich. 1908

Iota Cornell University Ithaca, N. Y. 1909

Kappa University of Wisconsin Madison, Wis. 1909

Lambda Columbia University New York, N. Y. 1910

Mu University of Washington Seattle, Wash. 1912

Gamma University of Massachusetts Amherst, Mass. 1913

Nu University of California Berkeley, Calif. 1913

Xi University of Nebraska Lincoln, Nebr. 1913

Omicron University of Pennsylvania Philadelphia, Pa. 1914

Pi University of Colorado Boulder, Colorado 1915

Rho University of Minnesota Minneapolis, Minn. 1916

Sigma University of Kentucky Lexington, Ky 1917

Tau Stanford University Stanford, Calif. 1917

Upsilon Pennsylvania State Univ. State College, Pa. 1918

Phi Iowa State University Ames, Iowa 1920
Chi University of Chicago Chicago, III 1920

Psi Oregon State College Corvallis, Oregon 1920

Alpha Rho Newark College of Engineering Newark, N. J. 1921

Alpha Alpha University of Oklahoma Norman, Okla. 1923

Alpha Beta University of Iowa Iowa City, Iowa 1924

Alpha Gamma Carnegie Institute of Tech. Pittsburgh, Pa. 1925

Alpha Delta Middlebury College Middlebury, Vermont 1925

Alpha Epsilon Syracuse University Syracuse, N. Y. 1925

Alpha Zeta University of California at

Los Angeles Los Angeles, Calif. 1926

Alpha Sigma Wagner College Staten Island, N. Y. 1926

Alpha Tau Stevens Inst, of Technology Hoboken, N. J. 1926

Alpha Upsilon Brooklyn Polytechnic Institute Brooklyn, N. Y. 1926

Alpha Phi Ellsworth College Iowa Falls, Iowa 1927

Alpha Eta Dartmouth College Hanover, N. H. 1928

Alpha Chi Coe College Cedar Rapids, Iowa 1928

Alpha Psi Presbyterian College Clinton, S. C. 1928
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Alpha Theta
Beta Alpha
Beta Beta
Beta Gamma
Beta Delta
Beta Epsilon
Alpha Iota
Beta Zeta
Alpha Kappa
Beta Eta
Beta Theta
Beta Iota
Beta Kappa
Beta Lambda
Beta Mu
Beta Nu
Beta Xi
Beta Omicron
Beta Pi
Beta Rho
Beta Sigma
Beta Tau
Alpha Lambda
Alpha Mu
Alpha Nu
Alpha Xi
Alpha Pi
Beta Upsilon
Beta Phi
Beta Chi
Beta Psi
Gamma Alpha
Gamma Beta
Gamma Gamma
Alpha Omicron
Gamma Delta
Gamma Epsilon
Gamma Zeta
Gamma Eta
Gamma Theta
Gamma Iota
Gamma Kappa
Gamma Lambda
Gamma Mu
Gamma Nu

Gamma Xi

University of Missouri Columbia, Mo.
Mount Union College Alliance, Ohio
Massachusetts Inst. Technology Cambridge, Mass.
Bethany College
Marshall University
Lehigh University
University of Alabama
North Carolina State College
West Virginia University
University of New Hampshire
Rutgers University
Tufts University
Centre College in Kentucky
St. Johns College
Wake Forest College
We.U Virginia Wesleyan
Hartwick College
Tri-State College
Franklin and Marshall College
University of Toledo
University of Cincinnati
Wayne State University

Bethany, W. Va.

Huntington, W. Va.

Bethlehem, Pa.
Tuscaloosa, Ala
Raleigh, N. C.
Morgantown, W. Va.
Durham, N. H.
New Brunswick, N. J.
Medford, Mass.
Danville, Ky.
Annapolis, Md.
Wake Forest, N. C.
Buckhannon, W. Va.
Oneonta, N. Y.
Angola, Ind.
Lancaster, Pa.
Toledo, Ohio
Cincinnati, Ohio
Detroit, Mich.

Case School of Applied Science Cleveland, Ohio
Baldwin Wallace College
Westminster College
Illinois Inst, of Technology
Purdue University
Milton College
Wofford College
American University
Rensselaer Polytechnic Inst.
Ohio Northern University
Carthage College
University of Connecticut
Missouri Valley College
Davis and Elkins
University of Buffalo
Bowling Green State U.
Washington University
University of Miami
University of Arizona
Michigan State
Atlantic Christian
Morris-Harvey College
Sacramento State College
Pennsylvania Military College

Gamma Omicron Tulane University
Gamma Pi Findlay College

Berea, Ohio
New Wilmington, Pa.
Chicago, 111.
West Lafayette, Ind.
Milton, Wis.
Spartanburg, N. C.
Washington, D. C.
Troy, N. Y.
Ada, Ohio
Carthage, III.
Storrs, Conn.
Marshall, Mo.
Elkins, W. Va.
Buffalo, N. Y.
Bowling Green, Ohio
St. Louis, Mo.
Miami, Fla.

Tucson, Arizona
E. Lansing, Mich.
Wilson, N.C.
Charleston, W. Va.
Sacramento, Calif.
Chester, Pa.
New Orleans, La.
Findlay, Ohio

1929
1929

1929
1929
1929
1929
1930
1930
1931
1931
1931
1931
1932
1932
1932
1933
1935
1935
1936
1937
1937
1938
7959
1939
1939
1939
1939
1940
1940
1940
1940
1942
1942
1943
1945
1949
1950
1950
1951
1952
1955
1956
1958
1960
1961
1962
1964
1964

Italics indicate charters withdrawn or declared inactive.
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Awards of Achievement
Distinguished Service Award

\ iff AlvUu /W "^tanialihi
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Among the highest awards presented by the Fraternity, the Distinguished
Service Award is given, at the discretion of the Grand Council, to a holder of
the Delta Beta Xi Award who has given outstanding and distinguished service
to the Fraternity over a long period of years.

At the 1960 Convention, the Distinguished Service Award was presented
for the first time. Award winners have been:
1959 Robert Leo Jagocki, Omicron, 1914.
1960 George Edmond Worthington, Kappa, 1909.
1961 Lloyd See Cochran, Omicron '20.

1962 Wilbur Haverfield Cramblet, Alpha '12.
1963 Donald Jay Hornberger, Epsilon '25.
1964 Frank John Krebs, Beta Alpha '29.

Distinguished Merit Award

The Distinguished Merit Award was established in 1950 to convey re

cognition by the Fraternity to those Brothers who have attained positions of

prominence and distinction in their professional careers. The Award has been

granted to the following Brothers :

1950 Ralph Shepard Damon, Beta '16, President of Trans World Airlines.
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1951 Robert Gardiner Wilson, Jr., Beta '12, Judge of Suffolk Probate Court,
Boston, and Past Imperial Potentate of the Shrine.

1952 Arthur Sherwood Flemming, Epsilon '27, President of Ohio Wesleyan
University, and Chairman of the Office of Defense Mobilization.

1953 William Clinton Mullendore, Theta '12, Chairman of the Board of

Directors, Southern California Edison Company, and Past Director of
the United States Chamber of Commerce.

1954 James Lewis Morrill, Zeta '11, President of the University of Minnesota.

1955 Wilbur Haverfield Cramblet, Alpha '12, President of the Christian Board
of Publication, Past President of Bethany College.

1956 Ralph Gwin Follis, Nu '19, Chairman of the Board of Directors, Stand
ard Oil Company of California.

1957 Paul Lewis Davies, Nu '17, Chairman of the Board, Food Machinery
and Chemical Corporation; Director, American Trust Company and
California Manufacturers Association, Director, IBM.

1958 Dr. Reinhold Niebuhr, Alpha '13, Dean of Faculty, Union Theological
Seminary; Institute for Advanced Study, Princeton University; Author;
Internationally celebrated theologian.

1959 Dr. Winfred Overholser, Beta '12, Eminent Psychiatrist, Superintend
ent of St. Elizabeth Hospital, Washington, D.C.

1960 Austin Thomas Cushman, Nu '21, Chairman of the Board, Sears,
Roebuck & Company, Chicago, Illinois.

1961 John Ogden Merrill, Kappa '14, Architect, Pardner of the interna

tionally known firm Skidmore, Owings & Merrill, Chicago, Illinois.
1962 Owen Harding Wangensteen, Rho '17, Chairman of the Department

of Surgery, University of Minnesota; internationally recognized in the
field of abdominal surgery and research. Minneapolis, Minnesota.

1963 Charles Milton Beeghly, Epsilon '27, Chairman of the Board, Jones &

Laughlin Steel Corporation, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.

Delta Beta Xi Award

fn 1 864 Alpha Chapter at Yale met successfully the challenge of imminent

suppression which threatened the young Society. By adopting a tri-lateral alias.
Delta Beta Xi was born and thus Alpha Sigma Phi permitted to live. And for

eleven years from 1864 to 1875, the traditions of Alpha Sigma Phi were con

tinued on the Yale campus by successive sophomore classes who operated under

this mask, but who secretly pledged their allegiance to the Fraternity which

Delta Beta Xi was created to perpetuate.
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When the Grand Council wished to express formal recognition to those

alumni giving distinguished service to the Fraternity, it was natural that such
an award reflect those early days at Yale and the spirit of Strength, Assistance,

and Friendship which marked the Motto

and the activity of Delta Beta Xi as

it fostered Alpha Sigma Phi. Appropri
ately, therefore the Award of Delta Beta

Xi was established in 1938.

When the Award was created in

1938, one-hundred Brothers were select

ed as recipients, and each year the

Grand Council selects ten additional
men deemed worthy of the high Award.

The Delta Beta Xi Award is granted to

an alumnus "in honor and recognition
of loyal and distinguished service to the

Fraternity."

Recipients may be recognized by the

Delta Beta Xi Key, which contains the

exact replica of the Delta Beta Xi badge
worn by Alpha Chapter from 1864 to

1875. The alumni who wear this Key have served the Fraternity faithfully and

have largely contributed to her strength.

Following is a list, by chapter, of the distinguished recipients of the Delta
Beta Xi Award. The number immediately following the name is the year of

initiation and the number in parenthesis is the year of the receipt of the award.
Asterisk denotes a deceased Brother.

DELTA BETA XI AWARD
^deceased

ALPHA
(Yale University)

Cramblet, Dr. W. H. '12 (1938)
*Crenshaw, Benjamin F. '07
(1938)

*Erwin, Robt. L. '07 (1938)
*Gantt, Wentworth F. '19
(1938)

Holden, Wm. H.T. '15 (1954)
Hudson, Ralph S. '15 (1948)
Hyde, Raymond K. '14 (1938)
?Musgrave, Wayne M. '07 (1938)
�Shotwell, Edmund '20 (1938)
?Waterbury, Edwin M. '07 (1938)

BETA
(Harvard University)

Apsey, Lawrence S. "22 (1938)
Eckles, Robert B. '30 (1963)
*Pittenger, William A. '11 (1941)

GAMMA
(University of Massachusetts)

�Burke, Edward J. '13 (1940)
Carpenter. Earle S. '21 (1939)
Dresser, Malcolm '25 (1939)

'�Gaskill, Edwin F. '13 (1939)
�Goldthwait, Joel E. '21 (1939)
Haskell, Sidney B. '14 (1940)
*Higgins, Charles H. '14 (1939)
*Lindsey, Joseph B. '13 (1939)
*Machmer, William L. '13 (1939)
*Parker, Sumner R. '16 (1940)
Peters, Chas. A. '13 (1939)
Smith, Albert W. '19 (1943)
*Wheeler, Homer J. '15 (1940)

DELTA
(Marietta College)

Bowen, A. Vernon '24 (1939)
Bush, Thomas L. '19 (1955)
Darrah, G. Blaine "08 (1955)
Fogle, Charles Dickson '36
(1959)

*Follett, Edgar A. 1877 (1939)
�Gilman, Sheldon G. "04 (1956)
�Jones, John D. 1862 (1938)
�Ludey, Charles A. 1890 (1946)
McCaw, Thomas W. '10 (1957)
McConnell, Glenver "07 (1941)
�McConnell, Kenner, '07 (1952)
Meister, Howard P. "13 (1957)
�Naylor. Roy B. 1888 (1941)
�Okey, Dr. Clifford T. 1888
(1954)

Otto, Chas. J. '28 (1946)
�Payne, John K. 1896 (1942)
�Snodgrass. John H. 1886 (1948)
Stitt, Charles E. '27 (1950)
�White, Albert B. 1874 (1938)

EPSILON
(Ohio Wesleyan University)

Burns. Ralph F. '32 (1938)
Coope, Frederick A. '34 (1960)
Forse, Jay C. '15 (1951)
Heffelfinger, Daniel B. '17
(1950)
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Hoffman, Thomas G. '15 (1938)
Hornberger, Donald J. '25 (1946)
Olds. Robert '35 (1952)

�Yoder, H. H. '13 (1938)
Young, Benjamin F. '13 (1938)

ZETA
(Ohio State University)

Blakeslee, Harold C. '20 (1939)
Bloser, Parker Z. '24 (1940)
Blosex, Robert E. '14 (1950)
Bougher, Earl L. '25 (1952)
Evans, D. Luther '19 (1946)

�^Evans, John 8. '09 (1940)
Forward, Chauncey B. '48 (1962)
Gump, Louis F. '31 (1939)
Higgy, Robt. C. '21 (1954)
Jahn, Arthur Clemans '27 (1960)
Morrison, Paul J. "26 (1955)
Potts, Ned D. '28 (1940)
Scheilenger, Harold K. '23
(1952)

Taylor, I. B., Jr. '42 (1946)

ETA
(University of Illinois)

�Baldwin, Dr. Edw. C. '09
(1938)

Brydges, W. T. '26 (1943)
Cleworth, C. William '14 (1938)
Donnan, Etallas L. '21 (1950)
Glos, R. E. '22 (1956)
*Hilton, Henry M. '18 (1938)
�Ibenfeldt, Ralph W. '21 (1951)
Newcomb. Rexford '39 (1943)
Nogle, James H. '24 (1952)
Picard, Joseph L. '26 (1955)
Pierce, M. J. '16 (1938)
Porter, Walter K. '37 (1952)
�Quinn, Robert J. '12 (1954)
Shoecraft, Robert L. '24
(1939)

Sifferd, Calvin S. '46 (1950)
'Stiven, Frederic B. '21 (1943)
Stohrer, Walter A. '18 (1938)
Trutter, John T. '39 (1950)
Van Zandt, A. C. '39 (1946)

THETA
(University of Michigan)

Benjamin, Harry S. '29 (1940)
�Clarke, Benjamin '10 (1938)
Oonlon, Thomas L. '25 (1948)
Dunham, Herbert L. '17 (1956)

�Gillmore, Robert H. '12 (1958)
Hammial, Douglas P. '29 (1948)
�Hofelich, Rudolph E. '09 (1938)
Kirkpatrick, Arthur L. '15
(1938)

Mason, W. Gardner '17 (1954)
Mullendore, Wm. C. '12 (1938)

�Scott, Victor B. '40 (1946)
Smith, Harold R. '16 (1940)
Van Stone, Dr. N. E. '10 (1938)
Walser, Daniel C. '08 (1938)

IOTA
(Cxirnell University)

Boland, Francis J. Jr. '42 (1952)
Boos, J. Kenneth '19 (1939)
Fisher, Leicester W. '15 (1938)
Minogue, Joseph D. '46 (1957)
Starke, Ralph G. '18 (1961)
'Toadvine, Stephen P. '19 (1938)
'Young, Spencer E. '11 (1938)
Zeltner, Lorin Wm. '15 (1938)

KAPPA
(Wisconsin University)

Anderson, Paul A. C. '18 (1951)

Langen, Bertram B '21 (1961)
�Schubert, Dr. C.K.F. '17 (1953)
�Schwenker, Calvin F. '09 (1938)
Worthington, Geo. E. '09 (1938)

LAMBDA
(Columbia University)

Bickel, Paul J. '10 (1946)
Day, Ambrose '20 (1938)
Foos, Irvin D. '14 (1938)
Grunden, Jas F. '28 (1938)
�Hall, Charles E. '13 (1938)
Hawkins. Ralph C. '16 (1956)
Johnston, Joseph E. '23 (1957)

MU
(University of Washington)

Coffee, John M. '15 (1941)
Iddins, Earl T. '25 (1955)
Inman, Maurice C. '21 (1953)

�Johnson, Philip G. '14 (1938)
Kaldal, James B. '46 (1950)
Wheeler, Royden S. '15 (1938)
Ulbrickson, Alvin M. '23 (1940)

NU
(University of California)

Augustine, Waldemar '22 (1938)
�Biehl, Albert G. '17 (1951)
�Brand, F. Warde '20 (1952)
Breck, Philip S. '35 (1952)
Denke, Frank R. '26 (1963)
Diets, Henry A. '25 (1956)
Fussell, Paul L. '14 (1938)
Hargear, Frank F. '16 (1938)
Harris, Thomas W., Jr. '21
(1938)

Haseltine, Cha.s. D. '27 (1955)
Herrick, Allan M. '13 (1940)
Ledwich, Thomas J. '13 (1938)
McKenzie, Maitland B. '22
(1941)

Morrison, M. W., Jr. '37
(1959)

Smith, A. B. '15 (1941)
Sturgis, Eugene King '13 (1938)
White, Minor K. '56 (1961)
Witzel, Everett M. '37 (1955)

XI
(University of Nebraska)

Crandall, Leslie A. '15 (1938)
Mitchell, Charles A. '21 (1953)
Noble, Burnette I. '26 (1938)

OMICRON
(University of Pennsylvania

Archibald, Richard M. '24
(1938)

Campbell, L. Roy, Sr. '15 (1938)
Campbell, L. Roy, Jr. '47 (1958)
Ochran, Lloyd S. '20 (1938)

�Ford, Franklin L. '16 (1943)
Graves, H. Walter '16 (1941)
Herman, Aloys F. '16 (1948)
Heselbarth, T. Kirk '19 (1955)

�Jagocki, Robert L. '14 (1939)
�Magnus, Ralph J. '17 (1946)
Phillips, T. A. '21 (1949)
Schweikert Donald K. '42 (1956)
Shepard, Lyle '23 (1963)
Smith, Ellwood A. '48 (1951)
Wehner, John M., Jr. '43 (1960)

PI
(Colorado Uiuversity)

'Burgess, Thomas M. '25 (1938)
Vidal, Henry B. '19 (1950)

RHO
( Minnesota University)

Bracher, Richard G. '24 (1943)
Clark, Lawrence S. '20, (1943)
Iverson, Clarence J. '16 (1938)
Rodlun, Troy M. '17 (1938)
Schurr, George '18 (1953)

SIGMA
(Kentucky University)

�Brown, William C. '18 (1952)
�Ca,rpenter, D. C. '25 (1953)
Cogswell, H. C. '27 (1954)
Dillehay, Hugh D. '47 (1957)
Mahan, James P., Jr. '32 (1955)

TAU
(Stanford University)

Caneer, Fernando '19 (1959)
Claiborne, Everett H. '33 (1943)
Cowgill, Frank '17 (1953)
Craig, Harold '18 (1938)
Fundenberg, Wm. C. '17 (1938)
Hamilton, Norman R. '47 (1952)
Hayes, Emmet B. '31 (1940)
Higby, Myron C. '18 (1952)
Hine, Wesley M. '21 (1941)
Hobson, Leslie W. '39 (1955)
Hollenbeck, Hugh R. '24 (1952)
�Hotchkiss, Harold K. '24 (1939)
Hurd, J. B. '21 (1953)
Hurt, Arthur C, Jr. '27 (1950)
Miller, Frank '17 (1952)
Moore, James E. '17 (1938)
Moseman, Floyd W. '17 (1938)
Schultz, Niels, Jr. '35 (1946)
Smith, Dana K. '26 (1943)
�Young, Dwight D. '20 (1938)

UPSILON
(Penn State University)

Fencil, Leon R. '30 (1950)
Gromiller, Jas. F. '26 (1946)
Heckendorn, Lloyd '34 (1957)
Jahn, Albert G. '30 (1948)
�Kime, Alan B. '21 (1955)
Kissinger, Gordon D. '30 (1949)
Megargel, Charles E. '22 (1953)
Putney, David '25 (1952)

�Swift, Royden M. Sr. '20 (1938)
Vought, M. E. '21 (1943)
�Young, Wm. Robins '18 (1938)

PHI
(Iowa State University)

Arnold, Floyd J. '23 (1955)
Hawkins, Lewis L. '31 (1954)
Hilstrom, Hollis R. '31 (I960)
Record, William V. '40 (1963)
Stacy, W. H. '20 (1938)
Thayer, Edward '20 (1938)

CHI
(Chicago University)

�Andrews, Clark L. '42 (1949)
Cotton, Emile L. '23 (1953)
Droegemueller, A. C. '39 (1957)
Ford, Theodore '20 (1963)
McDonald, Geo. H. '20 (1939)
Pratt, James B. '20 (1950)

PSI
(Oregon State University)

�Beaty, Edw. B. '20 (1938)
Welch, Wilbur H. '21 (1940)

ALPHA ALPHA
(University of Oklahoma)

Boxley, Calvin P. '23 (1952)
Davis, A. Howard '27 (1955)
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Folker, Robert F. '48 (1962)
Gibbs, Richard R. '51 (1961)
Miles, Charles C. '23 (1953)
Parkhurst, Col. Guy H. '3 3
(1957)

Robertson, Jas. M. M. '23
(1953)

�Squyres, Scott P. '23 (1938)

ALPHA MU
(Baldwin-Wallace)

�Burns, Dana T. '40 (1954)
Wise, Alfred B. 43 (1950)

ALPHA NU
(Westminster College)

Wright, Dr. Floyd A. '29 (1938) 'Hart, Dr. Hugh M. '39 (1940)

ALPHA BETA
(University of Iowa)

Akre, Charles Thos. '28 (1952)
Ingersoll, T. M. '24 (1938)

ALPHA GAMMA
(Carnegie Tech. Institute)

Byerly, LeRoy L. '25 (1943)
Wilson, Harold H. '25 (1938)

ALPHA DELTA
(Middlebury College)

Donnelly, J. Louis '25 (1938)
Woodward, Dr. G. H. '25
(1939)

ALPHA EPSILON
(Syracuse University)

Eshelman, Carl W. '25 (1939)
Pomeroy, Stuart E. '26 (1938)

ALPHA ZETA
(University of California at Los
Angeles)
Bartlett, Pace '26 (1941)
Bearman, Jack H. '32 (1956)
Cole, Wendell C. '26 (1951)
Courtney, Jack '43 (1955)
Horger, John C. '53 (1961)
Hoyt, John R. '29 (1954)
�Johnson, Daniel A. '28 (1941)
Kislingbury. Franklin E. '26
(1938)

McFarland, W. Joseph '27
(1951)

Neely, Marion A. '30 (1953)
Neighbors, Billy G. '47 (1957)
Reynolds, Ralph L. '26 (1962)
Sturgis, Charles R. '43 (1953)
Ulrich, MacLeon '26 (1951)
Winchester, Eugene H. '39
(1951)

Witt, Harry W. '40 (1951)

ALPHA ETA
(Dartmouth College)

Prosser, Gwynee A. '28 (1938)

ALPHA THETA
(University of Missouri)

Coburn, C. Gilbert '31 (1963)
�Landman, Robert E. '30 (1938)
Myers, Vernon C. '29 (1956)

ALPHA IOTA
(University of Alabama)

Davis, Gordon '30 (1940)
Lee, Robert W. Jr. '40 (1959)

ALPHA XI
(Illinois Tech)

Coccia, Michel A. '42 (1960)
Mueller, Harold C. '39 (1956)
Peterson, Otto S. '39 (1952)

ALPHA OMICRON
(Missouri Valley)

Blackburn, John L. '49 (1959)
Gehrke, Dr. Chas. '45 (1950)
Poland, Richard G. '46 (1953)
Wienke, Ralph E. '50 (1961)

ALPHA PI
(Purdue University)

�Cochran, Ralph P. Jr. '44 (1953)
�Daugherty, Von Roy '39 (1951)
Holmes, William H. E. '44
(1950)

Marshall, Henry L. '41 (1951)
Taylor, Charles E. '42 (1961)

ALPHA SIGMA
(Wagner College)

�Rogler, Wesley E. '32 (1950)
Stern, Adolph J. '43 (1961)

ALPHA PHI
(Ellsworth College)

Sifferd, Calvin S. '27 (1950)

ALPHA CHI
(Coe College)

�Helscher, Howard B. '28 (1960)

ALPHA PSI
(Presbyterian College)

Blankenship D. S. '28 (1946)
Collins, Benjamin L. '48 (1960)

BETA ALPHA
(Mt. Union College)

Krebs, Frank J. '29 (1946)

BETA GAMMA
(Bethany College)

Cutlip, Randall B. '37 (1959)
Jolly, Robert K. '50 (1957)
Reigard, Mark R. '29 (1953)
Sandercox, R. A. '51 (1960)

BETA DELTA
(Marshall University)

Fisher, James L. '40 (1960)
Green, N. Bayard '47 (1951)
Kitchen, W. Samuel '29 (1946)
Ramsey, David A. '53 (1961)

BETA EPSILON
(Lehigh University)

Home, Woodrow W. '30 (1951)
Mac Donald. John J. '49 (1959)
Naisby, Henry G. '35 (1960)
Sheen, Robert T. '30 (1955)

BETA THETA
(Rutgers University)

Kramer, C. Russell '31 (1951)
McKenzie, George D. '55 (1962)
Wheaton, Nelson '31 (1952)

BETA IOTA
(Tufts University)

�Lybeck, Robert F. '32 (1951)
Taylor, Arba S. '32 (1946)
Ward, William R. '36 (1961)

BETA NU
(West Virginia Wesleyan)

Cody, Nicholas F. '3 3 (1950)

BETA OMICRON
(Tri State College)

�Erlandson, Roy M. '35 (1952)

BETA RHO
(University of Toledo)

�Brandenberry, John B. '37 (1955)
Tester, Carl K. '24 (1955)

BETA TAU
(Wayne State University)

Bailey, Edward C. '40 (1954)

BETA UPSILON
(Milton College)

Hecnan, Dr. David D. '42
(1956)

BETA CHI
(American University)

Cerny, Milton '54 (1960)
Petrini, William S. '55 (1963)
Tourtellot, Peter L. K. '57
(1963)

GAMMA ALPHA
(Ohio Northern University)

Spellman, Von '55 (1962)
�Smull, Dr. Thomas J. '42 (1953)

GAMMA DELTA
(Davis fi Elkins)

Bangham, Joseph F., Jr. '51
(1959)

Graziani, Philip J. '49 (1961)

GAMMA THETA
(Miami)

Riddle, Paul J. Ill '52 (1962)

GAMMA LAMBDA
(Atlantic Christian)

Tait, Warren R. '58 (1963)

GAMMA KAPPA
(Michigan State University)

Rank, Marvin C. '55 (1960)

Golden Anniversary Award

The Golden Anniversary Award was established at the 1958 Convention
to convey recognition by the Fraternity to those Brothers who celebrate 50

years of membership in Alpha Sigma Phi.
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Grand Senior President's A^ward

The Grand Senior President's Award, presented for the first time at the

1960 Convention, was established to convey recognition to the outstanding
chapter of the Fraternity which has best exemplified the ideals and purposes
of the Fraternity through its excellence in chapter organization and admin

istration, in scholarship, and in campus leadership and activities.

This best chapter award is divided into two groups based upon the cam

pus enrollment of the various chapters of the Fraternity and was presented to :

1960 Tau Chapter Stanford University
1960 Alpha Omicron Chapter Missouri Valley College
1962 Theta Chapter University of Michigan
1962 Gamma Delta Chapter Davis & Elkins

1964 Alpha Xi Illinois Institute of Technology
1964 Gamma Alpha Ohio Northern University

Alpha Sigma Phi Scholar of the Year

The "Scholar of the Year" Award, given by the Trustees of the Alpha
Sigma Phi Memorial Fund was inaugurated at the 1962 Convention to re

place the former "Founders' Scholarship" A-ward. This award is given to

the undergraduate member of the Fraternity who has completed six full

semesters, or the equivalent, to recognize individual scholastic achievement.

Below are listed the recipients of the Founders' Scholarship and the Alpha
Sigma Phi Scholar of the Year Awards:

1956 William J. Anderson Iowa State College
1957 Kent Harry Johnston Ohio State

1958 Michael S. Leahy Marietta

1962 Gary Alan Wood Westminster College
1963 Tad Harbison Koch Ohio State University
1964 Theodore Bohdan Belytschko . . Illinois Institute of Technology

Grand Council Scholarship Award

The Grand Council Scholarship Award is given to a Chapter with a

continuing high academic achievement. This Award, a small library of out

standing books was inaugurated at the 1962 Convention and has been pre
sented to:

1962 Alpha Psi Chapter Presbyterian College
1964 Alpha Nu Chapter Westminster College
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Fraternity Scholarship Award

Until 1960, this Award was presented at the Fraternity Convention to

the Chapter setting the highest scholastic record during the two academic

years since the previous Convention. At the 1960 Convention, the Fraternity
Scholarship Award was given not only to the chapter having the highest
scholastic award for the two-year period, but also for each of the two academic

years since the previous convention. Award winners have been:

1948-1950 Beta Epsilon Chapter Lehigh University
1950-1952 Alpha Psi Chapter Presbyterian College
1952-1954 Alpha Psi Chapter Presbyterian College
1954-1956 Beta Xi Chapter Hartwick College
1956-1958 Beta Epsilon Chapter Lehigh University
1958-1960 Alpha Psi Chapter Presbyterian College
1959-1960 Zeta Chapter Ohio State University
1960-1961 Alpha Nu Chapter Westminster College
1959-1961 Beta Xi Chapter Hartwick College
1961-1962 Alpha Alj^ha Chapter University of Oklahoma

1962-1963 Alpha Alpha Chapter University of Oklahoma

1961-1963 Alpha Alpha Chapter University of Oklahoma

Scholarship Improvement Award

This Award, presented at the Fraternity Convention, is given to the Chap
ter which has shown the greatest sustained improvement during the two aca

demic years since the previous Convention. Winners have been:

1950-1952 Alpha Xi Chapter Illinois Institute of Technology
1952-1954 Zeta Chapter Ohio State University
1954-1956 Gamma Alpha Chapter Ohio Northern University
1955-1956 Beta Delta Chapter Marshall College
1956-1957 Beta Xi Chapter Hartwick College
1957-1958 Gamma Gamma Chapter . . . .University of Connecticut
1958-1959 Beta Sigma Chapter University of Cincinnati
1959-1960 Zeta Chapter Ohio State University
1960-1961 Beta Gamma Chapter Bethany College
1959-1961 Beta Xi Chapter Hartwick College
1961-1962 Alpha Alpha Chapter University of Oklahoma
1962-1963 Beta Iota Chapter Tufts University
1960-1962 Alpha Alpha Chapter University of Oklahoma
1961-1963 Gamma Delta Chapter Davis & Elkins
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SuMMA Cum Laude Citation

This Award is presented to the Chapters of the Fraternity, which among
all the Chapters of the Fraternity, exceeded the All-Men's Average at their
institution by the greatest percentage during each academic year and during
the period of two successive academic years since the previous Convention.
Winners have been:

1959-1960 Zeta Chapter Ohio State University
1959-1960 Alpha Iota Chapter University of Alabama
1959-1960 Alpha Tau Chapter . . . .Stevens Institute of Technology
1959-1960 Delta Chapter Marietta College
1960-1961 Gamma Alpha Chapter Ohio Northern University
1960-1961 Beta Gamma Chapter Bethany College
1960-1961 Alpha Omicron Chapter Missouri Valley College
1959-1961 Beta Xi Chapter Hartwick College
1961-1963 Beta Gamma Chapter Bethany College
1961-1962 -Alpha Omicron Chapter Missouri Valley College
1961-1962 Zeta Chapter Ohio State University
1961-1962 Alpha Alpha Chapter University of Oklahoma
1962-1963 Gamma Delta Chapter Davis & Elkins

1962-1963 Alpha Nu Chapter Westminster College

Award for Service

This Award is presented at the Fraternity Convention to the Chapter
which has carried out the most outstanding program of Service to the com

munity, college and general public during the two academic years prior to the
Convention.

1954-1956 Alpha Omicron Chapter Missouri Valley College
1956-1958 Beta Tau Chapter Wayne State University
1958-1960 Iota Chapter Cornell University
1960-1962 Beta Gamma Chapter Bethany College
1962-1964 Gamma Mu Chapter Morris Harvey College

Tomahawk Award

Presented at the Fraternity Convention, this Award is granted to the

Chapter which has cooperated best with the Editor of the Tomahawk in fur

nishing copy for the two year period between Conventions.

1952-1954 Mu Chapter University of Washington
1954-1956 Alpha Omicron Chapter Missouri Valley College
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(Tomahawk Award�Con't.)
1956-1958 Beta Chi Chapter American University
1958-1960 Gamma Delta Chapter Davis & Elkins College
1960-1962 Gamma Nu Chapter Sacramento State College
1962-1964 Beta Theta Chapter Rutgers University

Chapter Newsletter Award

Presented at the Fraternity Convention, this Award is granted annually
to the Chapter which has produced the best chapter newsletter during the

previous academic year. Award winners have been:

1953 Iota Chapter Cornell University
1954 Beta Theta Chapter Rutgers University
1955 Beta Omicron Chapter Tri-State College
1956 Alpha Alpha Chapter University of Oklahoma
1957 Beta Rho Chapter University of Toledo
1958 Eta Chapter University of Illinois
1959 Theta Chapter University of Michigan
1960 Alpha Omicron Chapter Missouri Vallev Colle,s;e
1961 Alpha Xi Chapter Illinois Institute of Technology
1962 Alpha Iota Chapter University of Alabama
1963 Alpha Xi Chapter Illinois Institute of Technology
1964 Delta Chapter Marietta College
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Publications of the Fraternity
RITUALS: First written in 1846, the Rituals of Alpha Sigma Phi Fra

ternity are strictly secret and are never made available, in whole or in part, to
any person not an initiated member of the Fraternity, no matter what the cir
cumstances may be.

TOMAHAWK: First published in 1847, the Tomahawk of Alpha Sigma
Phi is the official magazine of the Fraternity. Each inidate pays for his life

subscription at the time of initiation.
SONG BOOK: The first pamphlet of initiation songs was printed in

1847. The latest edidon of the Songs of Alpha Sigma Phi is available on order
from the Fraternity Office. Many chapters require each pledge to purchase
his own personal copy.

CHAPTER OFFICERS MANUALS: These publications contain the
duties of each of the officers of an undergraduate chapter, with detailed in
structions and suggestions for the effective performance of such dudes. They
are available on request from the Fraternity Office.

PLEDGE MANUAL: The Manual provides information for the train

ing of all pledges of the Fraternity. Each pledge is required to have his own

copy for his permanent possession.
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PUBLICITY & PUBLIC RELATIONS MANUAL: This manual out
lines the publicity features available to a chapter, describes how to get the

proper favorable coverage, and outlines the sound public relations standards
of a Chapter.

SCHOLARSHIP MANUAL : A concise and complete oudine of an ef
fective program to improve scholarship in a fraternity chapter, the Scholarship
Manual has been widely demanded in educadonal and fraternal circles.

RUSH BOOK: This booklet states some of the basic facts about frater
nities in general and about Alpha Sigma Phi in particular. Each year approxi
mately 5,000 copies are made available to rushees, parents and other interested
persons by the chapters of the Fraternity. The Rush Booklet is available at
cost from the Fraternity Office.

NEWSLETTER HANDBOOK: Spreading the Word is a handbook
which should help a chapter in the preparation of a newsletter. This book
let is available from the Fraternity Office.

CONSTITUTION AND BY LAWS OF ALPHA SIGMA PHI FRA
TERNITY, INC. This is a statement of the legal regulations under which
the Fraternity operates.

Chapter Publications
The newsletter published by the various undergraduate chapters provide

an important link in the communication media of Alpha Sigma Phi; for the
chapter newsletter reports the activities of the undergraduates to the alumni,
and also gives detailed information of the whereabouts, occupadon, family,
and interests of individual alumni. This material has high reader interest for
the alumni of each chapter, but it can not be carried in the Tomahawk due to
the lack of space and the broader readership.

It is fitting that an issue of Alpha Chapter's newsletter contained a warn

ing to the undergraduates from one of the alumni�and a warning which
stands today as sound advice on chapter alumni relations:

"If you continue to communicate with them (the alumni) only
when in need of funds for the work we are all striving to do together.
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in time some of them may begin to lose interest and feel that they are

being 'worked' when all who are famiHar with the aims and efforts of
the Chapter would regret such a result if it was productive of only
one such instance among our membership. Let the Chapter see that
future issues shall contain more details of the changes being wrought
in the house itself, and the work and plans for keeping alive the aims
entrusted to the active men by those who have gone before."

February 14, 1914 issue of the Alpha Secret
This policy has set the style for all the chapter newsletters to follow. As

time passed and alumni rolls grew, providing information on the whereabouts
and doings of individual alumni became an important additional item.

The names of the papers are based for the most part on the Greek letter
chapter designations or are taken from the colors or flower of Alpha Sigma
Phi, whereas some of the newsletters are named for a catch phrase, at one dme
peculiar to the members of the chapter.

r Gamma Nourmenon
A Triangle
E Epsilon Quill
z Pen & Book of Zeta
H mini Etagram
0 Theta Wolverine
I Iota Sig
0 Omicron Oracle
T Tau Talks
Y Upsilon Nevus
* Phi Criz
* Sig Psi Secrets
AA Alfalfa Hay
AZ The Oak
A� The Lantern
Al Alpha Iota Newsletter
AM Alpha Musings
AN Alpha Nu's
ao Spirit of Alpha Sig
ah Oak Wreath
All The Grapevine
AT Crossed Swords
AX AX Courier
AY The Open Book
Br Black Lantern
BA Sigs Phinal
BE Bull's Eye
B� Alpha Sig Triangle
BH Hue & Cry
BO Seven Points
BP Sig-Net
BS Beta Sigma Sectioneer
BT The Sabre
BY The By-Line
BX Beta Chi Bell
B* Cardinal and Stone
rE Tomahawk, Junior
i'H Gamma-Leta
n Gamma Eye

University of Massachusetts
Marietta College
Ohio Wesleyan University
Ohio State University
University of Illinois
University of Michigan
Cornell University
University of Pennsylvania
Stanford University
Pennsylvania State University
Iowa State University
Oregon State College
University of Oklahoma
University of Calif, at Los Angeles
University of Missouri
University of Alabama
Baldwin-Wallace College
Westminster College
Missouri Valley College
Illinois Institute of Technology
Purdue University
Stevens Institute of Technology
Coe College
Presbyterian College
Bethany College
Marshall University
Lehigh University
Rutgers University
Hartwick College
Tri State College
University of Toledo
University of Cincinnati
Wayne State University
Milton College
American University
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute
University of Buffalo
Washington University
University of Arizona
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History of the Tomahawk
As the oldest fraternity magazine in existence today, the Tomahawk of

Alpha Sigma Phi has a turbulent and fabulous history.

When the existence of Alpha Sigma Phi was announced to Yale campus,
the other sophomore society. Kappa Sigma Theta, was in control of the sopho
more class paper and violently attacked the infant Society in The Yale Banger.
To the desire on the part of Alpha Sigma Phi to express its opinion of this

vituperative attack, the Tomahawk owes its origin, appearing in November,
1847, and bearing appropriately in its name the symbol of attack and

destruction.

Some of the hostility of these respective attacks can be glimpsed from the

early caricatures of the Badge of Alpha Sigma Phi and by the unkind com

ments which accompanied the caricatures. In retaliation to the Banger's attacks

in November of 1846 and October of 1847, the Tomahawk displayed a dis

torted head of Minerva, the patron saint of Kappa Sigma Theta, with her

helmet split open by a tomahawk.

But it should not be suggested that the first Tomahawk was launched

without gravest consideration by the infant Society. On Monday, November 1,
1847, a special meeting was called to consider the matter. According to

the minutes of the meeting:
"The President stated the object of the meeting which was to

inform the Society that arrangements were being made for the publi
cation of a paper to be called the Yale Tomahawk and to request the

permission of the Society to have it go with their badge upon it and

under their sanction and approval. After having stated the character

of the paper and informed the Society of the nature of its contents,
remarks were made in relation to it by several members of the Society.
After which a motion was passed that the Society accept the paper
and permit it to go forth as theirs. A motion was then passed that a

committee be appointed to see to the publication of it."

Agreeable to the wish of several members of the Society, a further special
meeting was held on Wednesday morning, November 3, 1847:

"to inform the Society that a manifest disaffection toward the

Yale Tomahawk has shown itself among several members of the So

ciety on account of the early hour and manner of its publication, and
at some of its contents. It would be in vain to particularize the in

numerable and excellent speeches which were made on both sides.
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beautifully interspersed with re

marks from the President. It
would not be presumptuous to

say almost every member spoke
and some at least half a dozen
times. Indeed so great a desire to

speak was hardly ever manifested
in the Society. At last a final mo
tion was called for which was

that the Society, as a Society,
disown the paper. This motion

__ ,
did not then pass. And there was

J^S^^^M^^^ff^^^T^^ ^^^^ moved that the Society con-

^^^^^^^^j^^^^^gj ^ tinue to accept the paper, which
~

^-' was passed with some slight op
position. After several ineffective
attempts made to adjourn, the

Society at last succeeded."

-And so, the first issue of the Tomahawk
of Alpha Sigma Phi was adopted, printed
and circulated on the Yale Campus.
Following the November, 1847 edidon,
other issues of the old Tomahawk were:

Volume II, Number 1, December 5, 1848;
Volume III, Number 1, November 27,
1849; Volume IV, Number 1, February

7, 1851 ; and Volume V, Number 1, May, 1852. The five numbers were more

or less alike in character. Aside from the "knocks" which were freely handed
out to Kappa Sigma Theta, the junior fraternities, and other vulnerable
campus organizations, and to the faculty as well, the Tomahawk contained
many well written contributions both in verse and prose.

The inflammatory attacks in the early Tomahawk are largely compen
sated for by the loyalty displayed to its own Society, and by some articles of
genuine merit, including a poem by Edmund Clarence Stedman endtled
Purgatoria, or Hadley's Inferno, considered by competent cridcs of the time a

masterpiece as to form.

Volume V which reverted to the earlier policy of war not only on the
Banger and its sponsors but also on almost everything from faculty to fresh
man, proved to be the last straw with the faculty, and publication of both
Tomahawk and Banger was suspended immediately thereafter, and the editors
expelled from Yale College.

A burlesque of the Badge appearing
in the sophomore class paper, which
was controlled by Kappa Sigma
Theta, dated October 22, 1847, and
carrying the comments: "Alpha Sig
ma Phi, a raft almost wrecked by the
waves it is unable to stem, with
fallen most and a few sailors half
drowned, crying out 'Save, we lub
bers perish.' Our heart yearns in
pity over these adventurous navi
gators, who have dared to launch a
frail raff upon the waves of college
life in midst of so many staunch
and noble vessels."
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During those turbulent days. Alpha
Sigma Phi was governed by the then com

mon form of Parent Chapter government
and the Tomahawk of this early time, be
ing issued by the Parent Chapter, was

considered, as it is today, the official pub
lication of the Fraternity. The Tomahawk
of those early days, of course, differed

markedly with the current issues. The first
issue appeared in the form of a four-page
sheet, about the size of a modern colleg^e
daily and sold on the campus for six cents

per copy. And among the changes is the
fact that those first issues, blending invec
tive with literary merit, were edited by
student editors, not the least of whom was

Andrew Dickson White, later to become
the first president of Cornell University.
But the Tomahawk was under the ban,

by decree of the faculty, and slept its sleep
for fifty-seven years. The only mention of
Alpha Sigma Phi journalistically in the
years to follow was in the pages of the
Yale Banner, the official campus paper,
with the periodical listing of all societies
at Yale.

With the centralization of the govern
ment of the Fraternity in 1907, passing
from the Parent Chapter rule, which was preceded a few months before by
the revival of the Alpha Chapter, it was but natural that provision be made
sooner or later thereafter to re-establish the Tomahawk. Accordingly, at the
National Convendon at New Haven in May, 1908, a resolution embodying
means for financing the undertaking was adopted. It was not until the follow
ing year, however, that the first issue of the Tomahawk as a quarterly publi-
cadon appeared under the date of April, 1909, as Volume VI, Number 1,
with Edwin M. Waterbury, Alpha '07, as Editor and Wayne M. Musgrave'
Alpha '07, as Publication Manager.

With the following editorial Brother Waterbury revived the Tomahawk:
" 'Be not offended fellow students, that once again your attendon,

your interest, and your support is called to another college sheet.
Though we come a stranger; our cognomen unfamiliar and perhaps

A burlesque of the Badge appearing
in the November 7, 1849 issue of the
sophomore class paper at Yale, con

trolled by Kappa Sigma Theta, with
the comments: "The badge of Alpha
Sigma Phi represents that society as

being composed of 'A small fry' of
very small potatoes, dished up with
a wooden spoon. They are too con

temptible to deserve further notice
at our hands." Alpha Sigma Phi
replied in the banner of its next
issue with the words: "Cry havoc!
And let slip the dogs of war!" The
issue was then devoted mainly to un

kind comments about the rival so

ciety rn the sophomore class.
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uncourtly; though al our stealthy approach you shudder, conjuring up

strange phantasms of havoc and merciless destruction and were wont

to follow the flight of the tomahawk, in those days when the wild

savage roamed in our primeval woods, and with his unerring weapon
hurled pain and death upon his white foe; though indeed you find

everything repugnant in our name, and our nature, and our unexpect
ed and (perhaps to you) apparently uncalled for appearance;

yet be assured we have just claims upon your ears; yes, though we

come with a tomahawk in our hands.'

"Such was the declaration with which the Tomahawk sprung
into existence in November, 1847, and, after a lapse of nearly sixty-
two years, it is with no apologies that the present editors of the

Tomahawk here offer it as the announcement of the return to the

College and Greek World of a magazine whose independence of

spirit, directness of expression, and loyalty of purpose, it is their aim

to perpetuate. Time has of itself made great changes in the purpose
and nature of the publication ; but the true and commendable in the

spirit of the old Tomahawk will be cherished in the new."

Since that revival the history of the Tomahawk has been a direct reflection
of the history of Alpha Sigma Phi, the chapters, and the individual members.
The events and happenings which have added to the heritage and tradition of
the Fraternity have been faithfully recorded by the Editors, Assistant Editors,
chapter correspondents, H.A.E.s, and other contributors who shall forever be

nameless.

The Tomahawk has grown up beyond the squabbles of its early youth.
Yet the hope is fondly expressed that "as this publication was the expression of
the spirit of Alpha Sigma Phi in the early days of strife without, and good
fellowship within the Mystic Circle, so may it now and in the future be the

messenger bearing the spirit of good cheer and good fellowship that still
lives in the Fraternity."
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Some Outstanding Brothers
Charles T. Akre, Iowa '28�attorney, member of the Washington, D.C,

firm of Miller & Chevalier

James B. Allen, Alabama '30�Lieutenant Governor, State of Alabama
H. Carl Anderson, Minnesota '24�Member 80-87 Congresses, 7th Minne

sota District
Otis L. Anderson, Nebraska '23�Assistant Surgeon General, United States

Public Health Service, Chief of Bureau of State Services
Harry Arlanson, Tufts '31�Head Football Coach, Tufts University
Frederic Babcogk, Nebraska '13�^Editor Magazine of Books, Chicago Tribune
Gladden W. Baker, Yale '17�Director and Chairman of the Finance Com

mittee, Travelers Insurance Company (retired)
Robert A. Beck, Cornell '39�Dean of the School of Hotel Administration

at Cornell
Allison S. Beebe, Middlebury '35�Vice President, Paul Revere Life In

surance Company
Charles M. Beeghly, Ohio Wesleyan '27�Chairman of the Board Jones

and Laughlin Steel Corporation
Arthur Charles Bevan, Ohio Wesleyan '13�Chief Geologist, Illinois Geo

logical Survey, Past Vice President, American Association for Advance
ment of Science (retired)

Frederick B. Biestman, California '24�Vice President and General Manager,
Director of Merchandising, Kroehler Manufacturing Company, furniture
manufacturers

John L. Blackburn, Missouri Valley '49�Dean of Men, University of
Alabama

Theodore C. Blegen, Minnesota '16�Professor of History and Dean of
Graduate School, University of Minnesota

Francis J. Boland, Jr., Cornell '42�realtor and contractor of Binghamton,
New York

Richard F. Boyce, Harvard '16�Former Consul General, Cuba, Australia
Royce Brier, Washington '15�Director of Editorials, San Francisco Chronicle;

Pulitzer Prize for Reporting, 1934

Reginald M. Budd, Pennsylvania '21�Advertising Manager, Campbell Soup
Company

Howard G. Bunker, Wisconsin '24�Major General, U.S. Army
George E. Bush, Marietta '24�Major General, U.S. Army
John L. Carey, Yale '24�Executive Director, American Institute of Ac

countants; Editor, The Journal of Accountancy
Thorgny C. Carlson, Minnesota '16�Vice President, University of Ar

kansas

Allan K. Chalmers, Yale '19�Member Executive Committee, Federal
Council of Churches

C. Gilbert Coburn, Missouri '31�Public Relations, J. Walter Thompson
Co.
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Lloyd S. Cochran, Pennsylvania '20�Past Chairman, National Interfraternity
Conference

Mervin S. Coover, Colorado '24�Head, Electrical Engineering Department,
Iowa State University

George R. Cowgill, Yale 19�Professor of Nutrition, Yale University; Mem
ber Food and Nutrition Board, National Research Council (retired)

Wilbur H. Cramblet, Yale '12�President Christian Board of Publications;
Former President, Bethany College (retired)

James M. Crawford, California '13�President, California Packing Corpora
tion and Philippine Packing Corporation (retired)

Paul J. Cupp, Pennsylvania '21�Chairman of the Board, American Stores

Company, supermarkets
Austin T. Cushman, California '21�Chairman of the Board, Sears, Roe

buck & Company
Randall B. Cutlip, Bethany '37�President, William Woods College
Paul Lewis Davis, California '17�Chairman of the Board, Food Machinery

& Chemical Corporation; Director, American Trust Company and Cali
fornia Manufacturers Association; Director, IBM

Dallas L. Donnan, Illinois '21�President, Erlich-Harrison Company
J. Louis Donnelly, Middlebury '25�Senior President, Carter, Walker &

Co., Inc.
William E. Downes, Jr., Illinois Tech '39�Director of Airports, City of

Chicago
William Dembaugh, Westminster '48�tenor, Stadttheatra, Biel-Solothum,

Switzerland

James Edward Drew, California '16�Public Relations, New York
Hugh K. Duffield, Michigan '21�Vice President, Sears, Roebuck & Com

pany
Ray Eliot, Illinois '38�Ass't. Athletic Director, University of Illinois; Former

Coach, University of Illinois
Clarence L. Eckel, Colorado '15�Dean, College of Engineering, University

of Colorado
D. Luther Evans, Ohio State '14�Professor of Philosophy, Ohio State Uni

versity
Harold W. Felton, Nebraska '21�attorney and author of books of American

folklore
Leicester W. Fisher, Cornell '15�vice president and director. Van Strum

& Towne, Inc.
James V. Fitzpatrick, Illinois Tech '47�Director, Department of Air Pollu

tion Control of Chicago
.\rthur S. Flemming, Ohio Wesleyan '24�President, University of Oregon
Ralph G. Follis, California '19�Chairman of the Board, .Standard Oil

Company of California
Paul J. Fussell, California '14�Attorney, senior partner of O'Melveny &

Myers
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Arthur I. Gates, California '13�Executive Office, Department of Psychology,
Columbia University; Member, Committee on Research, American
Council on Education

Ray E. Glos, Illinois '22�School of Business Administration, Miami Uni
versity, Author

Alvin L. Gorby, Oklahoma '23�Brigadier General, Chief Surgeon, U.S.
Army

Wallace S. Gourley, Ohio State '24�Judge, U.S. District Court, Western
District of Pennsylvania, Pittsburgh

H. Walter Graves, Pennsylvania '16�real estate executive, vice president
Albert M. Greenfield & Company

Lloyd G. Grinnell, Cornell '12�President, Grinnell Brothers, Detroit, retail
music stores and piano manufacturers

Frank F. Hargear, California '16�Partner, Sutro and Company (retired)
Victor H. Harrell, Jr., Wake Forest '39�Senior Director of Sales Adminis

tration, Trans World Airlines

Harold T. P. Hayes, Wake Forest '44�Managing Editor, Esquire magazine
Paul M. Herbert, Ohio State '09�Justice Supreme Court, State of Ohio
Donald J. Hornberger, Ohio Wesleyan '25�Vice President and Treasurer,

Ohio Wesleyan University (retired)
Russell M. Hoverman, Pennsylvania '35�Vice President, WilHamsburgh

Savings Bank, New York City
Thomas C. Howe, Jr., Harvard '24�Director, The Palace of Legion of

Honor, Museum of Fine Arts, San Francisco

Frederick C. Hutchinson, Washington '39�Manager, Cincinnati Reds,
National League; Former Manager, St. Louis Cardinals, Detroit Tigers

William B. Hutchinson, Washington '29�Chief of Staff, Swedish Hospital,
president of Northwest Research Foundation

Schubert S. Inch, California '27�Vice President, Kaiser Aluminum &
Chemical Company, Vice President Kaiser Industries Corporation

James H. Kidder, Columbia '19�Brigadier General, Army Medical Corps
John W. Knedler, Jr., Harvard '23�Dean of School of Business Administra

tion, New York University
Horace R. Kornegay, Wake Forest '42�Congressman, 6th North Carolina

District
Frank J. Krebs, Mount Union '29�Vice President, Morris Harvey College
Charles Kullman, Yale '22�Tenor, Metropolitan Opera Company
Joseph B. Lanterman, Illinois '34�President, American Steel Foundries

Ivan C. Lawrence, Minnesota '16�Vice President and Director of Personnel,
Minnesota Mining and Manufacturing Company (retired)

Sam Lenher, Wisconsin '21�Vice President, Director, and Member, Execu
tive Committee, E. I du Pont de Nemours & Co.

William B. Lipphard, Yale '07�Executive Secretary, The Associated Church
Press; Author; Editor
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Maurice A. Longsworth, Ohio Wesleyan '17�Vice President, New England
Mutual Life Insurance Company (retired)

H. H. Lowry, Ohio Wesleyan '17�Director, Coal Research Laboratory-,
Carnegie Institute of Technology; National Defense Research Council;
Editor, Chemistry of Coal Utilization

Robert L. Maclellan, Dartmouth '28�President, Provident Life and Ac
cident Insurance Company

B. Glenn MacNarv, Middlebury '27�baking executive. Continental Baking
Company

James Marsh, Ohio Wesleyan '46�engineer and author, director of Project
Gemini of Aerospace Corporation, vice president Electronics Specialty
Company

Maurice H. Masland, Jr., Pennsylvania '15�Director, C. H. Masland &
Sons

W. Gardner Mason, Michigan '17�President, Triangle Mfg. Co.

John H. Mathis, Columbia '28�President, Lone Star Cement Corp.
John E. Mellen, Ohio Wesleyan '36�President, Michigan Life Insurance

Company
John O. Merrill, Wisconsin '15�Partner, Skidmore, Owings and Merrill.

Architects (retired)
Eugene Miller, Bethany '47�Vice President McGraw-Hill Publishing

Company
Larry Morey, U.C.L.A. '28�Composer. Lavender Blue, Music for Snow

White

James Lewis Morrill, Ohio State '11�President, University of Minnesota

(retired)
Harold C. Mueller, Illinois Tech '23�President, Powers Regulator Com

pany
William C. Mullendore, Michigan '12�Chairman of the Board, Southern

California Edison Company; Trustee, Mutual Life Insurance Company,
North American Aviation (retired)

Vernon C. Myers, Missouri '29�Publisher, Look Magazine
Rexford Newcomb, Illinois '23�Professor of History of Architecture and

Dean, College of Fine and Applied Arts, University of Illinois (retired)
Reinhold Niebuhr, Yale '13�Union Theological Seminary; Author; Inter

nationally famous theologian
Bennie Oosterban, Michigan '25�Assistant Athletic Director, University of

Michigan: Former Head Football Coach. University of Michigan: Named
"Coach of the Year," 1948

Bruce Payne, California '30�President. Bruce Payne & Associates, Manage
ment Consultant

Glenn Phillips, Ohio Wesleyan '13�Bishop, Methodist Church, Denver,
Colorado (retired)

Vincent Price, Yale '30�Stage, screen and radio
Gardner Rea, Ohio State '13�Cartoonist
Howard C. Reeder, Iowa '26�President, Continental Life Assurance Com

pany
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Willl\m L. Saunders, Washington '30�President, Gisholt Machine Company
William H. Scheick, Carnegie '25�Executive Director, American Institute

of Architects

John Walter Severinghaus, Ohio Wesleyan '25�Architect, partner of the
firm of Skidmore, Owings and Merrill, New York

Lyle L. Shepard, Pennsylvania '23�Executive Vice President, Cities Serv
ice Oil Company

Donald A. Snyder, Illinois '22�Vice President, Marathon Division of Ameri
can Can Company

Robert K. Smith, Kentucky '22�President, Electroform Corp.
Ralph G. Starke, Cornell '18�^Vice President of Investments, Berkshire Life

Insurance Company (retired)
Joseph D. Stecher, Ohio Wesleyan '22�Attorney; Executive Director,

American Bar Association
Robert B. Streeper, Ohio State '20�Consul General, Berlin
William S. Street, California '22�President, Union Pacific Corporation
Joyce A. Swan, Missouri '29�Director, Minneapolis Star and Tribune
Donaldson B. Thorburn, California '23�Vice President J. Walter Thomp

son Company
Thor C. Tollefson, Washington '25�Member, 80-87 Congresses, 6th Wash

ington District
Harry W. Tutchings, Pennsylvania '21�Vice President Trojan Powder

Company
Alvin M. Ulbrickson, Washington '23�Head Crew Coach, University of

Washington (retired)
Nathan E. Van Stone, Michigan '10�Vice President and General Manager,

Sherwin Williams Company
Owen H. Wangensteen, Minnesota '17� Internationally known Surgeon;

Director of Department and Surgeon-in-Chief, University of Minnesota
Hospital

Eugene S. Williams, California '24�President, The National Stock Yards
National Bank

Ivan Williamson, Michigan '30�Former Head Football Coach, University
of Wisconsin

Joseph H. Willits, Pennsylvania '16�Former Dean, Wharton School, Uni
versity of Pennsylvania; Director for Social Sciences, Rockefeller Founda
tion ( retired )

Robert Gardiner Wilson, Jr., Harvard '12�Judge, Suffolk Probate Court,
Boston, Past Imperial Potentate of the Shrine

George E. Worthington, Wisconsin '09�Attorney; Authority on Crime
Prevention; Member, Special Legal Commission to Japan (retired)

Robert N. Yoder, Ohio Wesleyan '40�partner of Dalton-Dalton Associates
an internationally known architectural firm

Miles F. York, California '19�President, The Atlantic Companies, Insurance
Benjamin F. Young, Ohio Wesleyan '13�Vice President and Comptroller,

New York Telephone Company (retired)
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Fraternity
The Badge of the Fraternity is a gold slab, rectangular in
form with trefoil at each corner, bearing on its face a

raised shield in black enamel, containing an open book
in white surmounted by a pen of gold. The pages of the

book contain five hieroglyphics, the significance of which
shall not be explained outside the Rituals. Carved in

gold beneath the book on the black enamel are the

Greek letters, AS<&, the initial letters of the secret motto. Upon the back of the

badge is engraved the Brother's name, initiation date, chapter letter, and chart
er date, thusly: Louis Manigault, 12-6-45, 18A45. The Badge may never be

modified in size or jeweled. No member, active or alumnus, shall permit his
Badge to be worn by a woman except she be his betrothed or his wife. Upon
his death, the Brother shall bequeath his Badge to the Fraternity.

The Seal of the Fraternity consists of the shield as it ap

pears on the Badge, containing an open book in white

surmounted by the pen. The pages of the book contain
the five heiroglyphics. Beneath the book are the letters,
A2$. The shield is surrounded by a double circle be
tween the circumference of which appears the open
motto of the Fraternity, Causa latet vis est notissima.

On a band or scroll connecting and crossing the circles under the lower apex
appears the year of the Founding of Alpha Sigma Phi, 1845.

The Pledge Pin of the Fraternity is worn by every Pledge
until such time as he is duly initiated or regularly re

leased from his Pledge, at which time he shall surrender
the Pin to the H.S.P. of the Chapter. When wearing a

suit or sport coat the Pin is worn in the left lapel, and no

other pin or insignia may be worn with it ; when wearing a shirt or sweater the
Pin is worn in the same manner as the Badge.

Recognition Pin: The Recognition Pin of the Fraternity
is a small replica of the open book with its hieroglyphics
and pen. It is worn on the tip of the left lapel of the coat,
and may be worn by initiated members of the Fraternity.
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Heraldry
The Coat of Arms consists of a crest, a twist, a shield,
and a ribbon. The crest is a mythical bird in gold with
upraised wings. The twist, or wreadi, is made of six
segments alternating white and black, or d'argent and
sable. The shield is quartered, the dexter chief and
sinister base are fields d'argent crossed by a sable band
dexter with three mullets d'or spaced at proper intervals.
The sinister chief is a field d'or supporting an open book, the pages of which
contain the hieroglyphics and pen. The dexter base is a field d'or containing
a Greek column minus capital, an ancient lamp burning at its base, and lean
ing against its opposite side a wreath of laurel. Beneath die shield upon die
ribbon are the year of Founding of the Fraternity and the open motto,
"Causa latet vis est notissima."

The Official Ring of Alpha Sigma Phi is set with a re-

tangular black onyx stone, encrusted with the shield as
it appears on the Badge. The base of the stone is sur

rounded by a wreath of oak leaves, thus the top of the
ring is a replica of the Oak Wreath Seal. One shank has
the Coat of Arms in gold and the date 1845, and the
other shank has the Pledge Pin in gold. The Alpha
Sigma Phi Ring is correctly worn with the base of the
shield toward the tip of the finger; a family seal ring is worn with the base of
the seal or coat of arms toward the base of the finger.

The Sister Pin of the Fraternity is a seven pointed star
of gold bearing on its face crossed sabers on a field of
black, above which are the letters, AS*. It is to be worn

only by the female members of the family of a Brother
or by his betrothed, and it is the only insignia of the
Fraternity that may be jeweled.

The Flag consists of two equalized, vertical bars, the one next to the staff being
cardinal, the other stone. From the lower corner next to the staff, a white bar,
one-fourth the width of the Flag, extends diagonally across to the upper end of
the Flag and has three equally spaced cardinal stars upon the bar. The letters
AS* in cardinal appear in the vertical bar of stone.
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National Interfraternity Council
Alpha Sigma Phi Fraternity, along with twenty-six other fraternities, is

a Charter Member of the National Interfraternity Conference, which was

founded at a meeting in New York City in 1909.

Through the years Alpha Sigma Phi has taken pride in the members of

the Fraternity who have served the Interfraternity Conference:

Wayne Montgomery Musgrave, Treasurer, 1918-1922

Ralph Frank Burns, Recording Secretary, 1943-1944, Executive Commit

tee, 1961-62, President, College Fraternity Secretaries Association,
1952-1953.

Wilbur Haverfield Cramblet, Recording Secretary, 1945-1946; Education
al Advisor, 1946-1947

Lloyd See Cochran, Secretary, 1951-1952; Vice Chairman, 1952-1953;
Chairman, 1953-1954

The National Interfraternity Conference is made up of fifty-nine frater

nities, and its relationship to these member fraternities is one of a service and

advisory capacity in the best interests of general fraternity welfare.
The Annual Meeting of the Conference, usually held at Thanksgiving time,

brings together interested fraternity leaders and officials from among the mem

ber fraternities. Leaders of related groups with which the Conference has a com

mon bond also attend the annual meeting, including. College and University
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Deans, Fraternity Advisors, and Undergraduate Interfraternity Council mem
bers.

The legislative affairs of the Conference are entrusted to the House of

Delegates, composed of a Delegate and an Alternate from each member
fraternity. Interim authority, between meetings of the House of Delegates, is
vested in the Executive Committee, composed of nine members and five offi

cers, all selected from and by the House of Delegates. The officers and com

mittees of the Conference serve concurrently in their responsibilities for the

Conference, the House of Delegates, and the Executive Committee.

Along with the National Panhellenic Conference, the Professional Inter

fraternity Conference, and the Association of College Honor Societies, the
National Interfraternity Conference is part of IRAC�the Interfraternity Re
search and Advisory Council. The functions of IRAC are appropriate to those
described in its title and much has been performed by IRAC to the lasting
benefit of fraternity ideals and programs.

The National Interfraternity Conference is keenly aware of its obligation
of service to the fraternity world; for in its constituency are 3,168 chapters in
the colleges and universities of the United States and Canada, having a total

living membership, undergraduate and alumni, of nearly 1,500,000 members.

The administration of this service is through the planning and operation
of its eighteen committees, some of which merit special attention. The Alumni

Interfraternity Council Committee assists in the formulation and programs of

campus alumni groups. The Educational Advisory Committee assists in the

preparation of policies stimulating the educational aspect of fraternity life.

The Committee on Ideals and Spiritual Inspiration outlines procedures
whereby the inspirational value of fraternities may become more meaningful
to the lives of individual initiates as well as to the fraternities themselves.

In the publications field much has been done by the Conference through
its Publications Committee. There are many interesting and helpful manuals on

fraternity programs and procedures which have been published and distributed

by the thousands for the general use of the fraternity world. The Publications

Committee is presently outlining a pubHc relations policy to give more thorough
and friendly understanding of fraternity ideals to society.

Scholarship is one of the principal factors of activity both in reporting of

scholarship grades and in the attempt to improve fraternity scholarship.

Hopefully the inspiration and ideals of each member fraternity points the

goal of the National Interfraternity Conference that it may assist in the de

velopment of character and leadership of young men.
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N. I. C. Member Fraternities

(Charter Members designated with an asterisk)

*Acacia *Delta Tau Delta Pi Kappa Phi

*Alpha Chi Rho *Delta Upsilon Pi Lambda Phi

Alpha Delta Gamma Farm House Psi Upsilon
*Alpha Delta Phi *Kappa Alpha Order *Sigma Alpha Epsilon
Alpha Epsilon Pi *Kappa Alpha Society Sigma Alpha Mu

Alpha Gamma Rho Kappa Delta Rho *Sigma Chi

Alpha Kappa Lambda *Kappa Sigma *Sigma Nu

Alpha Phi Delta Lambda Chi Alpha *Sigma Phi

*Alpha Sigma Phi *Phi Delta Theta *Sigma Phi Epsilon
*Alpha Tau Omega Phi Epsilon Pi Sigma Pi

Beta Sigma Psi *Phi Gamma Delta Sigma Tau Gamma

Beta Sigma Rho *Phi Kappa Psi Tau Delta Phi

*Beta Theta Pi *Phi Kappa Sigma Tau Epsilon Phi

*Chi Phi Phi Kappa Tau Tau Kappa Epsilon
*Chi Psi Phi Kappa Theta Theta Chi

Delta Chi Phi Mu Delta *Theta Delta Chi

*Delta Kappa Epsilon Phi Sigma Delta Theta Xi

?Delta Phi Phi Sigma Epsilon Triangle
Delta Psi *Phi Sigma Kappa Zeta Beta Tau

Delta Sigma Phi Pi Kappa Alpha *Zeta Psi

Interfraternity Publications

The standard reference work for the fraternity system as a whole is
Baird's Manual of American College Fraternities, which explains in detail the

origin and growth of the fraternity system and describes each Greek-letter

organization of consequence which exists.

Several periodicals are published which record the happenings in the

interfraternity world, the most prominent of which are, Banta's Greek Ex

change of the George Banta Publishing Co., Menasha, Wisconsin, and The

Fraternity Month of the Leland Publishers, Inc., St. Paul, Minnesota.
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NATIONAL

INTERFRATERNITY

CONFERENCE

1. The college fraternity has as its goal, in harmony with that of the college,
to provide training and discipline of the individual who, in seeking an educa
tion, desires to make of himself a useful member of society, possessing knowl

edge, trained skill, and capacity for accomplishment. The college fraternity, as a

group organization, seeks to teach men how to live and work together, striving
by precept and example for the personal development of the individual in the

training of mind and body. It carries forward the fundamental purposes of

education, adding a fraternal influence for correct living and individual

development.

2. The college fraternity must regard itself as an integral part of the institu
tion in which it is located. It not only must be amendable to the rules and regu
lations of the college institution, but must share in all the college responsibilities
of the undergraduate. The college fraternity must match the discipline of the

college administration and must accept the added responsibility incident to the

supervision of group life in the chapter house. Furthermore, the college frater

nity, with complete loyalty and allegiance to the college which nurtures it, has
the duty of supporting in every possible way the institution of which it is a part.
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3. The college fraternity is also a business organization. Successful manage
ment requires sound financial practices and good housekeeping methods. There
is the dual obligation of prompt collection of monies owed and prompt pay
ments of accounts due. The fraternity man and the chapter group acquire
strength and stature as they develop business experience and a true perception
of correct business methods. Financial strength and integrity in the fraternity
enables it to accomplish its other aims.

4. The college fraternity stands for excellence in scholarship. It seeks, as a

part of its college, to promote diligent application to study by the fraternity
member, not only in order that the requirements of the college be met, but also
that achievement above the average level may be attained. The college frater

nity adds its rewards for intellectual attainment to those given by the college.

5. The college fraternity accepts its role in the moral and spiritual develop
ment of the individual. It not only accepts the standards of the college, but, in
addition, endeavors to develop those finer qualities of ethical conduct which
add to the inner growth of man.

6. The college fraternity recognizes that culture goes hand in hand with

education, and, therefore, seeks to broaden the growth of the fraternity member

by encouraging the acquisition of knowledge and training in cultural subjects.
jit is in this field that the college fraternity augments the formal instruction of
\the institution in encouraging an appreciation of art, of music, of literature, of
Dramatics, of debate, of sports and games, of speaking and writing, and of
national affairs.

7. The college fraternity is the center of much of the social life of the

fraternity member. As such it seeks to develop the social graces, the art of good
living, the development of courtesy and kindness. Good manners, good taste and

good companionship are a part of the training of every fraternity member.

8. The college fraternity recognizes the importance of the physical well-
being of its members. It seeks to provide healthful and sanitary housing. It
encourages healthful practices by its members, discourages physical excesses and
promotes athletic competitions in both fraternity and college life, so that mens
Sana in corpore sano shall be the aim of every fraternity member.

9. The college fraternity assumes civic responsibilities. The chapter-house is
another training ground for good citizenship. Fraternity members are taught
first their civic responsibilities as members of the college community, and are

prepared in later life to assume their responsibilities to their communities and
to the nation.

10. The college fraternity seeks to develop those qualities of human under
standing, of companionship, of kindness, with a knowledge and training in ap
praising the basic values of life, which will lead towards a better civilization,
with peace and understanding among all peoples.
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The Greek Alphabet
There are twenty-four letters in the Greek Alphabet.

There are numerous inconsistencies in the way different

Greek names are pronounced in fraternity circles. Con

sequently, the pronunciation given here is a combination
of Greek and English pronunciations, and are those

form which are used throughout Alpha Sigma Phi.

Symbol Letter Pronunciation

A Alpha Alpha
B Beta Bayta
r Gamma Gamma

A Delta Delta
E Epsilon Epsilon
7. Zeta Zayta
n Eta Ayta
0 Theta Thayta
I Iota Iota
K Kappa Kappa
A Lambda Lambda
M Mu Mew

N Nu New
c Xi Zi (eye)
0 Omicron Omicron
n Pi Pi (eye)
p Rho Rho

S Sigma Sigma
T Tau Tawe

Y Upsilon Upsilon
* Phi Phi (eye)
X Chi Chi (eye)
* Psi Psi (eye)
a Omega Omayga
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Your personal record is very important. Please be cer

tain to fill out the following record pages completely.
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PERSONAL RECORD AS A PLEDGE

Ij �. was formally pledged to

Chapter of Alpha Sigma Phi Fraternity locate at

. on ,

at which time the following men were serving as Officers of the Chapter:

H.S.P._

H.J.P.�

H.E

H.S ^

H.C.S

H.M

H.S.C

H.C

H.A.E

Pledge Trainer .

Rush Chairman

My Big Brother is

My Pledge Brothers are
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PERSONAL RECORD AS A BROTHER

I was initiated into Alpha Sigma Phi Fraternity by Chapter

on , and my Roster Number is

The following Brothers served as Officers at the time of my Initiation:

H. S. P

H. J. P

H. E .

H. S

H. C. S

H. M.

H. S. C.

H. C

H. A. E.

Alumni attending the Initiation Ceremony were

I have served my Chapter as an Officer in the following capacities:

. . date elected served to _

date elected served to _

date elected served to _

. date elected served to _

date elected served to _
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CHAPTER HISTORY

Chapter of Alpha Sigma Phi Fraternity, located at

. was chartered on

The petitioning group was and was founded on

Prior to that time the group went under the name of

The history of the Chapter contains the following facts :
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CHAPTER HISTORY

The charter members of the Chapter were

The First H.S.P. of the Chapter was

The following Chapter alumni are recipients of the Award of Delta Beta Xi:

The Chapter Alumni are Incorporated under the name of

_, the President of the Corporation is

-, and the Secretary is

and the remaining members of the Board of Directors are

The Chapter Faculty Advisor is

The Chapter Accountant is

The Chapter Attorney is
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CHAPTER HISTORY

The Grand Chapter Advisor for the Chapter is

The following Brothers have served Alpha Sigma Phi nationally:

Ten of the Chapter's outstanding alumni and their accomplishments:

Chapter Traditions
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FRATERNITY DATA

The Fraternity Office of Alpha Sigma Phi is located at �.

in the city of '. .

,

Following are the Officers of the Fraternity:

Grand Senior President

Grand Junior President

Grand Secretary

Grand Treasurer

Grand Marshal

Grand Councilor

Grand Councilor

The following are the full-time members of the Fraternity Staff:

Executive Secretary

Field Representative

Editor
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ALMA MATER

is located at

and was founded on .

The President is
, Fraternity.

The Dean of Men is
, Fratemity.

The Faculty Representative to the Interfraternity Council is

, Fraternity

There are fraternities on the campus and they are

There are sororities on the campus and they are

The leading honorary societies are

The leading professional fraternities are

The campus publications are

Extra-curricular activities on campus are
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AUTOGRAPHS AND NOTES
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